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Introduction
This is a collection of interviews with pioneering actors
in the global impact investing market to discuss key
issues in the field, as well as China's possible
developments in the future.

performance management, the market investors'
attention on sustainable development risks as well as
promotion from the younger generation who seek
express their social responsibility and personal values
through consumption and investing. Nevertheless,
impact investing in China is still facing a multitude of
challenges such as lack of awareness from
mainstream commercial investors and lack of
discussion on materiality.

Impact investing are investments made with the
intention to generate positive, measurable social and
environmental impact alongside a financial return.
Since the conference held in 2007 at the Bellagio
Center in Italy, the concept of "impact investing" has
gradually united a group of investors and
philanthropists who do not endorse the traditional
investments that neglect social and environmental
benefits and are not satisfied with responsible and
ESG investing which only passively avoid social and
environmental risks. As they have also discovered,
pure philanthropy cannot solve large-scale and
complex social problems. Therefore, there is a
demand for an innovative investment method that can
create positive externalities and promote sustainable
development. This idea gradually gains more
understanding and support as well as has brought the
global scale of impact investing to estimated $715
billion by the end of 2019, according to GIIN.

Therefore, we initiated a research project to provide
ideas and possibilities for different actors in China to
engage in material impact investing and find
innovative strategies suitable for the Chinese market.
In February 2021, We published a research report in
Chinese, Impact Investing for Sustainable
Development: Emerging Consensus, Global
Ecosystem and Strategies in China (可持续发展梦想照
进现实:影响力投资共识、生态与中国道路). After
publication, we have received a wide range of
recognition and many international investors has also
seen the value, especially for the cases we have
interviewed. These cases present cutting-edge
practices of impact investing, with a specific focus in
Asia and China. Therefore, we also decided to publish
this part in English.

Impact investing has also begun to gain its foothold in
China. Several research reports explored impact
investing in the Chinese context and many pioneering
domestic institutional investors such as Grass Capital,
Mana Impact Fund, and Bits x Bites are also engaging
with impact investing to figure out its development
pathway in China. There is a strong demand for
impact investing coming from various angles: the
government's for finance redistribution and

This report includes both interviews conducted in
English and confirmed translations from interviews
conducted in Chinese. We hope this report could help
international audience understand better about the
field of impact investing, and especially the current
progress of impact investing in China. Doing Well and
Doing Good, Investing for a Better World!
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Ecosystem Builders
Ecosystem Builders

Dialogue with Vukani Impact Collective:
next-generation ESG operation system is an
innovation entrance to realize business value for
corporates and investors

Vukani Impact Collective gathers the most
experienced and enthusiastic experts in the
sustainable development and impact area.
Headquartered in Cape Town, South Africa, the
Vukani team has cooperated with clients across
Africa and even the globe. They have professional
and comprehensive knowledge in areas of
environment, society and corporate governance.
Their services include the systematic design and
support for best practice in ESG performance
management, ESG due diligence, impact verification,
team training and research. Vukani helps corporates
and financial institutions to create positive and
measurable impact via their projects. Meanwhile,
creating visible and tangible business value.

INTERVIEWEE:
Louise Gardiner
Co-founder and CEO
“If risk management and performance management are neglected, the pyramid scheme
of social impact is going to topple over. Therefore, the foundation for good environmental
and social welfare must be laid firmly.”
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Why did you enter the area of sustainable development and
found Vukani Impact Collective?

I began my career in Belgium in 2000, working for CSR Europe,

difficult to directly implement sustainability at the level of

the business network for corporate social responsibility, oriented

private equity. Private equity funds, particularly in emerging

towards big businesses. Over time, I came to realize that

markets, often work with smaller and fast-growing companies

smaller businesses can often track sustainability quickly. In

that have many different priorities to manage and might not

many ways it is also easier for them to actually see the benefits,

have the resources to take a comprehensive approach to ESG.

including financial benefits. Therefore, they are often easier to

Therefore, their interventions need to be very strategic. Also,

be convinced to persist on a sustainable path. Moreover, the

private equity investors have paid little attention to this field until

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) did some work at that stage

recently. However, they are particularly well placed to support

that impressed me. They helped a group of SMEs to develop

the long-term sustainability journeys of enterprises, because of

sustainability reports in a more simplified way, then to pitch

their hands-on involvement in the management of their investee

those reports to investors. They found that the SMEs with

companies over multiple years. At Vukani, we believe that by

sustainability reports were more likely to win investors. That

letting everyone work under a common vision, the industry can

was a big moment for me to recognize this interaction between

bring about very big changes in a relatively short period of time

investors and smaller growing businesses. I then applied for a

(5-7 years). The word Vukani means to awaken and rise up as

position at IFC, part of the World Bank Group, in 2005 and have

a group.

supported a range of global IFC programs since then that

We therefore founded Vukani to support investors of any kind to

encourage the private sector and financial sector to adopt

develop their ESG policies, systems, and capacity to undertake

sustainability standards. Since the 1990’s, IFC has paid

more strategic sustainability interventions. We work with

increasing attention to the ESG factors in their investments.

leading funds that are committed to sustainability and positive

Several high-profile cases contributed to this urgency. For

impact, and we help them put ESG policies and systems in

example, a company in which IFC had a 5% stake in 2000 had

place to evaluate and engage with their investee companies. In

an accidental mercury spill while transporting it in Peru, which

doing so, we have developed a cutting-edge online assessment

led to serious consequences for local communities and

tool and methodology – the ESG Tracker (esgtracker.com) –

jeopardized IFC’s reputation. The lessons from this case and

which covers all the essential ESG topics for companies

others have contributed to IFC’s development of its

operating in any sector or region. It supports companies and

Sustainability Performance Standards, which are the gold

investors to identify areas for improvement as well as value

standard. Over time, IFC has also found that these standards

creation. We took the lead in exploring the ESG field before the

actually lead to good financial and social returns on investments

market was mature enough. This means we have done a lot of

in emerging markets, thanks to ESG interventions. This has

preparatory work and learned lessons from setbacks which

been verified through a number of IFC studies and is consistent

were a gradual learning process.

with research by Harvard Business School, Deutsche Asset
Management, and others. The most consistent finding from
these studies is the direct correlation between corporate focus
on ESG and the ability to access capital at a lower cost,
suggesting that banks may have integrated sustainability
factors into the pricing of loan risk (because they know that
firms performing well on ESG are less risky overall), or that
investors are willing to pay more for a responsible firm. All of
these are very interesting to me.
I cofounded Vukani because I am passionate about unlocking
this value for private equity funds. Many existing sustainability
standards remain quite complex and cumbersome, so it is
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What the innovation can be for investors entering
environmental and social impact evaluation?
People feel excited about the concept of social impact, and

operations and supply chains. Therefore, the foundations for

many people want to achieve it by integrating the sustainable

good environmental and social welfare must be laid firmly.

development goals (SDGs) into their business strategy and

This is where financial institutions can play a powerful role.

committing to ambitious social and environmental outcomes,

Although the individual impact a company creates from

while also creating jobs. This is great. But, in doing so, if sound

changing may be quite small, if a financial institution makes

ESG risk management and performance management are

several small interventions in each investment in its

neglected, social impact is going to topple over like a stool with

portfolio, overall, they can make a significant contribution

only two legs. For instance, issues like health and safety, labour

to addressing the bigger challenges over the medium to

practices, pollution management, and responsible use of natural

long term.

resources are essential. Businesses also need to quickly start
preparing themselves for the impacts of climate change on their

During the client service, have you found any repetitive
themes or feedback?

A recurring theme is confusion. Some asset management teams

might be the same. For instance, a proactive approach to hiring

have individual sustainability professionals on their teams who

and promoting women and ensuring their health and wellbeing

have a deep understanding of impact, but most people in the

can reduce business risk and achieve positive outcomes.

financial sector are still struggling with understanding what ESG

However, if potential risks are not managed, such as health

means and what impact means. People often mix these two

issues, then the positive impact of hiring women can be

concepts up. From my perspective, the link between them is that

undermined. The most value is created when companies

they share similar types of factors to measure, but they hold

combine the risk management and impact mindsets.

different perspectives and measuring methods. Investors from

When talking about sustainability, ESG, and impact, it is not

the ESG perspective focus on risk management and its return

easy for many institutions to understand their differences and

on overall performance, while investors with the impact

gather relevant information. Because there are so many topics

perspective focus on creating additional value in their

and related metrics under ESG and impact, most people

investments through positive outcomes for society and the

struggle to untangle and integrate them into business

environment. For example, from the perspective of ESG, if a

management. Hence, there is a tendency to focus on fewer but

corporate does not fully consider issues related to its female

more understandable aspects, such as climate change, water,

workforce, there may be business risks related to sexual

energy, employment, the proportion of women on board,

harassment and improper treatment of pregnant employees,

executive payment and so on. However, a key finding from the

which could result in legal consequences and reputational

research on this topic is that it iscritical to focus on issues that

damage. Looking at the female workforce from an impact

are really “material” to an enterprise. Material issues are those

perspective, the corporate could also choose to hire and

that are most likely to affect the business in a meaningful way

empower women, such as by ensuring that they are well

(both risks and opportunities). Studies show that focusing on

represented in management and leadership positions, or simply

the right issues can enhance a business, while focusing on

that they have access to good livelihoods and a safe and

non-material issues can actually lead to business costs. Our job

healthy workplace. This can result in positive impacts for the

is to help companies and investors focus on the material

women themselves, as well as their families and people around

themes and indicators and manage these well.

them. The mindsets are different, but some of the strategies
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How to understand the issue of “materiality” more deeply?

George Seraphim, a professor at Harvard Business School, has

Secondly, we encourage our clients to identify their quick wins.

found in his research that firms have better financial

While successful ESG management must be a long-term

performance if the ESG areas they focus on are materially

process, there will always be goals that can be achieved in the

related to their business. If they focus on non-material issues,

short term. Pick the fruits that are easy to pick first. Finally, the

then they actually underperform – not just achieving a neutral

direct benefits of ESG management should be measured and

result, but actually worse.

presented to the client's whole organization, particularly to the
CFO and financial manager. Our experience is that, as soon as

Using the ESG Tracker, we are able to provide companies with

these benefits become clear, the CFO can actually become one

an ESG scorecard that assigns different weights based on the

of the strongest champions for sustainability.

nature of their business, the sectors and the regions in which
they operate. This means we can provide practical

In fact, we are seeing growing interest from banks on the

recommendations on the most critical and high-value

materiality of ESG management within a corporate. In South

interventions they can adopt.

Africa, for example, the local exchange requires all listed
companies to publish integrated ESG reports. While local

The gap that decision-makers in the company need to fill

banks, such as BNP Paribas's South African branch, sift

is how to understand and use an ESG scorecard to

through clients' ESG reports to see which loans they make. In

strengthen business strategy and metrics. This is

their opinion, it can be obvious to observe from companies’

something new for most management teams and boards of

ESG reports whether they have made substantive ESG

directors. While the overall picture is getting better, we still

integration and whether they take sustainable development

need to educate our clients continuously to get them familiar

seriously or not. They will reach out to those companies caring

with the wide range of tools and techniques available to

for sustainable development and offer them a lower interest

improve ESG management across the dimensions of risk,

rate. The conclusion is clear: they recognize that sustainable

performance, and impact. The first step is to understand what

businesses are better.

the key ESG issues are for the business and how the
enterprisewould benefit from managing these effectively.

What are the characteristics Chinese clients of Vukani have in
common? What are their most concerned issues and what are
the goals they want to achieve the most?
A common feature of our Chinese clients is that their teams are

of newly established sites. In addition, we also find some

often highly organized and responsive to evaluation services. It

interesting regulatory requirements in China, such as the

is a pleasure to work with them, especially when it comes to

regulations concerning the employment of disabled people.

health and safety-related issues. Chinese companies have

Moreover, the launch of new and tougher laws in China may

many specific requirements related to their domestic markets,

strike companies to some extent. For example, a manufacturer

such as emergency response measures and so on. In most

of plastic packaging may be affected by the new laws on plastic

cases, we focus on whether the company has the appropriate

use and disposal. On the flip side, it is also an opportunity for

regulatory certification and license,including the permissions

companies to innovate in their packaging.
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Another trend we see is that Chinese banks are sometimes very

in terms of sustainability or whether they will offer a more

interested in green credentials. Companies that have received

favourable loan rate accordingly. However, the China Banking

an ESG rating before going to the bank can show their ESG

Regulatory Commission requires banks to monitor green loans

score sheet for proof, which is a good trend. It is our

and credit risk, partly because they have found that green

observation and understanding that some Chinese banks are

companies have lower non-performing loan ratios which

marking their loans with green loan ratings, but I am not sure

implies that green businesses have lower credit risk.

about either their actuallevel of engagement with the company

What feedback have you received frequently from
training clients?
When we provide training to clients, there is always a situation

However, we are able to that show how practical adjustments

where at first clients don't understand sustainability, thinking it is

can be made to achieve alignment, and that actually this is part

vague and having no idea on what they can do. But we find that

of achieving long-term competitiveness and resilience.

they quickly get inspired and by the end of the training they are

What I have learned in this process is to be patient with people

thinking of ambitious ways to change the world and protect the

who are new to the topic. Sometimes their negative reactions to

environment. This shows how important this topic is for most

concepts like impact and ESG are simply because of their

people on a personal level. These customers realize that it is

instinctive resistance to new things. Despite their initial

serious and there is a lot they can do. Sometimes, they may

concerns, we often find that six months later our clients have

worry that the immediate needs and priorities of their business

already done something really positive, and even have

might not be compatible with ESG ambitions.

achieved a phenomenal success.

What other problems need to be addressed to make
sustainable and impactful investment strategies incorporated
into the market?
In my view, the next breakthrough point in the evolution of

reports. But if the exchange asks for ESG reports and the

the field is the tracing of causality between ESG

exchange, ratings providers, investors and other finance

interventions and improved business performance. There

providers don’t follow up on what's in the reports, the market

exists a solid basis of research showing the correlation between

won't actually benefit. This problem has already existed in South

ESG performance and financial performance, but there is still a

Africa, where a lot of sustainability and integrated reports are

need to push the data forward to show the causality or to

produced by local companies but there is insufficient use of the

reinforce their correlation. This requires experts to collect,

data in those reports to drive better decisions and engagement

organize, and analyze data, then to give sophisticated insights

by investors. Thus, the market needs more and better analysis of

into how ESG drives value creation, to test it in the market, and

these reports and for information to be packaged in a way that

to reach a conclusion successfully in the end. In addition, many

supports better decision making – both about ESG performance

international exchanges, including the Shanghai Stock

in order to manage risk, and about the link to better business

Exchange, now require listed companies to provide ESG

performance. I think that is the missing piece right now.
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Do you worry about the risk of “Greenwashing”?

A client who hires us is normally not a greenwashing company,

the "Greenwashing" risk, the market calls for a certification

because they want to know their current weaknesses, risks and

mechanism; otherwise, the risk is inevitable. I believe the

remedial measures through our strict standards of the service

application of blockchain technology will be revolutionary

delivery. So, we will encourage them to take an honest and

for the certification industry.

pragmatic view of their situation. In addition, in order to eliminate

What will the next-generation ESG evaluation and
management system be like?
What vision do you have for the future?
Looking ahead to the next generation of systems, first of all,

blockchain and robust verification methodologies, companies

blockchain will be a very important part of it. ESG data is

will not be able to tamper with information, thus directly

expected to be "commoditized" to meet the rapid demands of

eliminating the risk of greenwashing.

enterprises or investment behaviour. For example, ESG is

Thus, the enterprise can regard ESG as a necessary added

starting to be considered across a wide range of financial

value and part of the enterprise's ledger, rather than a dispens-

activities, including services such as trade finance that require

able one.

assessment of companies in a very short timeframe, such as 24
hours. This means that the consideration of ESG would require

My vision is that companies can operate better with these data,

the company to already have these credentials in place. Thus,

and thereby accessing more beneficial financial support. Plus,

sufficient standardized ESG data and certification

these ESG-related data assets will be analysed and processed

processes/technologies can make compa nies quickly offer their

by professionals around the world, and big data will be used

ESG certification and thereby receive financial benefits. At the

to drive the right behaviours of enterprises and investors.

same time, under a transparent data system supported by
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Dialogue with Bridgespan:
a non-profit consulting firm helps clients set a high
bar in impact investing

Bridgespan is a global nonprofit consulting
organization that strives to make the world more
equitable and just. We are passionate about helping
social change leaders find solutions to economic and
social barriers that perpetuate inequities and prevent
individuals, families, and communities from having
access to opportunities they need to thrive. We use
rigorous research to gain insights that help our clients
solve problems and achieve their goals. Our services
include strategy consulting and advising, sourcing and
diligence, and leadership team support. We take
what we learn from this work and build on it with
original research, then identify best practices and
innovative ideas to share with the social sector.

INTERVIEWEE:

INTERVIEWEE:

Stephanie Kater

Kate Collins

Partner

Manager

“Core to our work is a sense of responsibility to do is to set a very high bar. If we can help
them set a very rigorous bar for what impact looks like, we're hopeful that the market can
follow this trend.”
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How does Bridgespan build its impact investing
team and its core capabilities?
Our impact investing core capabilities are built in an ongoing

on impact, and we have found this can be helpful to a for-profit

process of development. For the first 15 years, Bridgespan only

impact investor who has market incentives as well. As a

worked with nonprofits and foundations to support social impact

nonprofit organization, we have zero financial incentives. We

and acceleration to solve real-world issues. But we realized

are truly an independent party that can help ascertain where

over time that all the philanthropic capital in the world combined

there's impact and where there's not.

would not be enough to advance us as a society towards the

Bridgespan works upfront to assess and estimate whether there

sustainable development goals. Private market capital has to be

will be impact. The International Finance Corporation has

part of the solution. This was how we shifted our direction in

developed nine principles, with the last one is centered around

2015 and began working with private for-profit investors.

impact verification – which happens in conjunction with

To build our capabilities, we sought out a first client who was

accounting firms to audit and verify our work, giving us a more

highly aligned with our mission. TPG Rise Fund was our first

objective answer.

for-profit client, and we worked with them for four years to

We have now worked with 25 different investors across the

develop a strategy for an impact fund, figured out what the

United States, Asia, Europe and other parts of the world. We try

value proposition for investment would be, and developed an

to understand the obstacles across different markets as private

impact measurement system. We supported them in selecting

capital enters impact investment. One of the obstacles is impact

the companies that had high impact.

measurement and tracking, which is a hurdle that we are

We are upfront with our clients about what we're good at and

hoping to help the field overcome.

what we are not. We are distinctive in our mission-driven focus

How does Bridgespan connect with for-profit clients?

So far, 90% or more of our clients have reached us through our

an impact fund, or other related activities. Under such

website or by word of mouth. We don’t have the resources to

circumstances, it is hard to locate these potential clients.

conduct much client outreach, and we focus more on identifying

However, it is also at this stage that Bridgespan can provide the

the demands of the market and how to respond to them. There

most comprehensive assistance.

is a need for us to grow as an institution and to accelerate our

In the case of TPG Rise Fund, I believe they came to us

effect. Our real philosophy is if we can find a way to help people

because they truly wanted to contribute positively to the world.

in need, that would be the best way to define us.

As a for-profit fund, they needed the capability to ensure

Through broad landscaping, we are starting to seek investors

credible, measurable social impact.

with funds that we think are high impact and to whom we can be

In addition, our team at Bridgespan are people with a lot of

helpful. A challenge that surfaces is that sometimes our potential

passion and a strong sense of commitment to the cause.

clients are considering but yet to announce the establishment of
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What is the motivation for mainstream for-profit organizations
to enter impact investment? When building an impact
investingstrategy for them, do you observe potential internal
conflict between financial targets and impact goals?

There are investors out there, especially some institutional

assets that can generate market-level financial returns is much

investors such a pension funds, which want to have impact but

larger than they initially thought.

have no flexibility around their financial return. This creates the

How can a strategy be developed to minimize potential conflicts

market for mainstream, market rate funds to enter the impact

between financial goals and impact goals? The key, in

space.

Bridgespan's view, is investment where the business model

Some private equity firms have found that setting up a

and impact develop at the same time. In other words,

dedicated impact fund can bring about incremental AUM

companies selling more products or providing more services

(assets under management), because the impact fund product

can have a positive impact, which minimizes the risk of having

is sufficiently differentiated compared with the existing fund

to choose between financial and impact returns.

product and does not form internal competition with other funds.

TOMS Shoes, for example, used to have a business model of

But from an impact standpoint, many of these PE firms also

selling a pair of shoes and donating one pair, which was a good

believe that they can utilize their experience and expertise

charity way. But in this model the two were inevitably in direct

growing businesses to help impact companies expand and

conflict, resulting in the creation of impact and the reduction of

thrive.

financial returns. Therefore, such projects are generally

A good example is Dodla Dairy, a South Asian dairy invested by

bypassed by impact investors who seek more alignment

TPG Rise Fund. The company itself doesn't think of itself as an

between profit and impact.

impact company. But impact investment institution TPG Rise

Having said that, we must admit that it is probably rare to have a

Fund saw that their competitive advantage was a huge network

completely free trade-off. For example, would a company cut

of small dairy farmers who were benefiting from contract farming

prices if it could increase sales and thus serve its target

arrangements with Dodla – so in addition to being a profitable

audience more broadly? Cutting prices is sometimes the

company, they could have positive impact. Therefore, compared

economic logic of doing exactly the right thing to boost revenues

with the pure commercial investors in the enterprise

and profits, and sometimes it isn't. Still, Bridgespan believes that

decision-making considerations, TPG was an impact investor

if investors have tools that can be used to measure profit and

focused on supporting this farmer network.

impact separately, at least they can see more clearly where the

Evolving mainstream institutions to consider projects that

trade-offs are. In addition, in terms of impact measurement, we

combine financial returns and impact does require LP's

find that matching impact measurement to profit measurement

concentrations, but once mainstream institutions hold the impact

makes it easier to persuade companies to further reinforce the

mindset, they will also realize that the range of impact

impact they are already doing.
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Thematic investing strategies are more popular among impact
investing institutions, how do you see them, especially using
the UN SDGs as a guiding framework to design a theme?

The majority of the funds that we've worked with do use an

enough to be your entire impact framework. Bigger funds are able

SDG-anchored framework. We think the SDGs are a good starting

to invest against a number of different SDGs, but we generally

point for an impact framework, although they are not specific

recommend a strategy that tailors to specific ones.

What is the importance of building an Impact Thesis for
impact investors?

Bridgespan thinks that it is critical to develop an impact thesis,

specific areas and types of companies they believe in and help

because that's the criteria by which you can then send a team of

figure out if they can drive social impact. In the absence of a

people to find deals that are likely to materialize into good

clear impact thesis, there would be too many in the pipeline and

impact investments for the world. No matter which sectors our

would be inefficient to filter them.

clients focus on, we wouldadvise them to identify some of the

How do Bridgespan clients balance between the rigor and
cost of having impact measurement?

We want to help our clients find the right type of impact

You should then have a quantitative assessment to integrate it

measurement. There are academically oriented philosophies that

with your existing processes and commercial diligence. In other

are very rigorous, but with our clients’ day to day constraints, we

words, we suggest that you talk about the commercial potential

need to right-size. There are some principles that we recommend

and its impact at the same meeting.

that everyone adopt. And then beyond that we help make the

With such principles, you can then decide on the type of tools

decision on what's right size for them. For example, one of our

and how often you should quantitatively track impact based on

principles is, before you make an investment, you should figure

the most practical way.

out whether you think there's impact.
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What are some of the common impact investing services
requested by clients?
The most requested services are developing an overall strategy

A new area that we are keen to explore is to better support

and impact measuring framework for a fund and doing impact

racial justice outcomes in the U.S., or ethnic minority outcomes

underwriting. We are seeing more demand these days for impact

in other countries. We want to figure out how we can be most

reporting support, especially for funds who believe that they may

helpful to organizations trying to build those outcomes, because

already have social impact in their existing investments but want

these are some of the hardest to measure.

to better communicate that to their investors or to the world.

Is Bridgespan concerned about impact washing?

Yes, very much. Core to our work is a sense of responsibility to

like, we're hopeful that the market can follow this trend.

do is to set a very high bar. We know that we will only work with

Investing is both a blessing and a curse that poses an

a small fraction of impact investors around the world. But if we

opportunity, and it is also a risk because there's temptation

can help them set a very rigorous barfor what impact looks

for impact washing.

How is the Asian market (including China) different compared
with other markets that Bridgespan has served?

We are really impressed with just how much energy there is in the

The difference we see between US and Asian clients, at least

Chinese and Asian markets, and that more organizations are

so far, is just that our Asian clients have been more focused on

beginning to develop with the intention of trying to support a nascent

investing in Asia, whereas our US clients tend to be interested

field. We see great potential for the ecosystem to organize and develop

in investing globally.

in the next 12-18 months, especially with organizations such as CASVI.
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Dialogue with Ernst & Young CCaSS:
sustainable development for Chinese enterprises
from the perspective of third-party professional
services

Established in 1993, the Climate Change and
Sustainability Services (CCaSS) of Ernst & Young,
provides sustainability - related services to
corporate clients. CCaSS is dedicated to helping
companies respond to environmental and social
challenges by understanding & evaluating the
broader value of impacts and outcomes,
identifying the opportunities, and supporting the
reporting of nonfinancial performance risks to
their stakeholders.

INTERVIEWEE:
Brian CK Ho
EY CCaSS Partner
“Even if a business is motivated to do something good for
society, it still needs to be constantly tracked and
measured, and investors can push the process. As long as
asset owners are willing to keep investing, they can always
demand the social impact they want their businesses to
achieve. Such process will drive the output of more and
better social improvements.”
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Why did you engage in sustainability and impact investment
in your career?
After graduating from sociology, I returned to the research center

After that, I followed my former boss to a new organization

to focus on how international companies practice public social

called CSR Asia, and then came to EY after round eight to nine

responsibility around the world. During my research, I came to

years. Our job is to convince business organizations to create

believe that business would play an indispensable role in

social and environmental value while increasing business value,

sustainable development. In the past, the development issues of

which can make doubled impact. It is also based upon such

society and specific groups had been addressed primarily by

belief that I have been in this sector for more than 18 years.

society, government, and NGOs, but relying on the power of
business could have a more significant impact, especially if
based on a certain economic mechanism.

Why did EY set up the CCaSS department at the time?
Was it because of market demand?
I remember the CCaSS was first founded in 1993 or 1994. At

However, we saw some negative public events such as food

that time, the UN proposed the concept of sustainable

safety issues occurred subsequently due to companies’

development for the first time at the summit and everyone was

misconduct. The public became particularly concerned about

talking about how the business sector could be involved. Under

safety of products and employees. And more and more

such international context, EY decided to set up CCaSS global

companies became curious about corporate responsibility

business.

outside the scope of government goals. Around 2015, investors
began paying more attention to the sustainable performance of

CCaSS department in China and Asia was founded in 2009,

enterprises. For example, there were many Chinese companies

when many Chinese companies extended more and more

listed overseas. Foreign investors’ concern about sustainable

international businesses because of Beijing Olympic Games

development had pushed forward these listed companies to

held in 2008. I believe EY's management had foreseen that

consider sustainable investment in a more practical way. They

sustainable development and climate change would become

started to realize the necessity to manage problems internally,

more closely related to the company's financial situation. So, in

rather than merely regarded it as a public relation activity.

addition to traditional consulting department, we opened up the
new field, which would be very important for many companies.

Over the past decade, the market has been changing and

EY had also considered to provide an “one-stop” service for its

going through different stages. And we can see that firms

customers by setting up CCaSS department in this region.

have switched from mainly appealing to the government and

Indeed, we later saw that the CCaSS business was driven by

the public demands for “responsible firms”, to meeting capital

markets. Our management was very far ahead in anticipating

market’s demands for ESG in the last two or three years,

this requirement, so we invested a lot of resources in this area.

thereby paying more attention to their own ESG performance.
In other words, capital determines this change in corporate’s

In 2008, the Chinese government issued guidelines, requiring

behavior.

SOEs (state-owned enterprises) to take up more social
responsibility. And CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) began

Meanwhile, the cooperation between CCaSS and other

to be widely discussed. But back in time, when speaking of CSR

departments of EY has become closer. I remember when I

and sustainability, most of SOEs mainly focused on how to

joined EY six years ago, other departments thought CCaSS

cooperate the government to establish a harmonious society

was an environmental department to help the company dispose

according to government’s agenda. Therefore, in the beginning,

of waste. But now, I believe most of the partners at EY know

our CSR service was more like public relation service.

that CCaSS’s work belongs to topics in capital markets.
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We think there are a lot of financial tools that companies can

they can coexist with the environment. For example, some of

use such as ESG investment, green finance, impact investment

our clients are often asked by investors how they will adapt to

and so on.

possible changes such as global warming, extreme weather
and natural disasters, and whether the profitability of agricultural

Although our team size is limited compared to the rest of EY, I

and real estate companies will be affected by the risk of climate

believe that as long as companies face realistic challenges such

change. Therefore, on the one hand, enterprises should reduce

as sustainability requirements and enquiries from investors,

the negative impact on the environment. On the other hand,

they will surely pay attention to them. In particular, many

they should consider how to control the operation risk brought

investors now require more than just ESG policies and ESG

by environmental issues. This is a very good change.

reports. They also want companies to think fully about how

What is the current customer base of CCaSS? How do you
effectively serve it?
Our team has worked with about 180 Chinese companies listed

Therefore,I think we should do more in this respect. Besides

in Hong Kong or U.S. stock markets, most of which are leaders

sharing leadership information, we should organize some cases

of different industries. They seek services mainly because of

to help business executives understand the value of these

specific incentives or external pressures, especially from capital

concepts, such as some good attempts of peer companies,

markets requiring them to raise their expectations for

specific expectations of investors for sustainable development,

sustainability. And if they do not have the expertise internally,

etc., so that business executives can think about whether it is

they will seek our services.

necessary to take ESG seriously and invest more resources in
sustainable development.

In our experience, the key to the effectiveness of our
services for sustainable development is the active

As a consulting service provider, we need to show these

involvement of the management team. Over the past six

companies both the business value of pursuing sustainable

years at EY, I have found that sustainability and ESG are not

development and more importantly the positive ROI (return on

well understood by most companies’ executives, and only a few

investment) credit to sustainable development. But the current

top firms’ management understands these concepts. Some

sustainable consulting sector still remains formless. And I can’ t

managers would ask, "if no one else has done it, why do we

guarantee that all the services people offer will meet the same

have to pay for it? Plus, the relevant compliance doesn’t have

standards. Some consulting services may simply help

these requirements, right?” Now many executives are aware of

companies write reports, or even help them do the

the importance of such concepts, but only a few are asking

greenwashing.

further questions about how management can do better.

How do you view the greenwashing in the Chinese market?
What positive changes should we do to answer the criticism
from the public on greenwashing?
I have to admit that greenwashing is happening, even in some

The other is that companies believe that creating a responsible

big companies. Some of them advertise that they spend a lot of

brand image will enable them to gain more public recognition.

money on green and public education, but their internal

This is a good sign, even if some of them don’ t know what it

environmental management is actually poor. However, there are

means to be sustainable, or they are not fulfilling their

two sides of the greenwashing phenomenon.

responsibility for sustainable management. Therefore, in judging
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whether the sustainable development activities of an enterprise

Another option is to rely on investors. Investors want to be able

are substantial, the external supervision of the media or the

to make judgments and evaluations in a standardized and

public is particularly important. For example, the media can

objective manner, including making full use of information from

judge and evaluate whether a company is doing greenwashing

third-party rating agencies because rating agencies have a

and publish the corresponding negative list. But it is true that in

more systematic way of evaluating the behavior of business,

China the media will face a lot of restrictions. For example, if a

thereby helping investors judge whether the business is truly

state-owned enterprise is doing the greenwashing, it is difficult

sustainable in terms of internal management. What's more,

for the media to directly reveal this matter.

even if a business is motivated to do something good for
society, it still needs to be constantly tracked and measured,

It is possible to depend on consumers’ oversight, like the case

and investors can push the process. That’s why I would say

in the West. A wave of CSR followed in the 1990s when

“money talks”. As long as asset owners are willing to keep

consumers criticized labor-poor firms and boycotted their

investing, they can always demand the social impact they want

products. But whether consumer-driven sustainability works in

their businesses to achieve. Such process will drive the output

the Chinese market depends on the level of consumer

of more and better social improvements.

education. It is very difficult for ordinary consumers to identify
and assess whether a business is doing greenwashing.

From EY's point of view, is it necessary for companies to
integrate sustainable development into their business
objectives?
Yes, I think it's absolutely necessary. And that’s why capitalism

example, the CEO and CFO of a large company usually have

is constantly rethinking the problems in the current structure of

tenure, during which they only consider the relatively

the economy. Nine years ago, Michael Porter created the

short-sighted goal of making as much money as possible for

concept of shared value. Today, the concept of stakeholder

the company, so there is a structural incentive problem. That

capitalism has emerged internationally, meaning that

is why there are international standards and measurements

companies need to take into account the welfare of their

that recommend linking executive compensation to a firm's

stakeholders as they pursue their interests. This concept is

commitment to sustainability. While most companies in Asia,

similar to that of shared value.

including greater China, are not beginning to link executive
compensation to their sustainable outcomes, this will be a

But at the same time, it's hard for a company to redefine what

crucial point for the future.

it's supposed to do, especially if it's a big company. For

What kind of CCaSS business is growing most
significantly today?
Between 2015 and 2016, the main business need came from

shifted from a regulatory to a capital-driven model. It can be

helping companies write ESG reports, mainly because of

understood that the sustainable demand of the enterprises at

compliance requirements in the stock market. But now I think the

first came from the pressure of regulation, and now it comes

biggest demand is for concrete advice on how to communicate

from the investors. Frankly speaking, of the more than 200

sustainability to investors, such as how to upgrade an ESG rating,

companies I have worked for, I have rarely met a business

and how to access sustainability-related indices, especially for

leader who was subjectively convinced that they needed to do

large companies. We find that the overall market demand has

sustainable work because it was a meaningful good deed.
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Which clients of CCaSS are in the process of evaluating
impact results? Have you encountered any difficulties in the
evaluation process?
The Greater China region is still in a very early stage, where

and more companies will recognize the concept of impact

people are still thinking about how to thoroughly carry out

measurement and realize that they need impact assessment

sustainable development from the internal management. And the

data to make communication with stakeholders more effective.

impact outcome assessment is more like a one-time thing. But if

For example, rather than describe how much resources they

there is a need, we can help them build long-term value models

have invested or how positive they are, it would be better to

and track their sustainable performance from three perspectives

describe the actual impact of their investment in sustainable

of Input, Output, and Outcome.

development and come up with some quantitative data to
support it.

However, the biggest challenge is that only a handful of leading
companies ask for an impact assessment. I hope that more

Could you share a specific example of impact
outcome assessment?
So far, most impact outcome assessments have focused on

Overall, we measured impact outcomes based on a monetizing

the area of community initiatives. For example, a customer of

approach that “valueed” impact and compared the impact value

an international cosmetics company invested 100 million

with initial investment, resulting in a return on ROI of 30%.

RMB over a 10-year period in a child's heart rehabilitation

Of course, this example may not adequately illustrate how a

program. From the perspective of Input side, the metrics

business incorporates sustainable development considerations

included how much money they donated, how much the

and assessments into its business operations themselves. This

project costed, whether some volunteer sales agents entered

example is primarily an assessment of the results of a donation

the project, and so on. From the perspective of Output side,

project. But from the perspective of our current clients in the

we just directly measured how many children had been

Greater China, it is true that we have seen few examples of a

helped and how many children had been supported by

comprehensive impact outcome measurement for sustainable

surgery.

development. Some companies will consider the materials and

The outcome side was more integrated. We divided it into

energy consumption used in production. But I think there are still

direct and indirect categories. In the direct section, we

few companies monetizing the impact of production on the

measured how much longer children could live after surgery,

society or environment in a quantitative way.

and how much less the family would spend with this help. In

One concept is called green accounting. Puma, for example, is

the indirect part, we assessed how many local doctors were

doing it, measuring the social cost of production. But very few

able to gain new knowledge and training in surgery with the

companies do like Puma.

help of international doctors. In addition, I remember that
some large public foundations used this project as an

However, there are more and more discussions about how to

illustration of their proposals for children with heart disease at

integrate the financial information and non-financial information in

the session of the National People’s Congress to

the report, so as to reveal the whole value creation of the

demonstrate whether China’s policies should pay additional

enterprise. It's not clear how long it will take to come to this

attention to this group. So effects on public policy were

stage. But in the future, we'll be able to see the actual extent to

actually part of the outcome of the project.

which the company is doing good by its disclosed information.
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Do you think whether China's impact investing market is
equipped with the prerequisite for its vigorous development?
Of course, I think the beauty of impact investing is that it can

we are looking at can respond to that demand, especially when

help any country tackle different challenges in an efficient way. I

we talk about how companies can find solutions to social

think in our country, there is a great demand for impact

problems as well as find business opportunities in them. I’ m

investment in solving environmental and social problems. And I

optimistic in this direction.

believe that some of the very successful business models that

What do you think is the most exciting part about China's
impact investing market?
The exciting part, I think, is the growing awareness of

development of the whole sustainable value chain. In addition,

sustainability ecosystem among asset owners, including the

a number of regulations and policies are also being promoted.

concepts of sustainability, ESG, green finance, and impact

So, I think each group in the current value chain is going to face

investing. As long as investors at the top of the value chain are

some incentives and external pressure at the same time,

more aware, they can make demands on other stakeholder groups

leading them to take a deeper look at sustainability.

to promote the
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Dialogue with SFi:
insights, experiences and lessons from managing
an impact investing platform and community

Sustainable Finance Initiative (SFi) is a community
of private investors who believe in Capital that
matters, supporting them in their vision of a world
where Sustainability is synonymous with Finance. Its
mission is to mobilize private capital for positive
impact and accelerate Asia towards a sustainable
finance hub by empowering people, policy,
practice and product. The initiative is incubated
by RS Group, a family office based in Hong Kong.
As an independent knowledge sharing platform,
SFi is currently trying to absorb the diverse voices
from the market, and provide investors with
learning, sharing and practice opportunities
related to sustainable finance. SFi serves as a
platform to facilitate the communication between
investors and broader stakeholders, adding vitality
to the impact investment market in Hong Kong

INTERVIEWEE:
Katy Yung
SFi Managing Partner
“Considering the differences in cultural philosophies such as
Confucianism, collectivism and social harmony in Asia,
whether we should develop a more suitable language and
narrative system in the Asian market to talk about impact
investment is a question worth pondering.”
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Why are you personally involved in impact investing?

When I was studying for a bachelor’s degree in the United States,

first conceived by organisations like Acumen founded in the

I was very interested in various social issues like migrant labor,

United States, so I began to study and explore impact investing.

childhood literacy, sustainable agriculture etc. At that time, I

At the same time, I also participated in some volunteer projects

considered working for an NGO after graduation, but my professor

with the philanthropy department of JP Morgan. In 2009, a

suggested that I should work in a commercial for-profit

friend introduced me to Annie Chen at RS Group who was

organization first to learn practical financial knowledge, so I

migrating her portfolio to align with her sustainable and impact

followed his advice.

goals. After some interviews, I had the honor to join RS Group
as their first full-time employee and eventually became their

While I was working in investment banking out of Hong Kong, I

Director of Investment.

was focusing on commercial transactions like IPOs and M&As.
During the process I found that the market seemed to pay very

At that time, I made this career change without thinking too

little attention to the environmental and social related issues which

much, because I was not sure whether impact investing in

could be financially material in the longer term. These findings led

Hong Kong could really scale up, but thought this way of

me to question traditional financial models and to think about how

investing should influence the future of the financial industry.

to strike the right balance between profit and purpose.

After all, most investors and banks were not familiar with ESG

In 2008, I was psychologically shaken by the Sichuan earthquake,
and at that time the concept of impact investing was

and impact investing at that time. In hindsight, I still believe I
have made the right choice.

What was the biggest question you had when you first learned
about the concept of impact investing?
Did you have any observations about impact investing in Asian
markets at that time?
One point I was most confused and concerned with impact

In my view, the concept of impact investing has changed over the

investing was its financial return. At that time, I didn't see the

past decade. In the early days, people focused more on social

opportunity in the market which not only created impact, but

enterprises and microfinance projects, and the trade-offs of

also achieved market-level financial returns. Admittedly,

specific product types. There was also a debate about whether

there were some social enterprises and microfinance

impact investing was a single asset class or an approach that

companies in the market which could achieve these two

covered all asset classes. At that time, there was only some

goals, but there were still some controversies and questions

superficial understanding of impact investing in the Asian market,

around their efficacy -- and this was a big bottleneck in my

which mainly referred to concepts and frameworks in European

opinion.

and American markets. Fast forward to today, we have 19 family
offices and private investors on the SFi platform, and it’s

Despite these doubts, I still had faith in the development of

encouraging to see that Asian investors are really thinking about

this field. I saw that the world is moving towards extreme

how to take part in impact investing. In general, there are some

conditions, and the associated problems are getting worse,

people who would prefer to allocate their investments using a total

which required some fundamental solutions. Looking back at

portfolio management approach, while the majority still prefer to

the past decade, that is exactly what has happened.

try on a small scale within a particular asset class.
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Some are more strategic, and others are opportunistic. We

to the Asian impact investors and understand their investment

conducted an investor survey in 2019, which was also an

strategies, drivers and preferences when it comes to impact

attempt to look for the answers to these questions related

investing.

Why did RS Group decide to set up SFi to continue
to promote the work related to impact investing?
In 2016, RS Group released their impact report, which

RS group established a separate platform to continue to

described in detail how RS Group had built its portfolio as an

promote the development of impact investing in the Hong Kong

impact investing institution in Asia, what mistakes it had made,

market—this is the inception of Sustainable Finance Initiative.

and what lessons it has learned. A number of Asian family

We also noticed that many investors were hoping to learn from

offices and investors were attracted by this sharing and wanted

each other and exchange program experience, but through the

to exchange experience with each other. In the process, RS

investigation we found that not all investors had enough

Group realized that as a family office, it was not well equipped

infrastructure or know-how to realize their plan. Therefore, by

to host this conversation. The exchanges need to go deeper

providing such a sharing platform, investors can study together,

than simply one report and opportunistic conversations, and a

share experiences, and learn while doing, which is exactly SFi’s

more effective approach was needed. In order to allow more

vision.

exchanges for investors in Hong Kong and the Asian market,

What categories of impact assets are the investors in the
SFi most concerned about?
Through our survey, we found that the most preferred

Interestingly and not surprisingly, we also found that the asset

approach is a total portfolio management strategy, which

allocation preferences vary with the market environment. After

may include multiple asset classes. Secondly, investors pay

the outbreak of COVID-19, investors reallocated assets to

high attention to private equity investment (including venture

reduce risks, such as increasing their holdings to some

capital, growth equity investment). The third category is equity

high-yielding products (private debt and fixed income) and

investments in listed companies and early-stage private equity

cash. The reason for this might be investors hope to reduce

(angel/pre-seed stage).

their risk exposure and increase their liquidity due to the
uncertainty ahead.

Has COVID-19 resulted in a fundamental impact
on investors' investment preferences?
Absolutely. First of all, there is a much greater acceptance to

supply chains, and recent fluctuations in oil prices and its climate

ESG and impact investing in the market, and there are fewer

impact. From the mainstream media news, it is obvious that

questions about whether ESG or impact investing is necessary.

sustainable development is inevitably taken into account for

For example, COVID-19 has enabled people to become more

investment.

aware of the social and environmental impact of company
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However, people have different choices to translate this percep

private debt. Others are turning instead to sectors that are more

tion into behavior. Some investors in industries such as real

resilient in the long run, such as healthcare and education in

estate, hospitality and manufacturing, faced with a big external

emerging economies, which will be needed on a large scale

shock, have focused on managing the business and making sure

regardless of the external environment. Given the travel

it has enough operating liquidity and resilience. During these

restrictions, we have also seen investors invest into

challenging times, some have turned to philanthropic giving to

entrepreneurs locally in Hong Kong at a venture stage.

provideimmediate relief to local communities. Some investors,

In the face of these changes, SFi has focused on guiding

given the uncertainty, are also less inclined to invest in long-term

investors on how to maximize the impact of their portfolios

or high-risk impact opportunities, and are interested in assets

at their respective vantage points. What we believe to be

with more liquidity, such as ESG ETFs (net inflows into ESG ETF

important is to keep the momentum and continue the spirit

increased about 30% in the first quarter in 2020) and

of “learning by doing”.

What do you think of the existence of impact products
on the market?
From a positive perspective, if more institutions in the market

coming up with ESG and Impact investment products. A few

advertise themselves with ESG and impact, there will be more

trends we are excited about: early-stage Asian entrepreneurs

product supply, thus providing investors with more choices. On

that have an impact mindset and are also leveraging technology

the negative side, the risks of impact washing make it more

to grow their businesses, product platforms that democratize

difficult to identify real impact products. We have seen

access to impact opportunities to smaller investors and

increasing scrutiny from impact investors now looking for

innovation of product structures (blended finance vehicles,

verification of impact data or ESG scoring. What we are

SDGs or issue-linked instruments/REITs, evergreen ecosystem

beginning to see is an increasing amount of efforts from large

building focused funds).

In the view of SFi, do investors in the Asian (Hong Kong)
markets have different ideas about sustainable and impact
investing from investors in the European and
American markets?

This is what we've been trying to explore. Current terminology

and new wealth is still being created. For example, given the

and culture of impact investing are primarily created by

cultural philosophies such as Confucianism, collectivism and

European and American markets, where there are cultural

social harmony, it is worth considering whether we should

differences when it comes to attitudes towards wealth

develop impact investing in some kind of language and

management. The history of Asian wealth is also relatively

narrative that is more appropriate for the Asian market. Within

shorter, where family offices managing wealth for more than 2-3

Asia, we are also dealing with many different countries with

generations is still less compared to say Europe and the US

various sub-cultures, so it is hard to generalize.
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various sub-cultures, so it is hard to generalize.

Investors have yet to fully embrace the concepts
of ESG and impact investing.
What do you think are the remaining obstacles?
As advised from the insights of our previous investor survey, we

enough infrastructure to conduct in-depth analysis and

noted that the main obstacles were due to the insufficient

monitoring investments in-house, and therefore need the help

support services throughout the impact investment process,

from external consultants.

namely deal sourcing, due diligence and impact measurement.

With this in mind, SFi is trying to bridge this gap by being a

Admittedly, more and more impact investing opportunities were

sounding board and offering consultancy services to our

introduced in Asia, however, investors are still searching for

community in impact diligence and impact measurement and

high-quality investment opportunities with good track record. On

monitoring.

the other hand, some Asian impact investors do not have

How to communicate with public policy and regulatory
authorities to promote impact investing?
What do you think of the role that Chinese
government plays in the impact investing market?

As a natural consequence of the development of sustainable

The Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) introduced its

finance in Hong Kong, in the past two years we have seen the

“Strategic Framework for Green Finance”, which raised the

introduction of various regulations and initiatives revolving

credibility of Hong Kong’s green finance product offerings.

around the topic:

Moreover, The Financial Services Development Council
(FSDC) released an ESG Strategy with key recommendations

The Hong Kong government took the key steps needed to

on how policymakers can support companies and investors to

create a strong local market by committing to a green bond

collectively develop a robust ESG investment ecosystem for

issuance program and established the HK Green Bond Grant

Hong Kong. When relevant, the SFC also actively involves

Scheme to subsidy the certification.
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industry participants to provide views in consultations, to make

Another important development in the past couple of years was

sure that proposed regulations or initiatives actually reflect the

the launch of Hong Kong Green Finance Association (HKGFA),

needs of the Hong Kong market.

which aims to gather industry experts and provide policy
suggestions to the HKSAR Government and other regulators in

The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) held its first

developing green finance in the city.

conferences on green and social bonds in collaboration with the
International Capital Market Association and the Peoples Bank of

The HKMA and SFC initiated the establishment of the Green

China. The Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (HKeX)

and Sustainable Finance Cross-Agency Steering Group, with

issued a corporate governance code and related Listing Rules.

the goal of coordinating the management of climate and

HKeX also updated their ESG Reporting Guidance to account for

environmental risks to the financial sector, accelerating the

international climate-related disclosure recommendations and

growth of green and sustainable finance in Hong Kong and

became a partner of the United Nations Sustainable Stock

supporting the Government’s climate strategies. This Steering

Exchanges Initiative (SSE). 2020 saw the launch of HKEX

Group shows how Hong Kong is taking a coordinated approach

Sustainable and Green Exchange (STAGE), an online portal to

to promoting the industry and addressing the climate crisis.

provide greater information, access and transparency on a wide
range of sustainable green and social investment products.

SFi regularly engages with local policymakers on behalf of its investors to express
collective views for positive policy development. For instance:

We produce policy spotlights to showcase how Hong Kong’s. regulatory
and policy landscape is changing to encourage and foster sustainable
finance.
We respond to policy consultations representing the views of our investor
community.

SFi plays an active advocacy role through various avenues:

As a member of various taskforces (e.g. HKGFA, SFC’s Technical Expert
Group), SFi aims to strengthen the sustainable finance ecosystem in Hong
Kong.
We engage private investors and other stakeholders by holding events and
facilitating attendance to international events.
We are also partnering with local and international groups to grow
sustainable finance in Asia (e.g. Our Hong Kong Foundation and the Asian
Venture Philanthropy Network).
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What would you like to learn about the mainland
China's impact investing market now?
We have seen a lot of momentum around impact investing in

way in building a common language with private investors and

China. I am curious to learn whether China has found an effective

corporates on impact standards or frameworks.
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Dialogue with Venture Avenue:
settled at the post of consultancy for a decade to
embark on the journey of impact investing

Officially established in Shanghai in January 2009,
Venture Avenue is a management consulting firm
focusing on social issues. Venture Avenue aims to
empower the development of a more effective
and efficient civil sector in developing countries,
through capability enhancement, effective use
of funding, and impact monitoring & evaluation
for social ventures, NGOs and their investors. With
expertise from non-profit and for-profit world,
Venture Avenue can help their clients to set
effective strategies, gain public supports and
achieve maximum social impact.

INTERVIEWEE:
ZHANG Hongyan
Founding Partner, Board Member
“Making good deeds happen is of first priority, while the
motivation can be put in second place. I think a good impact
project must clearly target a specific group of BoP as the
beneficiaries, with strong business logic and cash flow. I am
more willing to invest in such projects and nurture them to
grow up.”
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Looking back over the past decade, in what
aspects have your views changed significantly?
I think the first change is on impact investing. In the beginning, I

Secondly, regarding social enterprises, I used to think that the

looked at impact investing from a more generalized perspective,

founder’s original intention was very important. Social

with more emphasis on investment. Now I think I focus more on

entrepreneurs embarked on solving social issues. Therefore,

the IMPACT, the social impact. The reason is that I think when

the importance of their original intention was even greater than

the definition of impact investment remains unclear, people

that of the business logic. However, now I think business logic

need to find the original driver behind what they are doing, and

is a hard threshold, and entrepreneurs need to make it clear

to me the core is IMPACT.

while their original intention is in second place.

At the moment, some commercial enterprises are embedding
social missions into their business strategies. From this angle,
what exactly is a social enterprise?
First of all, I think, unlike B Corp which was defined by people, it

For most entrepreneurs, it is fine to just have a basic

is impossible to define "social enterprise" because it was born

understanding of social enterprise. Because the concept of

without a definition. Social enterprise emerged as a concept, a

social enterprise is like a big umbrella, under which there

spirit, and a belief. I was firstly inspired by social enterprise

can be enterprises putting profits first, enterprises putting

mainly because of its core feature, namely using business as a

profits second, and enterprises that even don't want

means to solve social problems. As long as everyone agrees with

profits. For NGOs and grassroots organizations, to start social

the concept of solving social problems via commercial means,

enterprises means that they have to cherish every penny, make

then I think the purpose of bringing up the concept of social

an impact from everything invested, and measure what the

enterprise is achieved. If we have to talk about what kind of

return on investment (ROI) is.

enterprise is a social enterprise and what is not, I think we need

In general, now I prefer to treat social enterprise as a kind of

a new name to define it.

generalized spirit, rather than try to unify it into a strict

In addition, I think it is still necessary to promote social enterprise

definition, which we cannot achieve by discussion. Social

as a spirit and a concept to entrepreneurs: business is not only

enterprises basically solve social problems by commercial

about making money but also about solving certain social

means. In other words, solving problems in a better and more

problems. It doesn't matter whether the intention to solve social

sustainable way. This is the essence of social enterprise.

problems comes first or second, but entrepreneurs must have
such a sense of responsibility.

How do you see the current position of foundations
or philanthropic organizations in impact investing industry?
The difficulty for foundations to engage in impact investing arises

approach and targets, they have already taken a bold step forward

because they are ahead of the curve and willing to take risks.

in this area. For example, many foundations are helping poverty

Although I don't necessarily agree with their current investment

alleviation, and some of them are investing in companies
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that they (foundations) are managing. So I think foundations are

In terms of risk tolerance, I think public foundations are

ahead of the curve in terms of hands-on involvement in impact

probably a bit weaker than private foundations.

activities. There are also some public foundations that want to

Overall, I think there will definitely be a role for foundations to

explore further in the field of impact investing. However, there

play in social investment, but it will not be significant. Because

are problems on both willingness and ability. And these two

the foundation segment is not large enough, they can only

should be discussed separately. Now China’s Regulations on

make a few paradigms. Even if all the foundations are engaged

the Management of Foundations have clearly defined legitimate

in this field, it is still a small testing ground. Testing ground is

investmentbehaviors, and foundations need to consider whether

necessary for show-case, but it does not have enough impact.

they are willing to take some risks. If they are willing to take the

The sector still relies on the tremendous capital to scale the

risks, they have to be prudent and evaluate whether they can

impact up.

carry the risks.

In your opinion, what are the differences between the
development of the Chinese impact investing market and
the international experiences in terms of development
process and format?
The development of the Chinese market is not comparable to that

service institutions (to connect money and projects). Therefore,

of foreign markets, and the special characteristic of the Chinese

overall China’s domestic industry environment is not

market determines the current development state. One of the

comparable to that of the United States. At the initial stage of

differences between the Chinese impact investing market and the

China's impact investing industry, people are curious that since

U.S. market is that impact investing in the U.S. has developed out

there is a sector between philanthropy and business, namely

of a very mature market, including mature philanthropy sector,

solving social problems via business solutions, why shouldn’t

business sector, and third-party service sector. In such a mature

we try it. So, there were a lot of NGOs wanted to transform to

ecosystem, the emergence of impact investing certainly answered

social enterprises and investors who thought it was better to

the need to expand the market. And I think the greater impetus

participate in such experiment instead of putting capital on pure

comes from the need to solve social problems more deeply with

philanthropic projects (including some leftist investors). I think

innovative methods. The demand for innovation and specialization

the time of going deep in a small testing ground has gone. The

is much greater than the demand for expansion.

need for impact investors now is more about how to expand the
base and how to make this field more innovative and attractive,

On the contrary, China does not have a mature market. On one

with good stories for investors. In the current Chinese market,

hand, there is a lot of money but few good projects. On the other

the demand for expanding the base is higher than the

hand, the economic situation in these two years is not good, andit

demand to make the business socially innovative and

is getting more difficult to raise funds. At the same time, the

deep. I think this is the biggest difference between Chinese and

"midstream" is very weak, lacking good third-party professional

U.S. markets.
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What do you think is the root cause of this difference
between the Chinese and U.S. impact investing markets?

Firstly, I think Chinese people tend to look for grand things. No

in a large pool. With a larger base and more deals to look at, it

matter in the upstream or downstream, all participants want to

is easier to come up with a system that includes metrics and

grow big from the very beginning. Secondly, I think the current

other tools. The downside is that a big pool contains diversified

impact investing is more of a capital-driven market in China.

cases which made it harder to be understood. Some people just

Investors are interested in topics such as elderly care,

come to participate and show presence in impact investing;

education, and environment, which can absorb large amounts of

some raise funds in the name of impact investing, but their

funds. At the same time, the impact of projects in these fields is

invested targets remain unchanged.

relatively easier to be articulated clearly.

I think the development trends reflect that the market is

I think now in China a more effective practice is to search

driven by impact investors instead of social entrepreneurs.

incremental volume in the existing field, and it's more about how

And such a capital-driven market is malformed.

to include existing investments into the field of impact investing.

I prefer to see a situation where social entrepreneurs know

Previously, investors might not even know what impact investing

what they're doing and use a bottom-up approach. Adopting the

and social enterprises were. After the concept of impact

top-bottom approach, investors are more likely to talk by

investing was recognized by mainstream investors, the whole

themselves. But when the pool gets bigger, there will inevitably

base of impact investing can grow bigger quickly. One of the

be a lot more capital-driven approaches in the pool.

advantagesis that we can quickly look at various ecosystems

Do you think Chinese investors in the capital market
have the motivation to make impact investments
not only for financial returns but also for sustainable
development goals?
There is definitely such motivation. Capital can make an impact

their business logic could be of lower importance. But now I

by investing for fame, money, or sustainable development. Often

think we cannot do it this way and the results matter a lot. Even

times the motivation is mixed. So it is better not to judge its initial

if an investor is doing impact investing for fame or money, as

intention and just look at the results.

long as he or she invests in a few very good social enterprises
with positive social impact, I think we should still congratulate

In my opinion, for the time being, there is no need to think about

him or her. We can't say that if a person is doing this for fame

what the so-called original driving force is. Whether it is done by

and money, then it's definitely not right. We have to abandon

a foundation or a commercial organization, in small volume or

this kind of leftist assertion and put impact first. As for a

large volume, with whatever the original intention, making good

commonly accepted model by the sector, it can be further

deeds happen is most important. The motivation can be put in

debated. I think as long as the impact story is clearly stated, it

second place, while the result must be clearly stated first.

doesn’t matter if it’s for broader public interest or specific social

Years ago, I was willing to listen to the original intention and

impact.

often moved to tears. I thought as long as people were reliable,
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How can the market make impact investing more
substantial? Does the field need to
have certain standards to constrain it?

When we talk about constraints, we need a system of metrics and

public or with their own investors. I think to communicate impact

a very clear path that allows companies to communicate with the

to the public clearly is the best constraint mechanism.

Many people believe that there is a demand for professional
and credible third-party organizations that provide impact
services, such as impact evaluation.
What is your opinion on that?
I think this demand has always been there. And I remember I

of a clearly-defined and relatively simple tool for everyone to

described the whole path of impact measurement at the Skoll

understand and adopt. And if we can get this done, it will be

Forum 10 years ago because it's one of the most critical

revolutionary. It is feasible both to use such a measurement tool

elements. Everybody agreed at that time, and I guess

by SEs themselves or a third party, although it is better to use a

everybody still agrees now. But we just haven't found a good

third party for impact evaluation. If the company has a very

and appropriate way to do this. So, the need for impact

strong brand and high credibility, the company can do impact

measurement is clear, but what is the solution? Perhaps there is

evaluation by itself. To summarize, I don’t think it a key issue

progress in other markets, but I still think there is a lack

whether the evaluation is conducted internally or externally.

Venture Avenue has invested in the field of impact
investing for ten years. How do you position your
business in the future?
After a series of discussions two years ago, we decided to

actually trying this option, but it is critical to find like-minded

complete all investments, manage the six portfolio social

investors. On impact investing we chose to embark on a narrow

enterprises, so as to give closure to our “small but beautiful”

concept of "social impact" that can be described clearly, instead

pilots. At the same time, we also started to do offer impact

of general "public interest". I insist on this, especially when there

services such as impact measurement, project sourcing, and

are lot of ambiguity in the market. The narrow concept of "social

portfolio management, where we can leverage our expertise.

impact" means that there must be the bottom of the pyramid
(BoP) in our target social enterprises, in other words, those

Our third option is actually to raise funds while providing

people shall be the main beneficiaries.

services,continue to do impact investing directly. Now we are
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I hope to do the “traditional things” well first, and then extend

third party that is not free. I think most Chinese impact investors

the fund later. So our new fund will be more traditional, small

still want to use internal resources to complete everything. In

and beautiful, and clearly target a BoP group. In addition, we

contrast, some international impact investors are more used to

need to learn from previous lessons. Our future investments

leveraging advisory services. For example, we have cooperated

must not only have very good concepts and ideas but also have

with some international investors including Asian Development

strong business logic and cash flow. If we can combine these

Bank (ADB) and IFC. We have been providing them with both

two points well, having a clear target of BoP and a strong cash

strategic and operational consulting services for several years

flow, it is fine if these investment targets are small. I am more

to accumulate experience in this area. But we do not have

willing to invest in such projects and nurture them to grow up.

domestic impact investor clients yet. Although there are two
potential clients in contact, I think we are still at the exploration

As a consulting firm, Venture Avenue has been providing

stage.

various strategic consulting services. These is something we
are familiar with, and we do that in the field of social enterprise

To summarize, Venture Avenue is considering providing

and impact, which we are good at. Therefore, we are very

services and set up a new impact investment fund at the same

confident in getting things done properly. But the challenge is

time. Our strategy is to try both of them when the path is not

whether impact investors are willing to choose a professional

clear.

Could you please tell us about the new impact fund
that Venture Avenue is going to do next?
The planned size of our new impact fund is about 100 million yuan.

companies. Moreover, if we expand our horizon and include some

Our original fund was very small in size, so we would rather invest

inclusive business, there are quite a lot of investable targets with

in small social enterprises with clear impact. This time, with

a clear impact in China. In terms of sector, we are now looking at

expanding fund size, the size of our investment targets will no

agriculture and education sectors with targets along the value

longer be particularly small, most likely would be medium-sized

chain, incl. upstream, midstream, and downstream.

In your opinion, what is the current business logic of
Venture Avenue’s impact services and impact
investment respectively?
The business logic of impact services in the Chinese market is

From the perspective of funds, the size of the fund must be

a bit unclear at the moment, which is different from foreign

large enough to be financially viable. If you manage a fund on a

countries. Foreign investors are more willing to use a

very small scale, like our funds of 10 million RMB in the past,

relatively professional third party, while Chinese investors

you can't break even with a high management fee, or you could

are not yet ready to use third parties yet. However, Venture

only sustain for three to five years. In that situation, you have to

Avenue has spent ten years telling people what third-party

rely on subsidies. For us, there are two ways to support the

evaluation is and what strategic planning is in the non-profit

team to make impact investments. One is the fees from the

sector. Although impact investing is still in its infancy in China

investors. Another is adopting a hybrid model, relying on the

and I am not very sure when third parties will be used, I am

traditional consulting businesses to support the team. In reality,

willing to wait while piloting.

there are not enough suitable projects to sustain the size
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of the fund, or investors need to tell the company what its impact

other businesses to support it. Of course, that is our past

is. But I don't want to do this. So, in our opinion, a viable

business logic, and hopefully, we can go for a new business

business logic would be to try a small fund first, relying on

logic now because the downstream market is becoming active.

Do you think there may be a conflict between financial
performance and impact mission in the new impact
investments you plan to make,
and will the invested companies sacrifice some
financial growth because of impact?

I can only say that we expect a reasonable level of financial

reasonable level, it depends. Anyhow, we certainly won't adopt

returns. It won’t be huge and it also can't be zero. As to what is a

a model that maximizes financial returns.

Do you think there are some specific risks associated
with impact investing compared to traditional
investing? Has Venture Avenue considered the
issue of exit in the future for invested companies?
Compared to commercial investment, the biggest risk for us to

I have not particularly considered the issue of exit. To be

make impact investments comes from internal, that is whether we

honest, I think impact investing itself should be a patient fund,

can stick to the impact and be able to hold ourselves in the face

and our purpose is to make the business bigger, not necessarily

of temptation. The second risk is how to differentiate our impact

to think upfront about how to exit in the future. I do not deny

investments from investments made by others and make a clear

that the issue of exit certainly needs to be thought about.

impact story about our investment. There is, of course, a

However, in my opinion, as long as the business is bigger and

prerequisite here that there are like-minded investors (LPs) and

better, an exit will naturally happen. I do not agree with the logic

the overall fund structure is clear and well organized. If this is not

of planning how to exit first and then grow the business.

valid, there will be big risks of potential conflict with the LP.
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Asset Managers
Asset Managers

Dialogue with Summa Equity:
a private equity 4.0 strategy that aligns
"externality" and "growth" in investments

Summa Equity is a thematic investment company
established by a mission-driven team. Founded in
Sweden in 2016, Summa Equity has been focusing
on investing in companies that provide solutions to
SDG goals. Summa Equity currently manages 2
funds with a total AUM of approximately 1.53 billion
U.S. dollars. Summa Equity regards three major
trending themes related to sustainable
development as the core of its investment strategy.
By helping invested companies align their impact
goals with size, profit growth goals and strategies,
Summa Equity helps them achieve outstanding
financial and impact performance.

INTERVIEWEE:
Reynir Indahl
Founder and Managing Partner
“What I set out to do with Summa Equity was
trying to operate in a way where you are
positively aligned with externality and showing
that it also gives you the right to play in a
capitalistic market.”
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Why do you do impact investing?

The current financial system focuses on growth. That growth is

Personally, the last round of financial crisis directly triggered my

unequal, causing social inequality. Meanwhile, the whole market

thinking on the level of personal morality. Although my career

has been shareholder-based and not stakeholder-based. And the

path was not affected after the financial crisis, the speed and

externalities are externalities. They haven't been internalized,

consequences of the crisis have shocked me for a long time. I

and neither as a cost nor as an opportunity. Investors often see

asked myself: What is my role in society? What is the purpose

externality from a downside and risky perspective, but not from

of my work? Personally, what I was increasingly dissatisfied

an upside and opportunistic perspective.

with was that in the face of these challenges, I had not provided
any solutions. These thoughts led me to leave the financial

So, what I set out to do with Summa Equity was trying to operate

industry. At that time, many friends and colleagues of mine

in a way where you are positively aligned with externality and

could not understand.

showing that it also gives you the right to play in a capitalistic market.

What do you think of the categorization of "Finance first"
or "Impact first" investors?
I found this categorization a bit theoretical because when I looked

The developed markets and emerging markets have different

at the companies that had the biggest impact on the impact

challenges. The inspiration was that if you invest in leading

portfolios, they were also the best financial performers. And it's

companies that are providing positive results on externality,

pretty logical because if you're serving an underserved market with

whether it is social, environmental, through governance,

a product that is beneficial to them, you should be growing and

compliance or regulator, and if you're the best among them, you

doing well. You should be able to attract capital for that model.

will grow and outperform, and you will be more future-proof.

(Unlike philanthropy and grants) When it comes to impact investing,
if you're investing in a market-based entity, you have to perform
well in that market.

Why did the market for a long time see “growth”and
“externality” (e.g. social impacts) in investment as separate
issues? Is it only recent that the market rediscovered on a
new perspective of “value creation”?
No. But the cost of the externality is starting to be more visible.

market. Now suddenly all the risks are not five years ahead. It's

We were earlier in it and suddenly all of the mainstream

today. That's why it has become on the top of the agenda of

investors worry about the social and environmental risks. Since

investors. Many investors are anxious about them, which has

the financial market is quarterly-based, yearly-based, or maybe

even caused a national crisis to some extent.

next-year-based, five years is a long time for the financial
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Our portfolio is performing very well now in the covid-19 period.

The market used to be that if you provide positive externality, it

So obviously, if you have companies that are providing very

indicates negatively about your bottom line. I don’t believe in it.

positive solutions to a challenge, you are more resilient and

Every business can do something good, but it's not going to

future-proof. So, the risk would be lower, and we believe that

solve our challenges unless they are aligning the core of their

the growth is also faster.

business with the cost of externalities.

How does Summa Equity implement its impact investing
strategy? And how do you make sure to add value through
your investments?
About strategic positioning...

In most cases, we are not the highest bidder, but our idea of the
sustainable development strategy earns us a more competitive

We don't call ourselves an impact investor, but everything we

advantage in acquiring investment projects than I initially imagined.

do is positively aligned with externalities.

Sustainability and impact strategies have made our acquisition of

We were the first fund to commit to the UN Sustainable

trading projects very smooth, and the number of available

Development Goals. Our approach was that, if a company is

companies is beyond our expectation. Many of them took the

not solving any of those 17 issues, it is not the right horse to be

initiative to come to us. Within a few years, we have become a

bet on.

favorable investor for enterprises and a favorable fund manager in

We have applied the SDG target framework to our investment

the capital market and have produced a very positive effect on

screening and finding leading companies that are solving these

attracting talents.

globally recognized megatrends.

When we are recruiting people, we find that people in other private

About value creation...

equity firms are rejecting jobs which could be more financially
rewarding. So clearly, more people want to have more meaningful

As an actively managed PE fund, we are reusing some of the

work and make sacrifices for a company that is aligned with their

classical ways from active traditional PE funds for investment

purposes.

value creation. The element that we have added is our strategic
plan and the methodology of building a high performing

About exiting and how to avoid mission drift…

organization, to have the SDGs at the core of what they're doing.

Now that the fund has been operating for about three years, we

We ask each company who are doing the acquisition process to

currently have two exits, one is the exit of an educational

define their purposes and to be clear on what problems they

technology company for strategic buyers, and the other is a partial

are solving, and then develop the five-year plan, which we call

exit for financial buyers. But we co-invested on a 50 to 50 base

a “three-phase plan”. In the post-investment management

with our second fund, to be part of the next phase.

stage, the companies have to provide operational and financial

The exit of investment has to be for the right owner. This is how we

metrics and we are going to see that they're not only following

work with impact investing and sustainability. It is rooted deeply

the plan, but also linked to the SDGs and ESG KPIs.

within the company. If a buyer bids at a higher price than

About deal sourcing...

companies that see the value of sustainable strategies, I will
consider that whether this buyer can be part of the next journey of

In the beginning, we were worried about whether there would

achieving SDGs. If we have choices, we will choose the right

be enough companies to buy with our strategy. We were

buyer, even though that might be a slightly lower valuation than the

probably willing to go beyond our target areas or size a bit

highest bid. But I think the opposite. Our companies should attract

more. But if I knew how much opportunities we had, we would

the higher value buyers due to our sustainability and resilience and

probably be stricter in sticking with the core of our mandate, but

the future proof strategies. Actually, it would be surprising for me if

we have improved on it.

we had to accept a lower bid.
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Who are the LPs? How do they view Summa's impact
investment strategy in reality, does that pose any challenges
to successful fund raising?
We have about 50 LPs, and they are very diverse. Some of

sustainability and ESG on top of their agenda, so what we are

them are the most well-known US universities' endowments. A

doing is rooted in their mind.

public one is from the University of Michigan which is a large

When the first fund was raised, we needed more explanations

investor with us. And we have a few orders which we cannot

on SDG and our related investment strategies for LPs. But this

disclose but are renowned. We have some of the leading

problem was resolved in the second fund. The market has

pension funds, from Storebrand in Norway to AP funds in

developed rapidly. Our investors choose us because they fully

Sweden.

believe that this strategy will generate good returns.

95% of our LP investors are purely financial investors, and only

We have also aligned our carry structure with the returns to get

2 to 3 of them have invested out of their sustainability and

away from the question of whether the act is detrimental to

impact mandates. I would say investors are starting to put

returns.

How does Summa Equity do Impact Measurement
Management (IMM) under the SDGs framework?
The SDG framework was created for national goal setting. So

"gender equality" and was lifting that. That's fine. I'm a firm

that's why we have to develop our own methodology. We have

believer in gender equality. We probably have the highest

incorporated some of the frameworks that others are using, like

number of female employees among private equity firms. But

the IMP framework, since they are aligned with the impact

the point is that, for a bank, I don't consider that as material.

framework as well.

That's their primary business, so they should be measuring
what they lend money to and how those companies impact the

For us, the core point of impact investment along with its

SDGs.

measurement and management methods is its materiality. It
indicates whether the selected impact goals and measurement

In impact investment management, we include some elements

indicators are related to the products and services of the

such as the IMP framework. And our 2019 annual report is

invested companies. For instance, I discussed with a bank the

entirely consistent with the impact framework. At the same time,

other day, because they had picked SDG number three

we are also developing and applying a set of our methodology
whose focus is still on "materiality."

Is it costly to implement Impact Measurement
Management (IMM)?
I don't think it adds any additional costs. A strategic plan has to

Our costs involve in a slightly different way on the reporting

be developed anyway. We are just having a slightly different

side, but because the core of impact goals and measurement

approach on how you develop it.

management has become an integral part of our business
operations and investment management, it does not count as
an external cost.
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For a waste company, if they're not able to measure how many

Some of the invested companies are spending money on

tons (of waste) are going through, then we have a massive

marketing approaches on sustainability, which are becoming a

problem, because that means they don't have financial and

core belief of them. We were a couple of years earlier in telling

operating control. If we try to pick some indicators that they

our companies that they should hire a sustainability manager.

should keep an eye on, but those they have never heard or

That was perhaps an additional cost for them then, but it's

thought about, they can't measure it and it's a huge cost, then

pretty much something that everyone has to do now. Now they

it's not material to their business.

all see the additional benefits of increasing such costs. The
company is not only building a brand in the market, but also
becoming a preferred employer in the labor market.

How can we reduce the risk of impact washing in
developing an impact investing market?
The most important thing is materiality.

Currently, EU is putting an ESG taxonomy in place on reporting.
In the US, you have GRI. So, there is an SDG Impact that we

On the reporting side, there have to be some requirements

are involved in, and we should put some requirements if you're

around materiality. It is on the reporting side that a company

going to use the SDGs. I do think that over the next three years,

usually just highlights that they're doing good but doesn’t show

there will be a requirement for showing what is the materiality

the full picture.

for reporting.

Will the COVID-19 situation affect Summa Equity's
future strategy?
No, I think our strategy was heading on. We will add at some

fund). So, I think the core of our strategy will remain the same

point, like other types of funds, but with the same thematic and

for as long as I live. Because these are megatrends, big themes

same impact sustainability focus (likely a growth fund that can

and significant challenges that we are not going to solve over

do more early-stage deals and maybe an infrastructure

the next few years. And we do need to address different issues
in the capital markets for this kind of solutions.
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Dialogue with Encourage Capital:
emerging market private equity institutions
focusing on impact goals and outcomes

Encourage Capital is an asset management
company formed by the merger of EKO Asset
Management Partners and Wolfensohn Fund
Management, focusing on strategic investment with
good profitability, aiming to solve ongoing global
social and environmental problems with new
investment methods. The firm is now building a
community for investors, foundations, market leaders
and non-profit organizations to use private capital
to address the world's most pressing systemic
challenges while generating good financial returns
for investors to help change the world.

INTERVIEWEE:
Adam Wolfensohn
Managing Partner
“The main reason why I am not satisfied with
traditional PE is it lacks an embodiment of
additionality. It is completely commercial. Traditional
PE does not have the energy to dig into an industry,
try to solve a problem, understand the system or to
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How did you enter the field of impact investing
and what kept you going?
Like the term itself, most people involved in impact investing

moved on towards CDM (Clean Development Mechanism)

come from two directions: the impact area or the investing field.

credits under the Kyoto Protocol. After that, I participated in the

Participants in the field might either an MBA or a master's

first impact investing conference organized by the Rockefeller

degree in social or environmental sciences – and sometimes

Foundation in 2007 and started my impact investing journey

both. My academic and professional training was in the field of

from there. At that time, we realized that most people could not

impact, but I was from a family of investors who also gave me

accept the new concept of combining the two together.

certain understanding in finance. My major was environmental

Because most people thought that the now disproven Milton

science, and that was where I started. Initially, I worked for

Friedman Doctrine was still an untouchable creed: if an

foundations and non-profit organizations and made some

investment focused on something other than financial return, it

environment related movies during this process. I have come to

would be equivalent to sacrificing the benefits of shareholders.

realize that the capital markets could provide a strong leverage

The impact investing market has matured gradually in the later

for achieving impact goals. And in order to be successful in

years, with a more rational attitude towards the relationship

impact investments, you need to be a successful investor first.

between financial returns and impact. In other words, you have

I was involved in the early carbon market more than 20 years

to look at each investment opportunity separately. Some will

ago in Madagascar, working with an organization called

have trade-offs, and some will not. It all depends on what you

Conservation International to avoid deforestation. Then we

want to achieve.

What are the difficulties or challenges that you encounter
when you enter impact investing with a background in
non-profit organizations?
Indeed, the transition from the perspective of non-profit

different to impact investing. It would either outperform or

organizations to impact investing is not always smooth as they

underperform other investments with comparable risk and

have two different discourses, with different cultures and

liquidity profiles. There are situations in which the two

objectives. People who give priority to impact often think about

coordinated. For example, in certain business models, the more

problems in a very different way. For example, in the early days,

solar panels you produce and the more electric cars you

we pitched a fund related to renewable energy in emerging

produce, the more money you will earn and more impact you

markets, which was a fast-growing and very exciting area for us.

will have. We have also made some investment in water

Although the investors we talked thought it was a fast-growing

resources in order to pump more clean water flow into the

area as well, they were more concerned about the risks. While

Colorado River, but this will be at the cost of reducing the local

we were saying "how exciting, opportunity on opportunity!".

rural economic output. So, there is an obvious trade-off

They would often see "Risk on Risk! ". At that time, it was a

between the two. Either way is legal, there are different ways of

challenge for me to understand the language and culture of

financing it. The difference is just what you value. If you make

mainstream investors.

this clear, it will be easier for others too. If you're just vaguely
looking for an impact investing, it's going to make it very difficult

In terms of impact measurement and return on investment, I

for you to understand how to make trade-offs and how to

think investment is investment, and there is nothing inherently

measure them.
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Because we started from what we want to achieve, all

plants in Southeast Asia, it's clear what you want to do along

followings would fall into line pretty quickly, including

these paths. Once an opportunity is found for the full alignment

measurement, tracking and so on. For example, if you're trying

of impact and economic returns, we can focus on how to scale

to rebuild the fishing industry, or expand the Indian rooftop solar

up and commercialize on this basis. While success is never

market to small businesses or replace new coal-fired power

easy, measuring the impact can be less difficult.

What is Encourage Capital’s vision, and what are some of
the hurdles that you have to across in order to realize
that vision?
Our plan in the future is to continue develop both impact

The carbon fund is also another way to channel funds for

investing as well as consulting work.

environmental improvement too. Promoting the carbon market
in the United States became an added value of our work.

Initially, Wolfensohn Fund Management (the predecessor of
Encourage Capital) wanted to achieve its goal as a private

Our future plan is to continue developing both impact investing

equity fund, focusing on investing in companies with positive

and consulting business at the same time. But frankly speaking,

externalities in emerging markets. This is a very broad goal, so

the operation speed is much slower than we initially anticipated.

it was difficult to manage or measure its impact. While we

I think the main reason is that there are many cultural difficulties

started out with some of the best companies in renewable

to overcome. That's why I think for countries such as China,

energy and inclusive finance, it didn’t really satisfy me. That

which has not yet developed a capital market for impact

wasn’t the way I wanted to invest. Later, EKO became our

investing, has the opportunity to build a new culture.

investment partner, and as a member of their board, it was not

Even in our country today, there are still many people who

very difficult to merge their business into Wolfensohn. They

are focusing on either impact or financial investment, even

cooperated with large family businesses and foundations to

in large foundations. Though we feel most comfortable

provide advisory services on development plans and strategies.

working with people who say, "We're a mission driven

Those family businesses wanted to achieve specific social and

organization, and we're trying to achieve financial returns and

environmental effects through their investments, but they were

create impact at the same time", more often we meet those that

lacking the abilities to implement them. Therefore, we

look at the two separately. In the United States today, if you talk

established Encourage Capital, combining investment and

to people in an impact field about finance, or vice versa, they

consulting capabilities to provide more comprehensive services.

will mostly still feel uncomfortable. Although this kind of cultural

EKO also had a carbon fund, which was a little beyond the

cognition is changing globally, and people are beginning to

scope of their usual consulting work, but I liked this point very

have a more organic overall understanding of risk, financial

much because I have always been very interested in the

return and impact, the transformation can still be faster.

environmental market.
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When Encourage Capital invested as a traditional PE, it did
bring positive externalities to the society and environment
through investment. What was the reason that this investment
mode did not satisfy you?

I think the main reason why I was not satisfied is that traditional

made the plan of new coal-fired power plants uneconomical.

PE lacks an embodiment of additionality and intentionality.

We wondered how we could make this situation continue. What

When you look at some of the big funds in the market now and

is their demand for capital? Is there an economic return on its

even what we were doing, we always think they are good. It

investment?

proved our commerciality and for almost every deal, we were

At that time, we received a grant from the Climate Works

competing with non-impact PE firms. And that showed we

Foundation, and later from the Growald Family Fund to study

picked the right industries that were fully commercial. The

these issues in depth. We could see from utility scale solar

concern was that most people didn't think about what they were

market perspective, although this was a very important

doing. Our LPs were happy to be able to make money. Like

infrastructure, the market did not need new capital, and its

most large funds, impact was just an auxiliary. From what I am

return on capital was not sufficient to attract foreign investors

seeing, traditional PEs do not have the energy to dig into an

either. From the point of view of the domestic solar market,

industry, try to solve a problem, understand the system or to

although it was very important to continuously convert

focus on it.

household energy, the market was already highly subsidized in

For example, our investment in rooftop solar projects in India

India, and it was also difficult to invest. But in India's small

involved only a small part of the overall market. But we dug

business solar sector, we found an economically viable

deep into this area and tried to drive market change by building

investment strategy. Indian small businesses paid the highest

and working closely with a local team.

electricity prices in the country, and their penetration in the solar
market was zero. Because developers had yet to figure out how

In comparison, the traditional private equity investment is

to evaluate the credit of small businesses in India, and they had

basically a passive investment when it comes to impact. The

not realized that there was a 15 GW opportunity. Therefore, this

participants are mainly focused on where to find the best risk

market segment had the core elements for economic gains, but

adjusted return opportunities that also have positive

there were still some financing obstacles. This market was

externalities. In fact, if the participant is absent, the funding gap

considered by us to be a perfect investment opportunity, and we

of the investment opportunities will also be filled by other

could solve its financing problem and release the economic

participants. Compared with these traditional private equity

potential and impact at the same time - the two were exactly the

models, we want to embody a kind of innovation rather

same. So, we published a paper. The cornerstone investor of

than just providing capital - for example, entering a

our fund KFW, together with several other market-oriented

company as the first institutional investor, or using the

investors, supported us to invest in a non-banking financial

success of our model to prove the feasibility of new

company with small business credit evaluation capability, and

investment methods, and to guide other capitals into the

used that capacity-building fund to supplement the team and

market as a beam of light.

capacity of the solar industry.

Take our investment in solar energy in India as an example. The

From this project, you can see that we are trying to put together

reason we initially set our investment target was because we

all the different tools available to solve a specific and important

saw that India had the long-term plan to place over 50 gigawatts

problem. This depth of research on the problem is very difficult

in new coal-fired power generation capacity - which would have

to see in traditional investment funds - they usually only invest

disastrous climate impacts, but at the same time we saw that

in one target and then go find the next. In our case, it is the

the plan was not really being launched. After evaluation, we

ability to organize all the relevant things together that can

found that the slow growth of overall power demand and the

promote the realization of the goal. In addition, our carried

large-scale construction of solar power generation have

interests are also associated with this goal.
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Encourage Capital is now adapting a highly segmented and
impact-oriented investment model. Compared with a broader
impact investing model, which one do you think is the more
appropriate way to mainstream impact investing?
I think finally it returns to the question what mainstream

and large mainstream investment institutions. So, this is

investors think their mission is. Our long-term goal is to organize

possible. However, there is still a problem with the scale of

and establish a multi-field professional investment platform,

mainstream impact investing. The size of impact is not

where there can be a lot of focused subdivided impact target

necessarily proportional to the size of funds. The impact of

strategies to form a diversified impact strategy pool. This will

managing large assets is not necessarily greater than the

make it attractive to the investors with a broader impact target.

impact of managing small assets, since it will be affected by the

In the long run, I think both approaches can work and need to

operation model. In other words, if you're just investing in the

continue to be developed.

same way as others, even holding billions of assets doesn't
necessarily mean there will be a lot of impact.

15 years ago, if you said the word "impact" to mainstream
investors, they would all know what you were talking about and

The most obvious change should be the continuous

immediately thought it was a financial surrender. Although we

development of the market space, and people gradually

have passed that point, and people have realized that impact

redefine the definition of impact and understand their own goals

can be achieved in a commercial way, there is still a

better. More and more institutions and families have

misunderstanding. If we say that we are social and

entered this market without the prejudice and blindness

environmental result-oriented investment and pay close

that people were once unable to overcome. Frankly

attention to the impact of specific themes, they will still think that

speaking, there is more dialogue on the market now, which is

this is a financial profit surrender investment.

very exciting. In addition, I am also very excited for the
participation of large-scale funds such as KKR and TPG, which

A few months ago, I had an interesting conversation with a fund

makes many people feel relieved. Even if they adopt different

distribution agency. They first thought our investment field was

investment strategies, at least their entries will make more

too concentrated and narrow in the eyes of mainstream

people believe that the people who make impact investing are

investment institutions. However, he also mentioned that those

not so crazy. Although the participation of large funds has

mainstream investment institutions actually participated in the

absorbed a lot of capital and market space, it has also brought

investment of a Chinese parking fund that only invested in

positive signals for the further development of impact investing.

parking lots, and the reason was: This was a very differentiated

This change has also allowed me to focus more on impact

product and could be applied to its investment portfolio risk

outcomes.

diversification. But in fact, some pension funds also want to
focus on a fast-growing segment of an emerging market.

We are also looking for an open platform to accelerate the

Therefore, both approaches are acceptable to mainstream

energy conversion process. We do not dream to solve the

investors. They just need to see their goals in the products you

climate problem completely but hope to change the global gas

make, and when you have a broad pool of investment targets,

emission form within the next decade. As all scientists have

it's easier for them to find a match.

said, if we want to achieve the goal of reducing emissions by
80% by 2050, the next 10 years will be most crucial to changing

In addition, it remains to be seen whether mainstream investors

in direction of the emission form. If we don't substantially

will be satisfied with the impact they have gained through

produce systemic change in the next 10 years, the problem of

traditional private equity funds. Sometimes it may be that such

climate change will eventually not be solved. Fortunately, the

an investment can achieve the impact they want and satisfy

economic benefits of solar power generation and energy

them, but sometimes they may think that they have not

storage system are very excellent. But in countries such as

achieved their expected goals as well. It all depends on how

Southeast Asia, there is also a lack of capital channels for

committed the asset owner is to achieve those impact goals. In

effective deployment.

addition to foundations, we have also cooperated with families
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That is why we are planning to raise $100 million for Indian

Therefore, we need more flexible capital and commercial

solar fund projects, but we will also consider non fund structures

banking platform to achieve this goal. We hope that the new

if possible. Since the life span of a fund is generally 10 years, it

inflow of funds in the field of impact investing and better

is necessary to determine the participation of private equity at

maturity will enable us to create new platforms and new

the beginning of its establishment. However, we need to really

models, and better promote the result-oriented impact investing.

focus on those most important projects in the next decade.

How is the financial performance of the projects that you
have been withdrawn? How do you usually manage risk
in an investment?
As for financial risk management, we are not different from

adifficult to find the correlation between success and failure.

other private equity companies, such as asset diversification

Like other types of investment, success and failure have

management. For ESG risk, we have established a set of

specific reasons. For example, sometimes it is related to the

strong safeguard measures and management policies to

lack of skills required for a given project. Similarly, when people

avoid unreasonable labor system, bribery, endangering

try to generalize the impact investing and its return, it can be

endangered species, felling trees and other risks in our

difficult to infer many conclusions from the performance of a

investment objects. In the aspect of impact risk management,

single fund. People usually study the relationship between

we still take the Indian solar energy project as an example. One

ordinary investment and its return in different asset classes and

of the risks is that the companies we invest in may not continue

strategies. However, there are also different asset classes and

to increase investment in the solar energy field, but the credit

strategies in impact investing. So, we need to treat everything

support institutions we invest in and ourselves still provide

differently. The more fundamental problem is to understand

support to them. In fact, the actual risk in this respect is very

whether there is a natural consistency between finance and

low. On the other hand, there are some kinds of financial risks

impact in any given impact investing strategy, or whether there

that the project will face after its approval. However, by that

is a trade-off between the two. And this is the only sensible way

time, the impact risk and financial risk have been decoupled.

to look at the return problem in this field. At the same time, you

Even if we can't continue to invest in it, the creation of impact

can see that impact creation makes sense in any given area.

has been realized. Therefore, the two risks can be managed

For example, in most inclusive finance and affordable housing

separately.

areas, the return is attractive. And though many earlier
investments in climate related technologies are not ideal, it

We have achieved some excellent returns. For example, in

doesn't mean those industries and technologies don’t matter.

India, especially in the field of financial inclusion, our IRR

We need to first understand the financial and impact goals, their

financial return is more than 30%. Of course, we also

implications and where the possible trade-offs might be.

experienced failures. But from the aspect of whole industry, it is
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In the process of investing in Asian market, what are the
obvious challenges or difficulties compared with other areas?
I think Asia is a fast-growing market in terms of both finance and

Therefore, there exist business opportunities, and it is also

impact, such as India, Indonesia and Singapore that we have

important to enter these markets now. The challenge is that

invested in. We also examined several potential investments in

different countries have different cultural, economic and market

China at the beginning but did not find a suitable way to develop

patterns, so we cannot enter Indonesia using the same team

in scale. We are not reluctant to invest in China, but just do not

and strategy as India. Of course, there are also specific risks in

have the ability to operate effectively there.

these markets, such as currency risk, imperfect legal system,
and even social risks. From the perspective of investment, they

From the perspective of impact, we are now paying a lot of

are indeed more risky markets. But in our view, it is a greater

attention to the issue of climate change. In these emerging

risk if we do not invest in them. And we have proved that good

countries, the solution to climate problem is in a key position.

financi al returns can be achieved in these markets.

Some coal industry enterprises in China have obtained the
label of "green coal" by reducing carbon emissions.
What's your opinion on this?
I have no religious philosophical objection to coal, but I doubt its

emissions. If someone can create green coal at home, that

physical nature. Under the same circumstances, in order to

would be the best thing for everyone. People all over the world

produce an energy unit, coal will release more carbon, just

spend a lot of time talking about green coal, and other smog

because there is more carbon than hydrogen in the coal. If let

pollutants such as sulphur dioxide and nitrogen monoxide, as

me choose between two projects: one is solar power and

well as topics related to public health. Of course, if you have to

energy storage, and the other is coal power with equal

establish a coal-fired power plant, a power plant with low

emissions (such as zero emissions). And if the coal company

emissions and no poison to the public is obviously better than

can capture carbon dioxide and store it for a long time, and the

one with high emissions.

unit energy cost is still lower than the solar power storage, I

China is a large-scale producer of silicon solar energy and

would certainly choose the latter. However, I haven't seen a

lithium-ion storage, as well as a huge coal producer, and it is

company that can capture and store carbon from the entire

certain that the cost advantage of solar power generation and

cycle of coal power generation in an economically efficient way.

energy storage has not disappeared in the Chinese market yet.

Nuclear power is similar with coal. Though I have no blind

If you have to ask me whether I have any questions regarding

objection to it, it still costs twice as much to produce the same

Chinese coal strategy, it may mainly be about Chinese coal

energy as a solar power plant with storage capacity if you are

export financing. And my expectation is that if China continues

looking to build a nuclear power plant from scratch. I just think

to invest in overseas coal production and power generation, its

we should list all the possible ways and choose the best

investment projects should also maintain the same standards

technology based on cost, safety, public health, carbon dioxide

as in China.
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Do you think there is a conflict between creating positive
impact for the environment and for the society
in some scenarios?
Absolutely. We ever helped to build a small hydroelectric power

So every scenario needs to be evaluated and weighed. Such

plant in India, which finally failed because the community

jobs can be with massive gains, but the risk factor can be high,

objected to it and thought it would affect the river. You will see

and the life span of workers might not be long. Although there

that among things we have done, some renewable energy

will be people who prefer dangerous jobs over unemployment,

projects will cause a lot of land to be used for other production

if they have the opportunity to choose a job that can get better

purposes. So a project aimed at improving the environment is

pay without affecting their health, they will definitely choose the

also likely to have other negative environmental and social

latter. Therefore, there are two sides in all the things we

impacts. There is a trade-off, and it depends on how you define

participate in, and the reality is often more complex. If we do

it. From the perspective of the whole life cycle, for example, the

not think about it clearly, it may bring very serious

coal industry must have a great negative social impact, such as

consequences. For example, if you want to replace coal with

the threat to public health, the damages to workers working in

renewable energy, but there is a group that is very dependent

dangerous environment. But at the same time, the coal

on the employment provided by coal mines, then you need to

enterprise may also be a huge employer to many people.

consider whether you can invest in a way that minimizes
negative social impacts.

Do you have any expectations in Chinese impact
investing market?
I think it is very meaningful for you to interview as many people

investing model will work in Chinese social economy. Five

as you can in this field in order to promote the development of

years ago, as a member of Rockefeller charity Advisory

the Chinese market. It's necessary to understand and learn

Committee, I saw many Chinese philanthropists, emerging

what others are doing. But one thing that is clear to me is that

foundations and social groups came to the United States to

Chinese impact investing market is bound to be very different,

learn how the foundations worked here. There are indeed lots

and you have great opportunities in innovation. From the

of examples worth learning, and the lessons were also very

perspective of the development of global impact investing, we

valuable for them. But don't forget, for different people, it is very

cannot say that we have found an absolute answer yet. And

necessary for them to explore how to make decisions according

there has been no clear answer to what kind of impact

to their own environment and culture.
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Dialogue with ABC World Asia:
exploring the Asian impact investing private equity
market – abundant opportunities despite
challenges

ABC World Asia is a private equity firm dedicated to
impact investments that aim to create positive,
measurable social or environmental impacts
alongside compelling risk-adjusted returns. The
company's investment strategy is aligned with
Temasek's ABC Framework of an “Active Economy,
Beautiful Society and Clean Earth” and is based on
the UN's 17 Sustainable Development Goals. ABC
World Asia focuses on the most pressing social and
environmental challenges that Asia faces and
considers ways to transform them into growth and
development opportunities. Current priorities for
investment in impact areas include financial &
digital inclusion, better healthcare & education,
climate & water solutions, sustainable food &
agriculture, and smart & liveable cities.

INTERVIEWEE:
Tan Shao Ming
Managing Director
“The social and environmental issues faced by every
country in Asia are not entirely the same, with
different challenges arising at different levels. While
we see many varied opportunities for impact
investments, we are also keen to help foster a more
disciplined and structured approach in this sector.”
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Why did you participate in impact investing?

A friend and I initially discussed impact investing by chance and

in order to provide clarity on the returns from philanthropic gifts.

after further research, I realized that this was a very meaningful

Thus, impact investing has become a rising investing approach

space with deep potential. I share a similar perspective with my

in recent years through its combination of financial returns and

organization – the world today is facing many serious

measurable social and environmental impact.

challenges and society is beginning to show longer-term

We see that the field of impact investing is more developed in

structural changes. It seems that we are witnessing signs of a

Europe and the United States, compared to Asia. According to

tipping point for the earth and mankind almost every day. For

the 2020 GIIN report, about 60% of the world’s population is in

example, climate change and public health issues in recent

Asia but we account for less than 20% of global impact capital.

years have triggered public discontent; these challenges have

So, as an organization based in Asia, we want to try our best to

also led to the global community taking proactive action. One of

promote impact investing in Asia and to narrow this gap.

the trends is that the public has expectations and demands on
companies to do good and to be socially responsible. Today

The investors in ABC World Asia understand and commit to

some industries have begun to build a consensus that

sustainability. Together, we hope to play a more active role

enterprises should shoulder social responsibilities and can no

in impact investing so that we can catalyze more

longer pursue shareholder value maximization blindly.

companies to provide solutions for Asia’s complex social
and environmental problems. We aim to combine compelling

Large amounts of capital are required to address these pressing

financial returns and measurable social and environmental

global problems. Impact investing is thus a channel that can

impact. In this way, we can attract more traditional funds to

drive traditional finance towards supporting social and

consider impact investing and in turn contribute towards

environmental solutions for these problems. From a different

achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

perspective, the philanthropy space has also become more
rigorous in demanding that recipients provide measurable metrics,

What are the financial or impact expectations by
LPs of the fund?
When we raise money, we set a return expectation for our

its goal is to do good and obtain returns. Other investors, such

investors. What we want to achieve is market rate return.

as Temasek itself or institutions such as Mapletree and

Different investors may have their own considerations on return

Seatown Holdings, are seeking to balance business returns

and impact. For example, Temasek Trust's main business is

with positive impact.

charitable trusts. Therefore, from a philanthropic standpoint,
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What are the unique opportunities and strategies of the
Asia-Pacific impact investing market?
The Asian market can be more complex when compared to

China is addressing the challenges of an aging population or

European and American markets. As Asia consists of many

pollution, some relatively less developed countries in Asia are

different countries, the legal structure, cultural context and

instead struggling with water shortages.

challenges faced varies accordingly as well. In the European

Therefore, the social and environmental issues faced by every

and American impact investing markets, there are already

country in Asia are not entirely the same, with different

several clear sectors for growth. For example, environmental

challenges arising at different levels. While we see many varied

causes are very common and widely accepted in Europe. In

opportunities for impact investments, we are also keen to help

Asia we see many impact investment projects falling into the

foster a more disciplined and structured approach in this sector.

area of social impact instead, which is comparatively less
developed in Europe and the U.S. In Asia, we see more

Another difference is scale. In mainland China, the size of

opportunities arising from more pressing needs.

enterprises is generally larger, while in some developing
countries such as Cambodia, the size of enterprises is typically

We organize the sectors we invest in by geography and

smaller. We need to think about how to make choices among

industries, and we look at the specific challenges each country

the many companies in Asia.

faces, which vary widely based on context. For example, while

How does ABC World Asia develop its investment strategy?

We make impact investments in the form of private equity.

China, India, and some of the larger countries in Southeast Asia

Investors are mainly Temasek and its subsidiaries, with no

such as Indonesia and Vietnam.

individuals or families. We believe that private equity is a

In the five investment themes that we have identified, we have

relatively resilient, risk-tolerant, long-term, and patient capital

evaluated over 200 projects. Our target investees have

and at the same time, impact often takes time to manifest. So,

generally developed to a certain size. As a 10-year private

private equity is an appropriate asset class for impact investing.

equity fund, we bear an investment cycle of about 5 years, with

We focus on the pressing social and environmental challenges

a minimum investment threshold of USD10 million and an ideal

that Asia is facing and think about how to transform these

investment of USD20 to USD30 million over the whole cycle of

problems into opportunities for growth and development. We

a single project. As growth capital, we position ourselves as a

have identified five areas of impact and seek investment

minority shareholder instead of a controlling shareholder.

opportunities in these themes: financial & digital inclusion, better

In addition to the investment threshold, we apply our

healthcare & education, climate & water solutions, sustainable

methodology to assess the impact which a potential target

food & agriculture, and smart & livable cities.

company can generate. At its core is a judgement of the

Because different countries in Asia have different challenges,

company’s intention and corporate values, namely, whether the

our focus is also adjusted accordingly. Generally speaking,

company intends to continue its business by pursuing its impact

there is no fixed asset allocation strategy for a certain region or

objectives. We want to find entrepreneurs who are passionate

area. And because we are still a relatively young impact private

about impact development, who look forward to working with us

equity fund, we continual to review and evaluate strategies to

to better leverage the impact of the business and to amplify

invest more effectively. Geographically, we are focusing on

that.
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We adopt two approaches towards deal sourcing. The first is a

of energy. The other approach that we take is the bottom-up

top-down approach where we focus on areas or industries

method where we start off by looking at a specific company.

where we can make a real and substantial difference. For

Among the companies we have contact with, some reached

example, in regions where most companies rely on coal for

out to us proactively, and many are introduced by other

electricity generation, we look for investments in new sources

investors or VCs.

Compared to other PE investors, why ABC can attract
entrepreneurs as an impact investor?
The biggest difference is that we are an impact private equity

can help them receive certain validation, and can advance the

fund. Most other investment institutions do not consider impact

company’s interests in the areas of customer engagement,

in their evaluation. This difference can be a double-edged

employee retention etc. In addition, impact investing will bring

sword. To a large extent, whether entrepreneurs work well with

some financial benefits to enterprises. For example, some

us will ultimately depend on whether they share the same

banks and lenders are now willing to support impactful

fundamental values with us. It can be a very attractive selling

companies with relatively low-interest loans. This trend is still in

point for entrepreneurs if we can reach consensus on these

the early stage of development, and when further extended can

values. To some enterprises, introducing an impact investor

bring about a more comprehensive funding structure.

How do investees view the relationship between financial
growth & scale development and
environmental & social improvements?
As we sift through projects, we try to find companies whose

companies popularize access to healthcare so that more people

profitability is directly tied to their impact, such as new energy,

can enjoy it and then companies can reap the financial returns.

solar, etc. When these enterprises expand their business, they

In addition, enterprises can no longer blindly pursue the goal of

can save energy, reduce emissions, and create profits. So,

maximizing shareholder value. We are seeing the trend where

there is no trade-off between financial growth and

consumers will buy the company's products or services

environmental & social improvement. Such positive correlations

because they recognize and align with the corporate values of a

exist in some industries. For example, in the field of inclusive

company. Therefore, when companies compete, a company

finance, the focus of corporate growth is on providing universal

with dual objectives can have an advantage over other

access to financial services, rather than on the pursuit of high

traditional enterprises – thus, to be equipped with dual

returns from a single customer. In the area of healthcare,

objectives is helpful for companies in brand building.
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How does the fund plan to do impact measurement
and management?
The measure and management of impact is our core

The measurement of risk (of impact) is linked to financial risk to

competency. We not only assess the quality of impact but also

some extent. For example, new policies by regulators could

try to quantify social and environmental benefits of our

have some impact on companies. In addition, the company's

investments through evidence-based research.

growth direction could be counted as a part of the risk, such as
whether the company will persist in providing its original

Our approach evaluates impact against the five dimensions

products and services to customers with corresponding needs

of the Impact Management Project (IMP) framework –

rather than blindly pursue financial benefits. The rest of the

including "who", "what", "how much", "contribution", and

general risks which can affect the company's business can also

"risk”. For example, “Who” is the customer base, “what” is the

affect the company’s impact, such as competitors and access to

impact we generate, and “how much” is the depth and breadth

capital.

of the impact. All of these dimensions can generally be
quantitatively measured. “Contribution” is what we contribute to

In terms of the impact management process, we work with the

the organization or domain, and “risk” is whether there is a risk

investees to set impact goals and metrics. We track them

to hinder the company from achieving impact. We use the

throughout the investment cycle to ensure that companies do

theory of change when assessing a company.

not deviate from their original goals. These metrics are as
closely related to the core businesses as possible and are not

Among these five dimensions, some can be quantified by

new to the companies, examples will be operational data

numbers, while others require our subjective assessment. For

including number of customers, type of customers, and so on.

example, the quantitative measurement of “contribution”

This is possible because when we select companies to invest

depends on the circumstances. In some industries, it is easier to

in, we usually require that the impact of their core business be

measure the contribution because we can clearly monitor the

aligned with their financial returns, minimizing trade-offs.

increase in the number of customers after investing in a
company, or we can conclude that the company would not be

We publish portfolio impact reports on a regular basis. We

able to expand its activities without our capital injection. In

initially chose to adopt the IMP framework because we invest

infrastructure industries, such as new energy and solar, it is also

across a wide range of sectors and the impact cannot be

easier to quantify the “contribution”, which is specially

measured with a single metric. Therefore, we adopted this

demonstrated by linking the amount of capital that we inject into

framework to measure impact as well as to assess the quality

companies to the number of solar panels we can install to the

of impact.

reduction in carbon emissions.

How is the investment exit considered? How do you avoid
the original direction being diverged because of
new entrant shareholders?
As a private equity fund, our modes of exit can include transfer

companies to continue delivering impact without being affected

of shares, sale of shares to other investors, or an IPO. There is

by the entry of new shareholders. Therefore, we do prefer

minimal trade-off between an investment exit and our impact

buyers with a sustainability and impact focus. This is an issue

consideration. As much as possible, we want to enable

that we continue to study and assess.
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Are there any concerns about the development of
impact investing in Asia and in China?
There are many opportunities in the Asian market. Impact

interpretation. For example, ESG investing also includes the

investing is still in its infancy in Asia, and the challenge is

concept of impact to a certain degree. In addition, green

creating the awareness amongst more companies that there are

finance, especially green bonds, is doing very well in China. I

investors who care about impact.

have also seen other impact investment institutions thrive.
Therefore, I am anticipating that impact investing will continue

Overall, the development of impact investing in China is very

to grow rapidly in China.

rapid. Of course, from the definition of impact investing itself to
the design and structural level, everyone may have a different
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Dialogue with SA Capital:
how private equity investing improves education for
the bottom of the pyramid

SA Capital is a private impact investment company
focused on triple-bottom line investing in the Greater
China & South East Asia (GCSEA). It actively seeks
out enterprises that aim to achieve a social and if
possible, also an environmental impact in
conjunction with a financial return. A significant
portion of Impact Investments targeted beneficiaries
are those who live in poverty, the called “bottom of
the pyramid” (BOP) as well as those outside of the
mainstream communities. SA Capital is interested in
sectors including education and educational-related
projects as well as projects where training of human
resources is an important element of the strategy, to
ensure that all of its projects have an orientation of
promoting integral human development.

INTERVIEWEE:
Richard S. Roque
CEO and Partner of SA Capital
“From a deeper and more expansive point of view,
people also need to think about what the fundamental
purpose of business is. I might argue that
‘mission-driven business’ points to ‘human flourishing’.
Because what such business really need is a model
that allows all stakeholders to thrive, and the shared
human flourishing is the goal of all.”
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Why did you participate in impact investing? What changes
have you felt in recent years of practice?
I had spent most of my career in the traditional financial field. In

me to pursue impact investing was a conference hosted by

1987, I moved from Singapore to Hong Kong because the

Cyberport in 2008, when I met Kevin and Tim, founders of

headquarter of the company which I was working for moved

Good Capital which was one of the earliest impact investors.

here. Later I switched from banking to private equity field. I

They introduced to me the concept of impact investing. During

joined a family investment office founded by the former U.S.

the 2008-2009 financial crisis, it made one reconsider the great

Treasury Secretary William E. Simon and invested in targets

problems that could arise when people focused only on making

mainly in East Asia with myself based in Hong Kong. William E.

a lot of money but neglected the common good. This led me to

Simon passed away in 2000, and his family decided to put their

think more about participating in impact investing as a way to

focus back to North America in 2006 and I therefore spun off the

leave a worthy legacy behind and contribute to making the

Hong Kong business, which was the basis for SA Capital’s

world a better place.

subsequent growth.

As an entirely new way of investing, impact investing is

Looking back to my experiences, I had been working for the

clearly very different from the traditional investing since

Hong Kong Venture Capital and Private Equity Association in

the focus is on both a financial return and positive impact

the 1990s. At that time the venture capital industry was just

and requires a system-wide approach. After 12 years, I still

getting started and I often went to mainland China. And it was

think it's not an easy thing to do. The good news, however, is

amazing to see how quickly VC and PE was growing in China.

that I see more and more people show their interest in this

Now venture capital and private equity investing in mainland

area, including the involvement of large institutions with

China have grown dramatically compared to that in the 1990s.

hundreds of millions of international assets, such as KKR and

And perhaps impact investing will also experience such

TPG, which is a good sign. At the same time, I believe that the

dramatic growth in the future. Who knows?

whole methodology and theoretical system of impact investing
must be different from that of traditional venture capital. For

In addition to my private equity background, I was involved with

example, people now emphasize on impact results or

an educational charity in Hong Kong, which managed a

measurable outcomes aside from financial results. Although we

secondary school, a primary school, and a kindergarten in Hong

are still in the early days of the industry, these changes above

Kong. This was the starting point for my interest in impact

can and should be transformative.

investing in educational field. And the real catalyst for

What is your understanding of the role of impact investing?
What is the mission of SA Capital?
For the companies, they should focus on solving the market

make a difference in achieving 17 Sustainable Development

pain points. And the largest pain points for the global market are

Goals (SDGs) raised by United Nations. It brings in capital,

sustainable development goals. In some areas, giving and

expertise, and a systems-wide market-based approach to solve

philanthropy are more appropriate solutions to problems. But in

these problems. And impact investing means that people need

many other areas, such as health, education, work, and

to have a new vision for the ecosystem, bringing in the right

improving the lives of workers, there are opportunities for impact

partners and the right technological innovation elements.

investors to enter. I believe that impact investing can really
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In practice, my view is that unless an institution is very large and

people are willing to pay more for quality education. What really

has a lot of resources, investors should be focused on a few

matters behind this is how to adjust business models to scale

goals. At SA Capital, we focus only on the fourth and eighth

impact, such as making education more inclusive through

SDGs, quality education and decent work & economic growth.

technological innovation, which I think is a key theme. Second,

To some extent, the two are linked. Overall, I think the impact

education can enrich individuals and enable them to flourish

investing can play an appropriate role directly in education,

individually. As the Chinese proverb goes, "It is better to teach

because education is really in line with the dual goals of impact

people how to fish than to give them fish directly." The real

investing. First, education often requires good planning, and

impact is to put people at the center, so that they can achieve
their potential and their individual dignity.

Implementation of impact goals is a complex process.
What are the insights of SA Capital in practice?
An impact investor should first choose a more familiar area to

good execution skills. Some other countries may have more

invest, which involves two areas of work. Investors, on the one

this kind of entrepreneurs, but our market still needs to inspire

hand, want to find leverage to create greater impact. On the

more people to join the field. In Hong Kong, where many social

other hand, they want to control risk. And the more familiar they

entrepreneurs have an NGO background, it is not explicit to see

become with a particular area, the less risk they have, making it

them using innovation management and integrating this in their

possible to generate the desired impact with achieving financial

projects, which is a disadvantage. I hope that people with more

returns.

business experience will also support such projects.

In my view, there are two different types of impact investees.

Some of the successful social entrepreneurs in mainland China

One is the British originated, community-driven, and small &

can bring some young people into the team and use the

beautiful social enterprises. Another is enterprises focusing on

venture capital model to solve important social problems. I

scaling operations. Both models are important, but ultimately,

believe that the elimination of obstacles to development in the

for impact investors, scaling up can help create more impact,

field will require presenting more cases of social enterprises

and it will also help in the search for appropriate exit options in

successfully achieving both profitable and sustainable goals as

the future. Therefore, investors will want to see how big the

well as showing how it affects people’s lives. Put another way, I

business market associated with the project itself is, how great

think people need to recognize that impact outcomes

the potential to make a new project is, and whether it has a

themselves have good business value in some cases, and that

comparative advantage over other projects. My feeling is that

achieving both sustainability and reasonable financial returns is

many times it is difficult to find high-quality investment deals.

a better model.

And we look for social entrepreneurs with a grand vision and

What are the biggest challenges of investing
in social enterprises?
Making impact investments or investing in social enterprises

legacy framework has hindered the development of new things,

can take a lot of time, because the biggest challenge facing

so what some social enterprises want to do is difficult to scale

people is overcoming some of the legacy issues. Historical

up. In the field of education, for example, we are
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working to develop a new way of assessing exams based more

needs a very enlightened group to make universities accept this

on the overall performance of a student — not only his or her

new way of screening the talents and needs the future support

knowledge, but also his or her ability to put knowledge in

from the company to prove that the talents selected in this new

practice. We believe that a person with this ability should be

way can indeed perform better in the work. This is just a small

able to be identified and win in the education system. But there

example. Investors in different areas will encounter different

are many obstacles to overcome. For example, this system

legacy problems.

What is your view of the Chinese market?
What changes have you felt over the past few years?
I am glad to see that now more people in China are talking

market. For example, one of the investments we made is

about the concept of impact investing, and there are more

closely related to Sustainable Development Goal 8, which is to

accelerators. I still remember that five years ago, China had

help improve the lives of workers. This project focuses on

already carried out a lot of relevant training. There were also

workers in China's factories, which typically serve multinational

some good initiatives, which were important to build the

companies that need manufacturing services. The company

ecosystem. As far as I am concerned, it is always better for local

we're investing in has developed an application that allows

impact investors to lead and originate impact driven projects in

factories to automate human resource management online and

China: first, because of the need to work with government

make it easier for workers to apply for vacation and get

officials at times and local investors can do more in a faster and

information about training, benefits, and more. That's part of the

more efficient way. China presents impact investors with the

education landscape we're building for online learning. My

advantage that it has a huge market and great opportunities for

observation is that applying technology developed outside of

growth and to develop ways to scale solutions on a large scale,

China to the Chinese market and then exporting that

based on which it will be easier to exploit the international

experience to other countries – such as Southeast Asian

market by using lessons learned in Chinese market.

markets – would be an ideal model. This is true for online
learning and education. And there are many similar possibilities

In addition, I think it is also meaningful to introduce coopera tion

in other areas such as circular economy and health.

and innovation from overseas investors into the Chinese

How does SA Capital find investors in China (including
Hong Kong) where most investors value financial returns
more and regard value created by impact
only as an added value?
In the beginning, I worked with a group of financial

I feel that there is still a big obstacle in Chinese market. People

professionals, mostly in banking and private equity. We shared

often think that doing good and doing well can't be done at the

the same passion for building an ecosystem of impact investing

same time. I think CASVI will also play a very significant role in

so they could become investors or bring in new ones. To some

this transition and continue to study the different models in

extent we are pioneers, so it is not easy to find investors. But

practice. I believe that eventually we will find the right path to

the encouraging thing is that the market has been moving

combine all the goals together.

forward, and there are more people considering joining.
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How do you measure and manage impact?

What we can do about impact measurement is relatively limited,

as an investor. We hope these investments will transit into a

which is still in the process of development. At the same time,

good job after students’ graduation. And then they would enter

we do not want to cause too much management burden for

the stage of sharing. In such investments, the impact indicators

investee enterprises. For example, we invested in one

we consider include the proportion of students who receive

enterprise that gives students "loans" in the form of

“investments” each year that come from families that for the first

investments. Students don't have to worry about paying back

time have a son or daughter in a tertiary institution of higher

the money they receive, because it can be seen as an

education (universities or vocational and technical colleges). Of

uncontracted investment based on the principle of future income

course, we can dig a little deeper in this area, but we haven't

sharing. After investing, we provide guidance to students, which

reached that stage yet.

is like adding value by empowering businesses and entrepreneurs

How does SA Capital exit its investments?
What was the result?
We have exited some investments. Overall, because some

minimum financial returns. And real returns were higher than

projects did not reach the maturity stage we originally expected,

bank returns, which were good, but not at a high level. Looking

there was still potential for financial returns and impact returns.

back, we feel that bringing projects to maturity did take a lot

Moreover, since most of our investments were structured in

more time. As pioneers in this industry, we must also go

convertible debt, as investors we had guaranteed

through this relatively long process.

Now there is a growing number of business enterprises
trying to integrate sustainability goals into their business
strategies and becomes, in a sense, mission driven.
How do you see the underlying meaning of this
direction for impact investing?

I agree that this is a good way. Business enterprises show great

be done with a mindset change against the original inherent

efforts by doing this, but what I worry about is the corporate

culture. To this end we support a capacity development

culture. While changing business strategy, the company's own

organization that promotes the Virtues Leadership system to

culture must also embark on a path of change, which can only

facilitate this transformation beginning with the C-suite.
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At the same time, I agree that a new corporate structure or

form of company. Traditional firms are based largely on profits

corporate form may be needed. Not only in Hong Kong, but also

and shareholder capitalism, which has been around for more

in mainland China and in the corporate world in general there

than 200 years. But we have now seen a new wave of new

should be different forms of companies. For example, a

corporate initiatives, called stakeholder capitalism, which is

company can choose to become B Corp or other more

embraced by some of the world’s largest companies and fund

responsible types of companies. These new forms of business

managers. This is a sign that the broader environment is

need to assure that the company is responsible not only to its

moving in the right direction. And the trend is fully in sync with

shareholders, but also to other stakeholders. I think eventually

the need for companies to switch to innovation and new

we will find a new model that fits the impact

business models.

stakeholder-oriented business model. We haven't reached that

From a deeper and more extreme point of view, people also

stage yet, and different countries are exploring various

need to think about what the fundamental purpose of business

alternatives. What we really need is a form of business that is

is. I might argue that “mission-driven business” points to

both mission-oriented and stakeholder-oriented.

“human flourishing”. Because what such business really need is

The essence of all the discussion about social enterprises is

a model that allows all stakeholders to thrive, and the shared

how to execute innovation including social innovation in the

human flourishing and common good is the goal of all.

How could more Chinese market participants get motivated
to enter the field of impact investing?
What are your expectations for the future?

I think more promotion of successful social business models is a

The market is just getting started. And I hope the model will be

great way to attract and encourage more people to think about

getting better. A few years ago, I was very worried. There were

the feasibility of such models. Besides, people could be guided

people around me who thought impact investing would help

into the field of impact investing through the ESG investing.

them make a lot of money, but in fact it was a completely

There is a growing number of large domestic fund managers

different way from traditional investing. The highest virtue of

who have begun to participate in ESG investing. I think some of

Chinese Confucianism is benevolence, an element that should

China's larger funds may consider doing impact investing in the

also be included in future investments that will promote

future. Also, there are other encouraging trends in the VC world

harmony among different stakeholders. I believe that there will

that are converging with impact investment such as Deep Tech

be more high-net-worth Chinese people, families and funds

investing that is focused on addressing biggest problems in the

interested in contributing to society through impact investing.

world within the SDGs.
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Dialogue with Nordic Impact & Katapult:
tech-focused impact investor with a global vision
and ecosystem builder in the Nordics

Nordic Impact is the investment arm of the EXP
Group, focusing on impact investing and disruptive
technology. Nordic Impact has a broad portfolio of
early-stage impact tech investment. Most of its
activities and investments are made through the
Katapult system. Nordic Impact has the mission to
have a positive impact on society and the planet.
Its goal is to make impact investing mainstream and
mobilize all business and capital towards solving the
big problems in the world, while making great
financial returns.

INTERVIEWEE:
Tharald Nustad
Founder
“We try to let those who have not yet reached this
path see the potential of impact investment and build
confidence over time. Recently, I believe I have
gradually developed and reinforced the idea that
non-concessional impact investment is the most
important lever to actively change the world, and it is
also a lever to create good business and profits.”
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Why do you enter the area of impact investing?

After graduating with a Physics undergraduate degree in 2000, I

business is still doing some sustainable development-related

had been engaged in various entrepreneurial activities in the

things in the real estate industry, but I personally hope we go

emerging technology field for ten years. Although my family was

faster. Therefore, I've mostly focused on the impact accelerator

actively involved in clean technology-related investments, I did

Katapult and the impact investment fund Nordic Impact now

not give impact or the issue of sustainable development much

because I think I want to move faster.

thought myself. In 2010, I joined Ashoka as a support network

I believe that impact investing means not only to make the

member and supported social entrepreneurship. This

world a better place, but also to have positive business

experience became a turning point. Communicating with some

potential in the future. The only way leading to positive

social entrepreneurs, I saw a lot of people that were doing good

business future is focusing on solving problems for people and

stuff to make the world a better place. I also had the opportunity

planet, because only then will you be both attracting more

to use my entrepreneurial experience to help them expand their

talents, customers and partners, and adaptable to rapid

impact and promote sustainable development. Having this

changes. In addition, I hope that besides participating in the

positive experience, I decided to enter the field of impact

investment to create positive social impact in person, I can also

investing wholeheartedly. I joined the Toniic and Nexus

mobilize others to participate to jointly change everyone's views

networks in 2014 and promised to invest more of my own

on business.

assets in the direction of impact. At present, my family

How do you understand sustainable investing and
impact investing?
What's interesting is that the concept of sustainable investment

non-concessional impact investment more.

is like a big basket. Although no one knows how to define it,

In terms of investment, we focus on non-concessional impact

everyone is talking about it. Even if you ask everyone what ESG

investment, and we hope to obtain returns that are higher than

integration is, the answer will be very different. However, impact

the average market rate of return while solving problems. In

investment can be clearly defined (as the definition of GIIN).

fact, we are not limited to the so-called financial priority or

Obviously, impact investment is the behavior of pursuing

impact priority, because this is related to the primary goal of

environmental and social effects on purpose. It needs to

investors. We care more about how to make profits by solving a

generate cash flow, and impact needs to reflect intentions and

problem. It is needed to build a direct and causal connection

bring additional measurable incremental improvements.

between solving a problem and getting profits. For enterprises,

Impact investment is also divided into two types:

it is necessary to do the best business in solving problems and

non-concessional and concessional. If you want to understand

possess leading technology to expand their impact. Recently, I

how investment in the field of impact is carried out, you must first

believe I have gradually developed and reinforced the idea that

distinguish between non-concessional and concessional

non-concessional impact investment is the most important lever

investments. These concepts are vague sometimes, and they

to actively change the world, and it is also a lever to create

are often misunderstood. In our opinion, when market

good business and profits.

participants talk about impact investment, they need to refer to
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How do you work with impact investing in practice?

Our strategy is to separate profit-making investment activities

In investment, we consider an investment cycle of 5-10 years.

from public welfare and non-profit-making activities. In 2016, we

Because we want to solve all sustainable development goals

established Katapult, using Nordic Impact as an impact

and problems, we have investments in all areas. The team

investment institution to pursue market financial returns.

screens out 3000 to 4000 pieces of project materials each year,

Katapult accelerator was founded in 2017 for the same reason.

which is a huge amount. What we use is a more streamlined

In the same year, we held the Katapult Future Fest for the first

process: first select the top 10%, and then screen layer by

time to inspire people to see the spark between technology and

layer. In terms of selection criteria, we attach great importance

impact, and to actively think about the development of the future

to the goals of enterprise development, and we need the

society and act for a better cause. At the same time, we also

founders to also believe in our philosophy that solving problems

believe that saving the world itself can be interesting and people

is the core foundation of establishing an enterprise. Secondly,

need to have fun during the process. Similar to other Katapult’s

they must have scalable technology and good business

activities including field construction, impact capital mobilization,

potential to meet the standards of technology investment and

and network community, Future Fest is part of our profitable

make their business models financially feasible. We figured that

capital activities. In addition, we will also do some philanthropy

it was easy to find profitable deals in many obvious areas, such

work in the Katapult Foundation-this is an important thing for

as education, health technology, clean energy, financial

strategic development.

technology.

As a Nordic and even a global impact ecosystem builder,
what changes in the market have you observed
in the process of ecosystem building?
We observed a consistent relationship between impact and

label seemingly. Mainly because there exist negative

(commercial) growth, but not everyone in the mainstream

impressions about impact investing in the market, and the

market sees it that way. I think this situation will change, and it

market believes that it requires to sacrifice financial returns.

will change in an accelerating speed. There are many problems

What we are doing now is to change this stereotype. We

in current society and the environment. A business model needs

ourselves focus our investment on non-concessional

to have the ability to solve these problems fundamentally;

investment, and also use the concept of impact investment

otherwise, it will be eliminated and will no longer be necessary

directly to external world because we think it has sufficiently

for future changes.

clear boundaries. Interestingly, more institutions are now
directly using impact investing as a label for their investment

The investment philosophy of some excellent investment

activities, which were not the case before.

institutions is actually impact investing, but they do not use this
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Is it easy to convey the idea of impact investing to
high-value individuals or families? What are the hurdles?
It is not easy, because this is a new way of thinking - we can

changed. We have also found that it has become easier to

actually make good returns on doing good deeds, and many

communicate with investors. So the market environment is

people don't really understand this. In addition, the investment

changing. From our current experience, there are about

logic we advocate is different from the way they are used to in

20-30% of investors in the market as impact investors with the

the past. People are accustomed to thinking that you either

same ideas as ours. Mindsets of the majority are still more

donate some money for good or invest to get a good return. We

conventional and conservative. We want to make these people

are now saying that you can do both at the same time.

understand our ideas better. Therefore, one goal is to mobilize
investors who are not yet in this mindset.

It is undeniable that with the emergence of Sustainable
Development Goals, everyone's thinking mode has indeed

Are the concepts like social enterprises or social corporates
insufficient to describe the types of corporates
in the context of impact investing?
Yes, it is hard to say. In fact, social entrepreneurship is not

into a very good business model and scale up these effects.

clearly defined. We usually understand it as entrepreneurial

Because we want the world to develop in a positive direction,

activities with a social purpose. But from the experience of

we always consider world issues strategically, and we need to

many social enterprise projects and entrepreneurs I have seen

see what can truly affect the entire world. We believe that if an

in Ashoka, many projects can have a certain positive impact in a

entrepreneur does something good locally, it is great. But it still

small local area which is remarkable, but very few can turn it

needs to be able to expand to the world.

Is it easy to convey the idea of impact investing to
high-value individuals or families? What are the hurdles?
It is not easy, because this is a new way of thinking - we can

changed. We have also found that it has become easier to

actually make good returns on doing good deeds, and many

communicate with investors. So the market environment is

people don't really understand this. In addition, the investment

changing. From our current experience, there are about

logic we advocate is different from the way they are used to in

20-30% of investors in the market as impact investors with the

the past. People are accustomed to thinking that you either

same ideas as ours. Mindsets of the majority are still more

donate some money for good or invest to get a good return. We

conventional and conservative. We want to make these people

are now saying that you can do both at the same time.

understand our ideas better. Therefore, one goal is to mobilize
investors who are not yet in this mindset.

It is undeniable that with the emergence of Sustainable
Development Goals, everyone's thinking mode has indeed
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How do you deal with the challenges with impact
measurement & management?
From my observation, the industry had a lot of discussions on

screening of targets to how to influence entrepreneurs to set

impact management and indicators in the past two years. Now

goals, track and adjust. The idea of this whole system (IMP) lies

everyone is turning focus to the operability of actions. It is

in the practice of the process. The adjustment management is

better to act immediately than saying. You can think simply but

not just to tell everyone what we are doing, but to urge

need to act first. IMP is a clear and useful framework. Our own

ourselves to think about the direction of our actions from the

investment is guided by the IMP system, starting from the

beginning.

What do you think of market concerns on impact washing?

I am pragmatic in this aspect. One of our big goals is to cover

superficial at first. We need the participation of large

and influence more investors in mainstream markets outside

mainstream financial institutions to bring about network effect

the small circle. So if we don't actively push ourselves outside

so that changes can happen faster. If we just talk to everyone

the circle, nothing will change outside. We try to let those who

about hardcore impact investment, we might never reach that

have not yet reached this path see the potential of impact

day. So let them get on board first, and then continue to push

investment and build confidence over time. Perhaps their

them forward.

motivation to make impact investment at the beginning was not

In addition, there are many areas of improvement in our

simple. But after all, their capital was mobilized, and their

financial system. How to revolutionize structural changes in the

thinking mode changed. Therefore, I think we need to see the

financial system, rather than just drive capital into the field of

impact washing happen, and we need to see more big banks

impact investing is a very important and meaningful direction for

joining the ranks of promoting the development of impact

discussion. But I think there is no shortcut.

investing, even if it means that their participation will be more
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Dialogue with DVF:
practices and observations on impact investments
of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in
Southeast Asia and China

Founded in Singapore, DVF Impact Holdings make
investments in the most urgent topics faced by the
world and looks forward to constant development
of human and the environment under a sustainable
economy. DVF focuses on industries with great
impact, such as agriculture and inclusive services.
DVF integrates technologies and digital systems to
attain the triple goals of superior financial returns, a
high standard of ESG best practices and positive
social & environmental impact.

INTERVIEWEE:
Ong Pei Yeing
Chief Investment Officer
“China is an ideal testing ground for impact investing,
due to its huge market size, advanced infrastructures, and
sufficient talented people. However, the biggest concern
for impact investing in China is that there are not enough
professional fund managers, and they have weak
decision-making power. Therefore, their impact may be
masked by some other noises and therefore not provide
scaled impact. ”
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Why did you join the field of impact investing?

Strictly speaking, I got involved in impact investing when I joined

acquisitions for some listed Chinese companies. I acquired

UOB Venture Management. At the beginning of 2014, UOB

deeper knowledge in the Chinese agriculture and food industry

Venture Management and Credit Suisse AG launched the Asia

sector as one of my customers was the Taiwan Uni-President

Impact Investment Fund (AIIF), the first impact investment fund

Enterprises Corporation. Since the AIIF is an impact investment

in this region. And I was responsible for impact investments in

fund aiming at sustainable development and poverty alleviation,

China. However, the reason why I was invited to this fund dates

its target beneficiaries are farmers. My knowledge and

back to 2004, when my knowledge for the Chinese market

experience in the field of agriculture could be utilized in AIIF,

started to accumulate as I was in charge of merges and

and since then I officially joined the impact investing industry.

What are the differences between traditional VC and
impact investing GP in the way of value creation?

The most salient difference is the process. In general, standards

ized or even ignored field. However, the greatest difference

are set on the outcome of both investments. Compared with

between traditional investments and impact investments is

traditional investments, impact investments should generate

that once we decide to devote to one mission, we will never

social impacts besides financial returns. Thus, the difference in

give up and help enterprises, despite whether they are

goals for outcome between traditional VC and impact investing

currently the most popular industries.

makes the process of value creation different.

The second difference is that we need to provide

I think these differences are more salient in China. First, we find

value-added services and spend lots of time and efforts in

that industries with impacts are not the mainstream, which are

investment portfolio management. Compared with that of

often overwhelmed by mainstream investing trends. If you look

traditional VC, the outcomes of impact investing, do not

at the Chinese listed companies, there might be only 30% of

depend solely on a successful IPO. Impact investing focuses

them in the agriculture industry. And the overall capital market

on managing investment portfolio and cultivating teams

has low expectations towards agriculture. Even the auditors in

which will put importance on the management process.

Big 4 are very concerned when invited to work with an

Thus, the process of impact investing is much more

agricultural company. In other words, agriculture is a marginal

important than that of traditional VC.
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How do you see the current development stage of
impact investing in the Asian market? What is the
difference between the Chinese market
and other Asian markets?
The AIIF that I previously worked for is targeted at China and

now has advanced infrastructures such as transportation

Southeast Asia. Thus, we look at these two as a whole. In terms

systems and e-commerce logistics, so the enterprise business

of the product design, AIIF is an ideal outcome of a diversified

model is easily established. Because of these, I would be more

portfolio investment management. For instance, we

optimistic that if we could stimulate the entrepreneurs’

encountered some policy difficulties in China which did not exist

sense of social responsibility, it is easy to turn the Chinese

in Southeast Asia; and some weaker segmented markets in

market into an active impact investing market. Moreover,

Southeast Asia developed better in China. Therefore, from the

from the perspective of wealth accumulation, China has enough

perspective of portfolio investment, there was a sound balance.

capital to utilize. With good infrastructures and a large market, it
is easy to test different impact business models in China.

However, from the perspective of market structure, these two
regions are independent, meaning that their characteristics are

However, there are some problems in China that are not

totally different. My personal view on the development of the

conducive to develop the impact investing market. The first one

Chinese impact investing market is that China should ultimately

is that there are not enough entrepreneurs who accept the

invest based on its wealth accumulation so that the relatively

ideology of impact investing. Because they think that it is better

weaker groups and less developed regions can catch up. The

to pursue profits and companies do not need to bear many

Southeast Asian market is different. There are still many frontier

social responsibilities. In addition, the common profit-seeking

markets such as Burma and Laos, and they may continue to

mentality will inhibit those innovative ideas that could have

accept external support from international development finance

been utilized, making the market seem chaotic and reinforce

institutions in the short to medium term. It will take a long time

the trend. For instance, if the entrepreneurs in the country are

for developing regions such as Indonesia to break away from

purely profit-seeking, then there will be a group of investors

being labelled as “developing”, so these foreign funds will be

who follow them under the purely profit-seeking ideology which

needed to help those developing regions build their impact

will catch like wild-fire resulting in the entire investment

investing ecosystem.

ecosystem being limited to profit-seekers.

In terms of the differences, the advantage for the Chinese

In fact, I think many people have misnomers about impact

market is its huge market size and various market segments.

investing. If we clearly define impact investing, this will lead

When a company needs to develop a business model, covering

people who get involved to clearly understand the concept and

both poor and rich regions within China is enough, and there is

they will easily seize the original intention. I think this (educating

no need to consider exports. In addition, China

investors) may be the biggest challenge facing China.

Which Asian markets and investment sectors does DVF
currently focus on, and what are the asset sizes?
In terms of regions, I am currently focusing on China. And I

these companies will prioritize Southeast Asian countries if they

would also look at some Southeast Asian markets, which is

expand out of China. For instance, some Chinese enterprises

mainly based on the demand of Chinese enterprises. Because

which plant bananas will give priority to Laos or Cambodia
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when they develop overseas markets. Therefore, the economic

and food quality. All in all, it will be an enormous sector which we

interactions between China and Southeast Asia will be

can improve upon .

increasingly frequent.

Our funds firstly pay attention to SME, which we define as small

In the Chinese domestic market, I pay attention to the

to medium sized projects valued at less than 300 million RMB.

fundamental industries such as agriculture, which has been

Our investment amount is about 30 to 40 million RMB. If we

ignored for so long. From the bigger picture, agriculture is

invest in a company with a valuation of 100 million RMB, our

connected to the entire food industry, and it can be broadened to

relative shareholding percentage will be around 1/3. So we can

an important topic such as food safety, including the safety of

ask for a board seat and have a certain bargaining power to

supply chain,

require standards for impact measurements and ESG standards.

What do you think are the most important measurement
criteria when building investment portfolios?
From the assessment of business models of the current

business model teaches skills to those who sell seedlings and

ongoing projects, we need to ensure that both social impact and

helps them cover some market access costs, consumers are

financial returns exist. These two are not contradictory but

also assisted in a sense when the products are sold in the

inter-connected in the same direction. If business models

market. Based on the experiences of a company that produced

cannot satisfy both requirements, we will not invest in these

blueberries, the entrepreneurs found that purely selling the

companies for the reason that some elements are not eligible.

seedlings to farmers was not the optimal approach. It would be
better to integrate the farmers into their business model,

Beyond that, we have additional criteria. First, companies must

help the farmers improve the quality of their blueberries

have good products. It is not saying that only products and

and eliminate some entry barriers for them. In addition, the

services themselves are good, but there must be sufficient

company could also develop some downstream products and

market demand for them. Second, target audience who are

diversify the customer relationships so that its business model

influenced by the products must include poor people. Based on

could be improved. For example, the company originally selling

these principles, we look at two things, the industry, and the

seedlings developed a better relationship with customers

participation model. We will check whether the business models

cultivating seedlings, then it could easily get high-quality raw

integrate low-income individuals and how these individuals are

materials. Thus, when this company made downstream

involved. For instance, in a business context, low-income

products, it easily turned into a food processing enterprise and

people play three roles: suppliers, distributors, and consumers,

diversified its income. During the process of developing a

which is good from the angle of integration. Furthermore, we will

stakeholder participation model, the operation risks became

pay special attention to whether the enterprises put a lot of

smaller, the problem for growth was solved, and many

thought into a stakeholder participation model, where not only

opportunities occurred with low costs. From this perspective, I

the enterprises develop but also more entrepreneurs and

think that China especially needs more fund managers to

people are encouraged.

encourage entrepreneurs to think about the social impact of

When I look at an agricultural project that sells seedlings, I pay

their business, rather than purely focusing on temporary profits

attention to how the company engages those who sell seedlings

and the time to go public.

into its business model in addition to selling seedlings. If the

What are the expected financial returns for LP at DVF?

As we talk about the risk-adjusted market returns, the returns

models we have chosen are robust enough, and these

need to be consistent with the market. And we can gain 12-15%

entrepreneurs are more willing to bear social responsibilities.

IRR from our chosen projects at present. The business
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From an LP’s perspective, what are their expectations and
attitudes in terms of this new investment model which can
achieve both financial returns and social impacts?
Most of our LPs are successful entrepreneurs or from Asian

Those professional European LPs usually have clear

family offices. I think these LPs have a general test-water

requirements for GPs. Due to these requirements, those LPs

mentality so that they are not too determined to allocate their

who want to do impact investments will influence mature GPs to

assets through impact investing. Compared with our LPs, some

transform their business scope into impact investments.

other overseas LPs, especially European ones, have higher and

However, I think the outcome of such transformation is not ideal

specific expectations on SDGs and sustainable impact.

enough, which is similar to the logic of a large enterprise doing
CSR. This transformation will instead inhibit the industry to

However, I think it is hard to change such situation in a short

develop well.

term. I think impact investing is currently a supply-side issue.
There are not enough fund management companies and fund

In a word, I think LPs would consider how they are comfortable

managers to prove that impact investing is effective. In addition,

to do impact investments. For instance, many family offices are

there is a lack of seasoned and professional impact investment

used to cooperating with professional fund managers and are

fund managers, and most of the candidates are too young to be

willing to allocate more funds to them. However, if professional

influential. From this perspective, it is difficult for potential LPs to

fund managers are asked to try impact investments, the family

have confidence in these GPs, and LPs will not invest much. As

offices may not be able to participate due to some investment

a result of LP’s not meeting a minimal invest ment threshold the

restrictions set by themselves, which leads to the status quo we

fund size does not reach scale, thereby resulting in the project

see at the moment.

not timely moving forward which in turn forms a vicious circle.

What are the strategies of risk management and
prevention used by DVF?
In terms of financial risks, as a US dollar fund, there is a direct

In terms of controlling the risk of impact, first of all, the fund does

exchange rate risk for us as our investments in China are

not invest excessively in too many projects. We always optimize

denominated in RMB (including that our future exit would also

and focus on one portfolio, cultivate the entrepreneurs, and have

be in the China market). Another risk comes from the regulatory

constructive communication with them to make their business

policies as China’s control of foreign exchange is not very

stronger. Specifically, we think that the only thing investors can

certain. For instance, if we want to withdraw our funds, we need

do to guarantee their impact goals, is active post-investment

to complete currency conversion first and return it to LP. But the

management, meaning that investors should participate in the

ideal timing for USD conversion also depends on the general

decision-making process, tightly buckle the links between the

level of exchange control in the macro context. Thus, even if we

firms’ business strategies and impacts, and focus on the

take action to hedge and eliminate exchange rate risks, the

execution. This is the best way to ensure that the enterprises do

waiting time will still influence the final IRR, which is a very

not deviate from their original impact goal setting, which might

realistic problem.

be the most challenging but interesting part.
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What model does DVF adopt to measure and manage
impact currently? Are invested enterprises comfortable
with such impact measurement?
We use the taxonomy from IRIS most in the impact

the impact direction, and the other one is to confirm the

management framework. It gives us a lot of inspiration, like

indicators that can be used to measure and manage the

possible index matrix to analyse and manage an industry. Then

enterprise’s impacts. At the very beginning, we match the

based on the industry conditions, actual investment situation,

indicators and models in IRIS to have a good idea of what we

and the results of collected information, we will match the

need to pay attention to. Thus, we can estimate the initial value

indicators through taxonomy. For example, we can track three

of the relevant indicators and set a baseline during the due

out of the six indicators suggested by IRIS each quarter. In this

diligence in order to quarterly track the change curve after

way, the additional cost of impact metrics management is not

investment.

too high.

Our shareholding in enterprises is usually not too low.

Impact measurement and management must be integrated into

Therefore, we have a certain bargaining power in the

the entire investing process, but not just inserted in the middle

enterprises to fulfil our requirements for impact measurement

process. Thus, one of our investment due diligence is impact

and management. But most of the requirements have been

diligence and this includes two purposes: one is to find

negotiated well before our investments.

Does the COVID-19 pandemic influence how you invest?
And do you have some new insights?
I have thought about this problem for several months. I think the

During the pandemic, such process may cause a sudden halt or

pandemic influence the entire investment industry and not only

rely on some managers working remotely, which is not realistic.

the impact investment field.

Thus, we would better think of a disruptive innovative way to
replace the current investing process. Finally, the previous fund

There are many nodes in investment management and

management reporting model requires making a quarterly

operations. And some nodes are turned into actual barriers by

report, which is written in the next following quarter, which was

the pandemic. As an investment manager, managing third-party

delayed in its release. The pandemic has also spurred the need

funds requires a systematic investment process approved by

for digital investment management, which makes it necessary

LPs. Thus, I have been thinking if it is possible to redesign the

for managers to better ensure that the reporting and sharing of

entire investment process and take some abnormal situations

information is not interrupted, and even to use more real-time

into consideration. Moreover, I think previous investment

tools to complete communication.

process is highly dependent on the fund managers.

What do you think are the most interesting and worrying
parts of doing impact investments in Asia?
First, I think impact investing is feasible in China. China is an

develop impact investing. I am very optimistic about China’s

ideal practical ground because there is a large market,

power in the global impact investing market.

advanced infrastructures, and sufficient talented people to
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In my opinion, doing impact investments requires

this group is too small and weak, their voices may not be heard,

communication skills, and to thoroughly understand some

which are easily masked by other noises. For example, most

development issues in the process of fund management. Only if

fund managers in China may not even be able to handle ESG,

investors have sufficient understanding, they can think about

let alone impact. In addition, there have been lots of public

ways to solve the problems more effectively, which is the most

opinions and loads of discussions about “good finance”. I am

interesting and exciting part in my opinion.

worried that someone suddenly jumps out and says what
impact investing should be like, then deviating us from the

What I am worried about is that there are not enough fund

original path.

managers who can really do impact investments. And because

What do you want to know the most about impact
investing in China?
I think in China, we still have to rely on local LPs to promote

that in the Chinese market, which kind of LP group is the fastest

impact investing. Therefore, the question I want to ask most is

and easiest to accept impact investment (or similar) products?
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Dialogue with Bits x Bites:
a sustainable development venture capital pioneer
balancing financial returns with social and
environmental values

Established in Shanghai in 2016, Bits x Bites is a
pioneer agrifood technology venture capital in
China. With the mission to shape the future of good
food, Bits x Bites invests across the food value chain,
including farming, production, distribution, logistics,
as well as consumer foods.

INTERVIEWEE:
Matilda Ho
Founder, Managing Director
“We believe these trends will lead to a more rational
market. Investors will gradually lengthen the investment
time horizon and begin to invest in startups with disruptive
innovations and sustainable value, rather than pouring
resources for the fastest returns.”
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How did you get into impact investing?

I have worked in food and agriculture through my entire career.

to help more early-stage startups solve systemic challenges in

My work at Unilever and BCG as part of the food and agriculture

the food sector and create the future of good food together.

team opened my eyes to the many opportunities and challenges

We do not identify ourselves as a social enterprise but as a

in this field, including food security, food safety, and sustainable

sustainable VC that can create value for the business, society,

supply of animal protein. At the same time, it was abundantly

and environment. Our investment portfolio is all selected for

clear China had few startups and capital focused on food and

their ability to create profit and purpose, and many of them

agriculture. That inspired me to create Yimishiji, an online

have excellent financial performance to show. With the more

farmer's market to help small farmers sell their organic,

recent African Swine Flu, COVID, China’s carbon neutrality

chemical-free products directly to consumers. After a year of

target, we are seeing more and more investors beginning to

starting this business, we realized there was an opportunity to

focus on sustainability issues and value social and

support other entrepreneurs who shared the same mission.

environmental impact when making investment decisions.

Then we established Bits x Bites, a venture capital fund

What is your opinion on the Chinese food and agriculture
investment market, and the current early-stage
investment ecosystem?
If we look at the food chain, including upstream, midstream,

Alibaba and JD. The successes of these Internet platform

downstream, we focus more on upstream and midstream

giants have encouraged Chinese funds to look for short-term

opportunities. At present, capital funding across the Chinese

investments and rapid growth. For instance, with the

food industry’s value chain is heavily skewed. In 2019, the total

dominance of e-commerce and delivery platform and the

capital invested in food and agriculture in China was USD3.66

emergence of DiDi (Chinese equivalent to Uber), many

billion, 85% of which was invested in the downstream

investors and their LPs are looking for an exit within just three

categories. While these investments bring new choices to

years.

consumers, without innovations and production efficiency

However, with declining returns for the Internet industry, it's

improvement in the upstream and midstream, the supply chain

almost impossible now to establish a company to go IPO in 18

will not see sustainable long-term upgrades, which are

months. Meanwhile, social and health issues began to emerge,

necessary to support improvements in the downstream.

such as COVID-19, African swine fever, etc. We believe these

This uneven development is partially attributed to the

trends will lead to a more rational market. Investors will

investment environment in China's primary market in the past

gradually lengthen the investment time horizon and begin to

two decades. Chinese and Asian PE/VC markets are still

invest in startups with disruptive innovations and sustainable

relatively new. Their previous focus was on TMT fields such as

value, rather than pouring resources for the fastest returns.
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Impact investing tends to have a relatively long investment
cycle, so what are the challenges?

Our fund has a "5+5" investment cycle, meaning it’s a 10-year

and evergreen investments that bring benefits and disruptions

fund. This is well suited for agriculture. Implementing any

to the industry.

technology for plant improvement will take a year or more to see

We are also very cautious about choosing co-investors. We

results. In fact, agrifood tech funds in Europe and the US are

invest in companies that will bring sustained value, so we need

usually at least 10 years. The Bill and Melinda Gates

to be rational in the valuation in each round. I am pleased to

Foundation's investment cycle is 20 years. At the same time,

say that there are more and more early-stage agricultural funds

CVCs in the industry begin to emerge and look for long-term

sharing these visions and investing for the long term in China.

What are your thoughts on reducing the risks of
long-cycle investments?

We do very detailed pre-investment evaluation and due

navigate the changing environment. We do so by working

diligence. After investment, we devote ourselves to portfolio

closely with government and SOEs. And to support our

management to support our startups’ growth.

companies’ business development, we introduce them to
corporations that can be a commercialization partner. In 2019,

Taking funding support as an example, we have a close network

we launched China Food Tech Hub consortium to foster

of VCs and PEs that we strategically connect with our teams to

startup-corporate cooperation. This allows us to work with

support their follow-on funding rounds all the way to IPO. We

members including Nestle, Yili, PepsiCo to introduce partners to

also keep tab on regulations and domestic policy to help portfolio

startups in our portfolio and our broader network.

What is the expected return on investment for Bits x Bites?

Investments in the food and agri-tech sector not only can create

We have so far invested in 14 companies in Phase I of the

positive impact on the society and environment, but also have

fund. Many of our invested companies have successfully

the potential to be a unicorn in terms of financial performance.

secured future funding by meeting their milestones toward their

For example, Beyond Meat has achieved a 100x return.

next phases of growth.
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Who are the LPs that agree with Bits x Bites's long-cycle
return and social impact investment strategy?

It’s important for VCs to partner with LPs that are aligned with

milestones in support of their future rounds of financing, thereby

their investment strategy and approaches and can extend

resulting in a better financial return.

strategic resources to help portfolio investments achieve their

Currently, there are three types of LPs that invest with us.

Strategic investors: Traditional food companies need to innovate their
products to better meet consumer demand. They can be potential LPs or
corporate partners for food agri-tech VCs.
Financial investors: These are mainly international VCs who have been
involved in the western markets for many years and want to enter
emerging markets. They will choose to partner with VCs that are familiar
with the local market. Due to language and culture barriers, they choose
to invest in funds such as Bits x Bites instead of making direct
investments on their own.
Family Office: Family Offices need to diversify their portfolio. Food and
agriculture sector is a wide-ranging industry with long-term investment
value but requires specialization and expertise. Therefore, family offices
need to invest in funds like Bits x Bites to accomplish their goals.

What are your focused investment areas?

We have a total of four main investment areas.

We also focus on farm inputs. We look at how feed and
nutritional additives will improve immunity of animals and

First, sustainable agriculture, which includes companies that

provide more nutritious food sources for humans.

help farmers make better decisions. When farmers can manage
their operations more precisely, when to water, when to apply

Lastly, alternative protein is a key area of interest. Four out of

pesticides and fertilizers, they can save on farm inputs while

14 projects in our Phase I fund are alternative protein

increasing yields.

innovations. Today’s plant-based meat is highly processed and
contains undesirable additives. We believe there is an

The second focus is crop health and animal health. As a result

opportunity for alterative protein sources that are healthy and

of swine fever, 40% of pigs were lost and pork prices doubled.

sustainable, such as from algae or fungi.

Without a cure, swine fever remains a concern.
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What is your investment range and exit method of the fund?

We co-invest in companies between pre-A and Series B. We invest

Our exits may take the form of sales of shares, IPO, and

between about USD1 million to USD7 million. In many cases, we

acquisitions.

participate in follow-on investments in their future rounds.

What advice would you give to fund managers looking
forward to entering the impact investing field?

Embrace a combination of optimism, idealism, and pragmatism.

revolutionary. This is not just a project, but a series of changes.

We are working on something ground-breaking and

It will take time. Be patient and resilient.
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Dialogue with RS Group:
family office committed 100% portfolio to impact
mission

RS Group, founded by Annie Chen, is a mid-sized
Hong Kong-based family office with a mission to
create a paradigm shift in people’s values and
priorities so that economic growth will support,
instead of jeopardizing, human development and
environmental sustainability. As a pioneer in impact
investing, it is fully committed to tackling global
climate change and further to building a healthy
investment ecosystem in Asia.

INTERVIEWEE:

INTERVIEWEE:

Ronie Mak

Joan Shang

Managing Direct

Senior Associate

“When talking about what are the most important criteria when choosing impact investing
products, we want to remind people to take a step back and be more thoughtful of their
intentions. The most important thing is to understand why you're investing for impact,
what's your motivation, and what is impact to you. The "How" is the easy part, because
there's not that much difference from a traditional investment portfolio. And the challenge
lies in applying the impact angle to the mandate.”
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How does RS Group position itself as an impact
investor? What is your strategy?
We've been on the impact investing journey for almost 12

our energy on climate change, an issue we care deeply about.

years. Very much that is still at the core of what we are doing,

While we are now at our next phase of the journey, we continue

which is now focused on deploying catalytic capital to drive

to take a total portfolio approach to fulfil our mission.

commercial capital into nature-based solutions in Asia. In order

When RS Group first started, Annie's intention has always

to fulfil this mission, we deploy a spectrum of capital, including

been to manage and deploy her capital for good and

loans and concessionary capital, depending on the needs of the

transition to a 100% sustainably invested portfolio. Not only

situation.

did RS Group “walk the walk” but also, we wanted to convince

For the past 12 years, we've not only built up a 100%

other asset owners to do the same, particularly here in Asia.

sustainable invested portfolio but also devoted ourselves to

We built our impact portfolio because we want to build it as a

advocacy, with a goal of inspiring and influencing more peers

demonstration to all the stakeholders in the sector that one can

into the impact journey. That's why we released our impact

invest sustainably to avoid harm, do good and be able to

report in 2016 through different media channels, and incubated

achieve the intended returns from the portfolio. So our goal has

the Sustainable Finance Initiative, a platform working with

always been to use our capital to motivate others and to attract

impact investors in Asia. This year SFi has been formally set up

more capital to come into what we focus on. We see climate

as a separate legal entity, with its own governance structure,

change as an urgent issue that requires a lot of capital and

team, and business model. This allows RS Group to refocus

advocacy now.

Do you have a clear mandate in achieving a certain
level of financial return and impact?
We've been very fortunate in our ability to be quite flexible in

Until mid-2019, we have managed to achieve, on average, 5% net

terms of financial and impact targets. Unlike many investors

return. Obviously, there have been times when we can beat the

and family offices, we don't chase after a benchmark or market

benchmark and times when we've been a bit under the benchmark.

rate. We typically take what we call "a need-based approach",

During the Covid pandemic period, our two discretionary portfolios

which means that we make investment decisions targeting a set

in Hong Kong outperformed the market by 3%, and there is plenty

overall return for the entire portfolio based on the team's

of evidence now showing that ESG can offer similar, if not better,

operation cost and family's overall expenses.

returns compared with traditional portfolios.

For RS group, what are the most important
criteria when choosing impact investing products?
This is very difficult to answer because investors all have their

But we are also conscious mismanaged expectations can harm

own objectives and mandates, and we are wary of generalizations

the development of the sector. What we remind people is to

or fads. For example, green finance is currently a hot topic, and

take a step back and be more thoughtful of their intentions. The

everyone is talking about it, which is a good thing.

most important thing is to understand why you're
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investing for impact, what's your motivation, and what is impact

family offices is that we perform very in-depth and thorough due

to you. The "How" is the easy part because there's not that

diligence on how committed our grant and investment partners

much difference from a traditional investment portfolio. And the

are to the impact they claim to be targeting. Usually, it comes

challenge lies in applying the impact angle to the mandate.

down to the team, the mission, the governance and so on. And
every year we review with fund managers and monitor the

We always look at our portfolio on a total portfolio basis,

impact of some direct investments, to ensure there isn't any

including our grant allocations, and look at all investments

mission-drift or unexpected consequences to our portfolio. So

within the context of how they fit with the different asset classes

we have a high level of confidence in the impact of the

in our portfolio. I think what RS group is different from traditional

investments we make.

Can you give us a brief introduction of
your impact portfolio?
Our impact report (http://report.rsgroup.asia/) can give a very

portfolio with a strong sustainability focus, from mixed equities

detailed answer as to how we created a portfolio down to

to fixed income, to direct investment, maybe only with the

investment. Broadly speaking, it is very globally invested, but

exception of cash, for which we are also looking into

we do prioritize Asia-focused strategies if available. With an

sustainable management options.

overarching mission of sustainability, we have a diversified

Under what circumstances would RS Group
consider an exit?
While we do look at more traditional investment concerns, such

towards being a more patient capital type of investor, which

as exiting when a private equity investment passes its J curve,

means that we rarely go to a fund doing very short-term

we will also exit when the investment does not align with our

investment, but a fund with a longer-term investment horizon.

mission anymore. But overall, what we can say is that we lean

How does RS Group measure impact across
different asset classes?
In our impact report, we tried to collate our impact across asset

But the impact we receive is also more on a fund-by-fund basis

classes, though in the end there was not one measurement

rather than the consolidated. While consolidating impact across

system that allowed us to do. Because we invest mainly through

funds and asset classes is something very challenging, we do

funds, we rely highly on fund managers to measure our impact

see various efforts emerging within the sector to unify impact

using the latest standards of impact measurement.

measurement, and applaud these efforts.
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Do you worry about green or impact washing?

I think it's inevitable as impact investing becomes more

his role, helping investors navigate through potential obstacles

mainstream. The key is to ensure impact investing is being

and see through what is marketing versus what is the

done in the right spirit, and help investors become more

substantial impact.

educated about impact. Organizations like SFi will be crucial in

So I guess being in Hong Kong also gives you
a certain advantage in choosing from a wider
range of ESG focused or impact focused products?
No, not necessarily. When we began, that was definitely not the

Another obviously important challenge is there is still a lack of

case, which is why a lot of our earlier fund managers are based

strong and credible investable products in Asia, especially few

in Europe and America. But the situation is better now. We see

regionally based products. There is more coming on but still not

banks now being more proactive in offering sustainability

enough.

themed products. We see policy makers and regulators

And the other big challenge we see is difficulty in finding talents

beginning to bring standards in line. For instance, HK stock

for impact investing. Generally speaking, experts in sustainable

exchange is encouraging more exposure and implementing

finance and regulation are still in great demand by impact

mandatory standards of ESG exposure. We are also seeing

investors and service providers alike. Even with banks, we

more local sustainable impact investors. And people's

often raise with them how they are not fulfilling their role in

awareness of impact investing becomes deeper.

providing impact-related services. When it comes down to

But having said that, we are still facing some evolving

talking with relationship managers, clients often find that the

challenges in HK. One challenge is impact measurement, but

relationship managers may not know enough about products to

that is always going to take time to perfect. We would

satisfy the needs of clients.

encourage interested investors to be on their impact journey

While there are gaps everywhere, at least the interest

early, and not to delay their actions just because they cannot

awareness has significantly increased compared with 10 years

get the perfect measurement. The impact intention is more

ago. We hope to see it increase to an extent that can drive

important than building the perfect portfolio.

more supply and drive the field to grow more quickly.

Do you have any suggestions on China's
impact investing market?
Obviously, we want to see the markets ultimately develop

Therefore, demanding more services and more engagement

stronger in both the mainland and HK. China is a huge market

from the banks already goes a long way to push this field. So it

and if we get it to move, it means a huge movement for Asia.

is really about driving the investors' demand in the way of what

One thing I would like to say is not underestimating the powerful

we want and what standard we want and then ask for it from

voice of investors. If investors demand a type of product

product suppliers. That already goes really far in creating the

currently not on the market, we can push our banks and fund

market.

managers and they would have to find a way to find the product.
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Also, we should not underestimate the power of community. As

see in the market. There is also a broader community of impact

a single investor, you may not matter that much and you may

investors in Southeast Asia in addition to China, so there is

not be able to have as much knowledge as you could. But if you

definitely potential to leverage the community in building the

communicate with other investors and form a community, you

impact on investing portfolios and expressing the demand for

would understand the common demands and the gaps we all

third-party services providers like banks.

How do you see impact investing market
in 10 years?

We have not thought that far, but the market is definitely moving

more capital going into the climate change sector which we

forward. There is growing momentum in impact investment and

consider the most urgent problem.

there is a growing demand for impact products, especially as

Though it is hard to predict the future, we are hoping to see that

the next generation begins to inherit their wealth. We believe as

ultimately "sustainable development" is no longer a separate

wealth transfer takes place, we would get increased demand

category because it is integrated into the mainstream financial

which eventually increases supply and improves service.

system. The COVID pandemic is also making it obvious we

Definitely, when we move forward, we hope there would be

need to create a whole new system because the current
capitalist system is clearly not working.
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Dialogue with Finnfund：
an innovative pioneer that perfectly combines
developmental goals and commercial investments
in underdeveloped markets

Mainly owned by the Finnish State, Finnfund is a
development finance institution promoting
sustainable development by investing in responsible
and profitable businesses in developing countries. As
of the end of 2019, Finnfund had a total asset
portfolio value of 617 million Euros, and 75% of its new
investment that year went to least developed
countries or low- and middle-income countries.
Finnfund provides businesses operating in Africa, Asia
and Latin America with risk capital, long-term
investment loans, mezzanine financing and expertise
on investing in the developing markets. Finnfund puts
special emphasis on sectors critical to sustainable
development, namely clean energy, sustainable
forestry, agriculture and financial institutions.

INTERVIEWEE:
Jaakko Kangasniemi
CEO
“Our long-term goal is that the impact performance generated by our
investments and operating activities should be as rigorous and
reliable as financial reports and be independently and objectively
verified. Impact cannot just be a good story. There are still different
and non-standard ways of talking about impact in the industry, but
everyone should at least have a common vision that impact should go
beyond a good story. It is a strict, scientific and transparent process.”
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Why did you join Finnfund in the first place and continue
your work for 20 years? During these years, what major
changes have occurred to Finnfund as a development
finance institution?
Joining Finnfund may result from my experience of studying

ensuring the additionality of their movements.

issues on both development as well as management and

I would argue that Finnfund was established as an impact

financing. I decided that I did not want to be a scholar,

investor 40 years ago, when the term “impact investor” did not

conducting academic research. I wanted to get involved in the

exist. Our objective was not to make money but to have impact.

real world, be innovative and get things done. I’ve been

At that time, our effort was named as contributing to economic

working for Finnfund for almost 20 years, and during this

and social development by investing in national and corporate

period, things have changed tremendously in our field. Our

projects, but in essence it was impact investment. The concept

focus has shifted. Now we pay more attention to low-income

had a different appearance because the world looked different

countries and groups than in the past. We want to be an

at that time and people then took another perspective. Back

additional force to create a positive impact on what we do.

then, capital constraint for development seemed to be the

There is much more funding available now, even in the poorer

ultimate challenge for these low-income countries, and

parts of the world. Commercial funds are much more involved

investments in fossil fuels rather than in renewable energy was

in the society. Therefore, the European Development Finance

not seen a problem.

Institution (EDFI) is also looking for self-improvement and

From our perspective, Finnfund has clear stratefies and
professional ways of operating, what capability is required
to make a good team and how to cultivate these capability?

When I joined Finnfund 20 years ago, the assumption in the

Later, we began to add consultants on environmental and social

industry was that we need to invest where there is a lack of

issues to the team, or asked analysts and investment managers

capital. And we must be responsible and serve our clients in the

to do specific environmental assessments first. Then, we

same high-standard as is in the rich regions of the world,

expanded to more environmental and social-related aspects in

regardless of whether the local standards required it. At the

due diligence and asked our clients to adopt relevant action plan.

same time, we drafted a list of negative industries for our

In the next few years, clients focused on seeking ways to

investment, such as tobacco, alcohol, drugs, gambling, and

establish a good management system. The premise of our

guns. We would not invest in these industries, but would choose

funding included requiring them to invest resources to truly

other legal industries. At that time, our investment activities

understand the relationship between themselves and

were not called impact investments, but responsible or

environmental and social impacts, so as to be more serious on

sustainable investments. It focused on environmental and social

treating and managing related risks. Therefore, after the

standards, and compliance with international standards, such as

investment, our first step was (including the co-investors) to

the International Finance Corporation (IFC) guidelines on

monitor the actual compliance of our clients with these

environmental performance, the International Labor

requirements in accordance with the agreement standards. The

Organization (ILO) guidelines on social labor, and the United

second step was to gradually perceive impact in a more rigorous

Nations Human Rights Guiding Principles.

and logical way. We began to do all kinds of impact analysis,
including the actual impact evaluation after investment withdrawal.
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With the increasing experience, we have treated this process

and reliable as financial reports and be independently and

more and more rigorously, and even started to rank them

objectively verified. Impact cannot just be a good story. In

according to the expected impact of the project, ask our clients

addition, the impact we describe in the future should be

to report their own impact expectations and compile some

comparable. It is based on a certain international standard with

indexes with more detailed quantitative data. We now have a

consensus. When talking about it among different investors and

more international cooperation. We communicate and

industries, we can all use the same vocabulary specifically with

coordinate with other investors on things we are concerned

the same meaning. Investor’s description of the impact

about, including definitions and requirements for customer

expectation requirements, the investee’s impact report, and

impact reporting. Participants in this type of investment

even the third-party external verification methods should be

transactions are usually large clients with multiple investors, and

consistent and standardized. Of course, we still have a long

each investor has its own reporting requirements. Therefore, we

way to go. There are still different and non-standard ways

will try to actively coordinate with them so that the investees can

of talking about impact in the industry, but everyone

report in a standardized way, and avoid too much burden

should at least have a common vision that impact should

investors might place on the invested company.

go beyond a good story. It is a strict, scientific and
transparent process.

Our long-term goal is that the impact performance generated by
our investments and operating activities should be as rigorous

Finnfund does impact investing with a very proactive and
clearly articulated manner.
Where does this motivation come from?

I think there are three different (motivation) sources. First,

increasing need to tell everyone the way development

creating impact is indeed our mission. Our major investor the

institutions can engage in private sector investment activities,

Finnish government, and our stakeholders have always paid

which is also a completely legitimate part of our mission. What

close attention to the development of impact. And they want us

we do has positive impacts in reality.

to publish reports on impact.

The third motivation comes from our own desire to seek

The second motivation comes from our peer groups of

dialogue with private sector capital and actively mobilize private

development finance institutions which share similar goals and

funds for social development. Now there are many investors

considerations regarding impact, including many members of

including individuals, families, and mainstream financial

the European Development Finance Institutions (EDFI)

institutions who also desire that their investment can create

Association, the World Bank Group, regional development

more impacts. They need to get some guidance to ensure that

banks and so on. In this group, we are discussing and trying to

their entire investment portfolios create a positive impact on

formulate standards, which as a result also creates some

social and environmental goals in addition to avoiding harm.

healthy peer pressure and motive innovation within the industry,

Regardless of investors’ specific environmental or social goals

making everyone get more serious about this issue. We also

and their mission, we all hope to enter the vision of these

believe that the public sector has solved many basic social

investors and actively get them involved in impact investment in

problems (such as children’s vaccinations, school accessibility,

accordance with our mission direction. This is why we recently

etc.). But there are also needs for improving living standards,

(June 2020) launched an OP Finnfund Global Impact Fund with

such as food, transportation etc., where the private sector can

Finland's largest retail financial group OP. The first round of

play an important role. As a development finance institution that

fundraising has already exceeded expectations.

mainly invests in private sector, we see that there is an
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Will Finnfund seek more diversified financing source
in the future?

Yes. In fact, 95% of the equity part of the funds comes from the

tor. Therefore, their exposure to risks has increased. Moreover,

Finnish national government. But apart from that, what sets us

these investors invest specifically with us because of the

apart from other development finance institutions (DFIs) is that

"impact" appeal, and they want to see clearer content on this

we are a leveraged business. We do borrow funds through

point. Therefore, we are under great pressure, and we must be

banks to support our investment activities, and the government

able to answer these questions clearly in our work: What kind of

doesn’t provide guarantee for our loans, which I think is also our

impact do we hope to seek from each investment? How do we

advantage.

know that we have achieved the impacts? What are the specific
commitments made by us and the invested company? What do

An important difference between the way we cooperate with OP

we hope to achieve? And how should we report and explain, so

Group funds and the way we borrow from the commercial

as to be able to say that we have actually achieved the

market and then invest is that the investor does not take our

promised impact?

credit risk, but the risk of the invested project as our co-inves

Taking the impact fund cooprated with OP as an example,
what requirments do LPs have the on financial return?

The specific return depends on the assets we invest in and the

investment is significantly higher, and some other investments

type of risk we take, but the overall goal is to obtain a mixed

in debts may be slightly lower.

yield of about 10-12%, in which the expected return on equity

What is key to successs to convince institutional investors
to join you in impact investing ?
I think a key part is that we need to convince institutional

Another key aspect is to show clearly where we anticipate having

investors and family offices in our work professionalism, that our

impact, followed by impact reporting, monitoring and outcome

work in financial analysis, deal structuring, legal work and

validation - all of which are done properly and professionally. This

documentations are done professionally. We also need to make

successful fundraising with OP Fund is also an endorsement of

investors see that we assess social and environmental impacts

our work in this field for many years. I think we have become a

properly and have a system to manage relevant risks.

professional player and a credible partner too.
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We have seen that Finnfund mainly invests in poor and
underdeveloped areas, but achieved good financial returns.
What is the secret for success?

One of our biggest interests over the years is innovation. We

but now many African countries have greatly improved their

hope to go to the frontier of funds and seek to be ‘additional’.

economic policies. If you take half of the relatively better

We believe that when you invest in places with lower incomes

countries on this continent, their policies are quite reasonable,

such as emerging markets, the risks will indeed be higher.

and it is entirely possible that investment in these countries will

However, if you adopt a diversified investment portfolio, the

give relatively good returns. Of course, I’m not talking about

risks taken are properly compensated, and it is still possible to

every African country, but the better half - which is not

generate reasonable and substantial returns.

necessarily the richer half. It is the half with a more reasonable
policy environment. These markets provide reasonable options

In addition, although there are still civil wars in some poor

for making responsible investments.

countries in which effective investments are difficult to be made
for certain. Overall speaking, number of countries with civil war

On this basis, to successfully invest in these regions, an

has reduced, and the number of countries implementing

understanding of individual country markets is crucial. Investors

completely irrational economic policies has also reduced. For

need to know the differences between countries, and really

example, the economic environment for investing in Africa used

study the country and industry they invest in, in order to

to be very chaotic, unpredictable and extremely difficult,

successfully tap valuable investment opportunities.

Does Finnfund still have active investments in China?

Now we are not investing in China. But in the 1990s, the China

not made investments in China for a number of years - I think

was actually our single most important investment area. At the

that might remain so in the future. Russia is a similar example,

turn of the century, there were a lot of positive innovations in the

where we have withdrawn from although it is also part of our

market, and to some extent, capital constraints. Looking at

investment universe in principle. The main reason is that we are

China now, liquidity in the market is ample, and competition

really concerned therefore focused on places where there is still

among capital is fierce. Officially, China is still listed as a

insufficient funds and the capital needs for development have

middle-income developing country by the OECD, which, in

not been satisfied yet.

principle also belongs to our investment universe. But we have

Do you adopt any facilities to mitigate risks arising from
investing in frontier markets?

We know that many development finance institutions or other

preparation facilities, and there are some "soft" funds or grants

impact investors do have some risk mitigation tools, or growth

that can be used for project preparation. But we have none of
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these. Although this may be a handicap compared with other

invest in companies in their early stage. In a sense, our funds

development finance institutions, that also focuses our mind

are to help these companies become bankable or investible in

strongly on finding good commercial players. To some extent,

the eyes of larger commercial investors, so that they have a

we are not chasing the problem, but chasing the solutions of the

good start. While many larger investors may complain about

problem. And the teams that have the solutions.

lack of investible projects in the impact market, we are part of
the solutions here. Thanks to our early investment, these

In addition, because we are in relatively small scale compared

companies can become potential credible investment

to many other development finance institutions, we often

opportunities for larger investors that join at a later stage.

How is Finnfund’s development mission reflected through
making early-stage investments?

We believe that Finnfund can truly fulfil its own development

shoes need to use mobile phones? Later, similar stories also

mandate, using part of the funds to take certain risks early on and

happened in the field of renewable energy. For example, the

back founders and teams who are on something potentially big.

solar power sector today has become far more competitive, but

This could help achieve our development goals rather than hurt.

DFIs were also on the forefront there before. Now, we are
actively looking at some new fields, such as agriculture sector. In

An example of how DFIs can indeed achieve development goals

our investment areas, many countries are developing rapidly,

in this way is, at the beginning of 2000, mobile phone operators in

and cities are getting bigger. But at the same time they are very

Africa were mostly funded by DFIs. At that time, commercial

fragile in food supply chain and are highly dependent on imports.

investors were not fully convinced of the commercial potential in

In our opinion, this sector is a very interesting one with both

this sector. They thought: Will Africans who don’t even have

commercial opportunities and significant developmental impact.

How does Finnfund consider in exiting an investment project?

The starting point in any of our investment is to have some

enter these industries and buy the platform we helped develop -

ideas on how to exit before we invest any penny. In other words,

this is very lucky. But we can’t just count on this. And we still

without understanding and thinking about exit, no investment

need to be patient and be prepared for long-term investment.

will be made. Of course, the time scale of exiting different

From another perspective, if a company is managed in a highly

projects will differ.

responsible way, for example, everything it does is based on

Especially in low-income countries, investors need to be more

high international standards. Then chances are higher that

patient. Many private equity companies have a 10-year fund

larger international investors are interested in this type of

lives. In practice, this usually means that the actual investment

companies when they look for investment opportunities. The

period for each investment is 4 to 6 years, which is very short.

possibility of being acquired will be higher, because the last

4-6 years may or may not be enough. I think that there is a high

thing such investors want to see is companies that may

risk. Therefore, in general, capital needs patience - of course,

embarrass them in the future (such as certain operational

different industries will be different. As far as agriculture or

scandals). So far, some of our best exits have been cases

forestry area that we are interested in, longer investment

where what we have been investing in are seen as a sort of

horizon is needed. If there are larger players who want to
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platform for an international player to come and make much

need acquisition targets to be completely clean, such as no

bigger things. And they are regarded as credible acquisition

corruption or environmental pollution issues. As a DFI, we have

targets. We are also willing to exit from the projects and

spent a lot of energy investing and managing in a responsible

enterprise platforms we have built for international players, who

manner, which obviously has added value to the investees. We

will do bigger things faster and more effectively thanks to their

have turned them into good companies that large investment

resources and manpower. For these big players, they

institutions can trust.

How can government and public sector engage in
impact investing effectively?

At present, I think that the private sector approach in

with a development angle or policy angle (such as policy banks,

development has been relatively successful, and more and

who have a mandate of "not losing money"). From the

more governments have decided that supporting private sector

perspective of Finnfund and some innovative institutions similar

development is actually the way to go for achieving impact.

to us, the biggest problem for most public sector institutions is to

While traditionally almost all public sector organizations have

think that it is easy to find reasonable investment opportunities

involved in private sector investment for a long time, I don’t think

in the private sector. In fact, the risk come from outside the

they have been particularly successful. Direct investing in the

system. There is greater risk to get carried away and end up

private sector is fundamentally different from supporting it.

investing in well-meaning but not commercially viable ideas.
Therefore, for public sector, it is a good starting point to invest

I would argue that it is a better way for the public sector to

with a "no-loss" mindset with adopting commercial thinking.

leverage on for example, impact-oriented financial institutions
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Dialogue with ADB Ventures:
providing systematic support for tech-driven
start-ups to meet Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)

Established in January 2020, ADB Ventures is an
investment platform managed by the Private Sector
Operations Department of the Asian Development
Bank (ADB). ADB Ventures helps the ADB invest
more systematically in start-ups and tech-driven
companies which aim to achieve the SDGs in the
Asia-Pacific region, providing support for the
sustainable development of regional economy.

INTERVIEWEE:
Xiaowen (Sherwin) Pu
Unit Head, Business Development, Private Sector
Operations Department,
Head of ADB Ventures, Asian Development Bank
“The Chinese impact investing market will witness great
development in the next few years. However, once we see a bad
investment case with very low financial returns in the market, it will
severely impact the reputational of the domestic impact investing
market and also harm our ability to hit the impact targets. This is
why we believe it is essential to collaborate with third-party
institutions to continually evaluate the performance of investments
and ensure they can produce the needed impacts.”
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What kind of investment is considered as impact investments
by ADB and what are the characteristics in practice?
As for impact investments, we believe that, firstly, there should

In addition, I believe that impact investing is not about

be an overall strategic roadmap to decide what the general

self-praising. It must be defined with certain features. For

direction is, how to define our goals, and whether the required

example, the impact performance of each investment should be

resources are properly allocated. Secondly, these investments

evaluated objectively. There is an independent unit within ADB

should be well managed.

to help track and confirm the status of our impact targets. As a
development financial institution, ADB does the evaluation

If we want an investment to generate impact, it must maintain its

systematically. When the investment is approved, we will set up

financial sustainability. Otherwise, the impact will not last. Apart

targets and measurement standards, and actively track the

from reaching the impact targets, we hope our investments will

progress of reaching these targets. We will disclose detailed

produce economic benefits in the long term. If companies want

information to the public to seek supervision. After exit, an

to raise funds from us, the prerequisite is that they need to have

independent review will be conducted to evaluate the

a sustainable business and financial model. We do not expect

performance of the investment. This approach applies not only

every portfolio company to become a unicorn, but they are

to the impact investments, but also to our infrastructure

anticipated to break-even, and to generate returns for their

projects, financial institutions projects, and others. We have

investors. The biggest difference between ADB Ventures and

such a target tracking system, the DMF (Design and Monitoring

other investors is that we are more patient. ADB Ventures’ fund

Framework) for every investment ADB made in the past. The

life is 17 years, which means we can cover a full economic

official website of the Asian Development Bank discloses the

cycle. By opting for a patient capital approach, I believe we can

DMF for every project.

avoid macroeconomic downside risks for financial returns.

As a development financial institution, ADB has been paying
attention to Asian market and helping it achieve various
development goals. Why would ADB come up with the idea to
set up ADB Ventures (ADBV) this year (2020) to operate
in a more systematic way of impact investing?
ADB has always made its investments from an impact-driven

Fund 1 was successfully completed on April 14, with a total of

angle. We have invested in tech-driven companies at different

USD60 million raised. So far, our first investment has not been

stages using different financial instruments, but we have not

made, but it is expected to be completed in early 2021.

invested in tech-driven companies with a portfolio approach.

Apart from the USD60 million Fund 1, we have also received

ADB Ventures is not only a fund, but also a platform established

about USD12 million as Technical Assistance funds from ADB and

by ADB to support tech-driven start-ups systematically for the

other investors, of which about USD5 million is used for pilot

first time. We started to prepare for the establishment in the

testing. The pilot testing is different from the proof-of-concept of a

second half of 2018 and spent a whole year in 2019 to complete

startup’s new product. We want to focus on companies that have

fundraising and the structuring process. On January 31 this year

already developed their commercial products. Our fund will help

(2020), the ADB's board of directors reached a consensus to

them expand regionally, meet with potential corporate clients, or

establish ADB Ventures. ADB Ventures Investment

extend their product range and value chains.
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In addition, we cover the broad Asia-Pacific region. There are

innovative financial products to meet the challenge of lack of

many low-income developing countries with different market

capital at the different life cycles of the startups. We are preparing

needs. We believe that we need to continue developing

to start the establishment of our Fund 2, which will offer debt
instruments to startups, at the end of this year.

As a fund established by a development financial institution,
will ADBV give priority to the impact investments, even if it
might sacrifice some financial returns?
Definitely not. If a company cannot last for a long period, the

may still generate some impact within a limited timeline. But

impact is also unsustainable. We believe that it is not difficult to

there may be no impact in the end. Financial wellbeing and

have economic benefits and the real challenge is how to

sustainability is an important factor of our due diligence

accurately correlate economic benefits with the impact the

process. We hope that the company's business can continue to

company generates. We are committed to the economic

grow after our investment, so the impact will scale accordingly.

development of the region. Our aim is not only to make money

Helping companies to generate and develop impact is our

when we invest or provide technical assistance, but also to help

priority as a development financal institution. Entrepreneurs

the companies to go further. We can still generate positive

will focus on managing and growing their businesses.

social and environmental impact by investing in financially

Assuming that the impact of every dollar is the same, and a

sustainable companies. It is not needed to sacrifice financial

company grows its business revenue from 100 RMB to 10,000

returns. On the contrary, financial sustainability is the

RMB, achieving a 100-fold growth, it means its impact may also

prerequisite of impact. If a company is likely to bankrupt in the

multiply by 100 times.

future and we continue to invest money in it, the company

What is ADBV’s impact investment strategy?

ADB Ventures Investment Fund 1 targets start-ups for the

is no shortage of public and private funds. We hope to allocate

Series A round, focusing on four sectors: Cleantech, Inclusive

resources to more countries and regions in need as much as

Fintech, Agri-tech, and Health-tech. Our impact targets are that

possible. However, in some cases, we will still consider

80% of our investments generate climate impact, and 75%

investing in Chinese companies. In Fund 1, there is a company

generate gender impact. The thresholds are quite high because

which we are quite optimistic about. Its technology has been

most of the investments will achieve both targets at the same

applied not only in China but also in a large part of Southeast

time.

Asia. Its capability to scale commercially has been verified,
which is quite important from the perspective of commercial

Our primary focus markets are South Asia and Southeast Asia.

returns. In addition, from the perspective of development, we

Many of these markets have great potential and active

also believe it is important for Chinese companies to go global

ecosystems to support entrepreneurs.

and have an impact in other regions. Therefore, we will also

Like Fund 1, Fund 2 is not very likely to focus on the Chinese

look at Chinese projects, albeit from a different perspective.

market. The Chinese ecosystem is more developed and there
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Who are the investors of Fund 1? What did you consider
when raising funds for Fund 1?
Our investors include the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Finland,

Fund 1, but later we chose to be more prudent. Therefore, we

Clean Technology Fund, Nordic Development Fund, and the

first considered investors with which we were familiar,

Ministry of Economy and Finance Republic of Korea. We

especially those with basic legal frameworks. That is to say, we

contacted many commercial organizations like large asset

actually took a shortcut during Fund 1. When it comes to Fund

management companies during the period of fundraising for

2, the scale will be larger. With more preparation time, we might
consider more commercial investors.

Do investors of Fund 1 have specific expectations and
requirements for financial returns and impact goals?
Yes, they are quite clear that the money must generate financial

impact, and that 75% must have gender equality impact. The

returns. There is a 5% annual investment return target for our

financial return must be in accordance with the impact targets

portfolio, which is not very high. In addition, we do not have

required by investors.

carry or a very clear hurdle rate. However, achieving the 5%

In the future, as we create more impact investment products, I

annual rate of return for the whole investment portfolio over 17

believe that the impact targets will definitely be higher, and we

years requires quite a high return in each individual investment.

will adjust the financial return targets according to different

As for impact, we have also set clear targets that 80% of the

products.

investment portfolio must have climate change

Compared with non-impact investors, what is the value that
ADB will create when investing in enterprises?
What ADB cares about the most is additionality, and this applies

investment institutions. However, it is difficult to find experts

to the investments made from ADB Ventures as well, which is

who have good understanding of more than 40 markets in Asia

the added value we can provide to companies.

and the Pacific, and who also have both the business
connections and a public sector network. ADB is amongst the

The greatest added value we provide to startups is ADB’s

few investment institutions which have full support and trust

extensive regional network, which can help the companies

from the local governments. I believe ADB’s unique

expand as they scale up. For example, it is easy to find experts

value-added to each company is the most important factor

from China, Indonesia, or from certain industries in many

beyond money invested.
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The 17-year investment cycle is long. Apart from using the
DMF framework for tracking and evaluation, are there any
other ways to control risk in terms of finance and impact?
Risk management is divided into two parts: pre-investment

is successful, will we continue to provide funds and invest a

analysis and post-investment management. We look at impact

larger amount. In this way, we can provide the company with

targets and financial returns for both stages. During the due

long-term support while managing investment risks.

diligence process, we do a detailed analysis to gain confidence

There might be happy stories and sad stories in an investment.

that the investment can achieve both impact and return targets.

“Happy stories” refer to a combination of positive impact and

After we invest in a company, we don’t expect the investment to

good financial return. I believe that only a few companies may

be absolutely the same as our previous analysis. There might

have “happy stories” in the end. It is what we have anticipated

be various issues. Therefore, post-investment management is

before all the investments. That is to say, we rely on a few

about helping the company solve problems as they occur, by

“happy stories” to achieve the impact targets and return our

constantly tracking and responding to them. If the company

fund. “Sad stories” are inevitable because things do not always

scales quickly and requires new investments, we can continue

develop as expected. The important thing is to continuously

to do follow-on investments. Half of the funds from Fund 1 will

make changes while monitoring and tracking our investments,

not be invested immediately but will be used for follow-on

so we can work towards having several successful investments

rounds. Put it in other words, only when the first investment

that can generate financial returns and achieve impact targets
in the end.

What kind of management mechanism does ADBV
adopt to evaluate the impact?
Every year, we start by setting an impact target and actively

evaluating individual investments, we analyse their potential in

track progress as we close each investment and monitor every

each category and their contribution to the entire portfolio. As

portfolio company. There are two reasons. First, we let our

long as the goals are consistent, the impact of the portfolio is

investors know that their money is invested where they planned.

basically the sum of all individual investments. However, some

Second, if there are changes due to the market or other

adjustments may be required to avoid double-counting for the

reasons, we can also make timely adjustments.

same problem statements, and we will continue to fine-tune the
system.

As mentioned earlier, there is a DMF (Design and Monitoring
Framework) in place to help track all portfolio companies. Each

ADB Ventures currently does not use external standards to

investment must have an impact entailed in the DMF and it will

measure the impact. In the future, it is still difficult to say

be evaluated by a third-party. It also helps companies to track

whether we will adopt IFC's nine principles completely or

and monitor their own companies. In the DMF we have outcome

partially, follow our own framework principles, or even produce

and output indicators, and we actively track and monitor them.

new principles by collaborating with other firms and

When an investment is initiated, we set targets in the DMF. When

organizations.
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Do you have any special concerns about the development
of impact investing in Asian market and what do you think
will be the challenges?
I think it’s important that we apply consistent impact

evaluations. We noticed that some institutions are providing

measurement standards. The inconsistency in different markets

such services, but not for free.

mainly results from the lack of official institutions to help align

It may take some time to establish credible third-party

standards and monitor results. For example, if a fund sets its

institutions. Before that, some experienced funders believe

impact target as No.4, 7, 12, or 16 of the Sustainable

that they can do impact measurement. However, for other

Development Goals (SDGs), even with specific quantitative

investors, the biggest risk is that one or two frauds may ruin

indicators, it is still difficult for funders to confirm whether it is

the entire impact investing market, which will be very

true. Because there are no credible institutions to provide

troublesome. After all, impact investment institutions still need

independent

to consider reputation risk.

ADBV’s theme of gender equality investment is very
interesting. How do you achieve this goal through investment?
We think about the improvement of gender equality from

invest with a focus on serving female borrowers, who have

different perspectives. For example, if 30% of the employees in

limited access to finance otherwise. We take different

an investee company are women, with our support, they can

approaches, but the goal is the same. We hope to promote the

eventually reach 50%. The 20% improvement reflects the real

employment rate of women in the entire country or region, and

change in gender equality. Another example is that we also

increase women’s contribution to GDP. This is part of our

work on encouraging women to start their own businesses by

impact targets that we incorporate into our investment strategy.

investing in female entrepreneurs. In the fintech space, we

What is your expectation of Chinese impact investing market
in the next few years? Will the entry of private capital
promote the growth in this field?
I think there will be a lot of development and progress in the

How fast the impact investing sector can grow may depend on

impact investment space, with more awareness in the region.

three aspects. First, the external driving force (whether it comes

However, there are still few institutional impact investors. With

from the government or private capital); second, the

the acceptance and understanding of impact investing, how to

performance of third-party service agencies, especially

grow the industry with different products is a question worth

independent evaluation agencies; third, the potential risks. The

considering. In addition, there should be credible third-party

Chinese impact investing market will witness great

institutions to evaluate the impact and monitor projects in a

development in the next few years. However, once we see a

proper and not laissez-fair way, and to introduce impact

bad investment case with very low financial returns in the

measurement frameworks that can really promote the

market, it will severely impact the reputational risk of the

diversified development of this field.

domestic impact investing market and also harm our ability hit
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our impact targets. This is why we believe it is essential to

the needed impacts. Though at this point, it is still too early to

collaborate with third-party institutions to continually evaluate

know which organizations will play the leading third-party role in

the performance of investments and ensure they can produce

impact monitoring.
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Asset Owners
Asset Owners

Dialogue with Christian Super:
thoughts and practices on the inclusion of impact
investments by pension fund
management institutions

Christian Super (CS) is an Australian pension fund
with 28,000 members and more than AUD1.6 billion
in funds under management. Operating since 1984,
CS invests its members retirement funds ethically in
line with Christian values. It is also a world leader in
impact investing, with 10% of funds in projects that
have a measurable social or environmental impact
as well as financial return. As an industry fund, CS
returns all profits to members, and also has a
dedicated in-house Member Care Team to best
serve its members.

INTERVIEWEE:
Tim Macready
Chief Investment Officer

“As fiduciaries, we need to have an ongoing dialogue
with regulators about why we need to change and
why it should be allowed. And as more and more
examples emerge, it becomes more palatable for the
regulator to make changes.”
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What has actually been keeping you committed to impact
investing for such a long time?
For me, I don't think traditional finance interests me at all. We

in Australia. And we think this can significantly continue

have the responsibility to contribute back to our societies,

opportunities for growth in the impact investing space. Our

communities, and the world. I think if I wasn't doing impact

pursuit for impact investing was very much a drive from the

investing or responsible/sustainable investing, I would like to

members for value-aligned investment, combined with CS' s

look for another career that contributed. Given the skills, talents,

values and strategies. The pension landscape here in Australia

training, and background that I have, the most effective way for

is very competitive. There are a hundred or so regulated funds,

me to contribute to society or the environment is to continue to

so there is a need to offer a different product. And there were

advance impact investing.

competitive pressures as well. We had to find something that
would be our niche in the market, a unique value proposition.

In a professional sense, we've had success with CS: it has

All these factors have driven CS investment, and we hope to

delivered the sort of outcomes that we have wanted. It has been

align the investment philosophy with value.

very popular with our beneficiaries in a competitive market here

When did you first begin impact investing?
What kind of barriers did you have to overcome and
how did you overcome them?
The main barrier for us was access to appropriate deal

And we also have much deeper networks today than we did 15

opportunities. This is not a barrier for us today, as we have more

years ago to help us sort investment opportunities. Many other

opportunities than we have time to look at. But in the early days,

impact investors point to barriers at board level or in the

it was more about finding genuinely impactful investments that

governance structures. But that has not been so much a

were equipped with market return rate and therefore were

problem for us. We had strong support from chief executives,

appropriate for us as a pension fund. The second thing was that

from the investment committee, and from the board to pursue

we needed the skill set to evaluate those opportunities. Over

this strategy. We engaged with the regulators to make sure they

time, more and more impact investments have become available.

were comfortable as well.

What kind of advantage do you think the values-aligned
investment strategy has?
Generally, the values-aligned strategy broadly has been good

new beneficiaries joining. From this perspective, we operate in a

for us from a competitive perspective. Most pension funds in

competitive environment, and we did quite well. We attribute that

Australia are shrinking or reducing their membership. But since

to the fact that we are able to align members’ values with their

we launched in 1984, the amount of members has grown for 36

retirement savings in a way that makes them want to engage

years consecutively. Over the last 12 months, we've grown by

with us.

4.2% in terms of the number of beneficiaries, whereas the

The investment performances have been what we set out to

average pension fund in Australia was still sitting at zero or

achieve. We've had some investments that have done very well,

negative membership growth. In terms of the asset size, CS has

and some others that have not done as well as we hoped.

grown from AUD280 million in the beginning to the current

Overall, the performance of the portfolio has been decent.

AUD1.6 billion, enjoying an increase of five or six times. And

However, the real advantage for us has been a strategic one: the

much of that was due to the compulsory contributions that came

opportunity to offer something that's different from what

into the fund from members, as well as investment returns and

everyone else is offering.
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Do you think the financial performance and positive impacts
can always keep pace with each other?
We believe that good impact investment has a good synergy and

However, these two do not always align with each other, as with

consistency between the impact and financial performance. It is

some cases in CS’s investment portfolio. There are two main

quite good if a company wants to donate 10% of its profits to

categories of cases where we see misalignment. One is where

create educational opportunities for people with low socioeco-

the business model is wrong. One example would be a hospital

nomic status. But in this case, there is no consistent link between

car park. The impact of a hospital car park is, the more people

their impact and profit. I prefer the impact investment model

that visit, the better the quality of care for the patients in the

where the two goals can be achieved at the same time. For

hospital. However, as it's an elastic service, the best way to

example, a community hospital established in Karachi for

make money out of hospital car parks is to push the fees

low-income and middle-income will need to provide quality

through the roof, which reduces patronage, but increases profits,

medical services to patients in the community to make a profit.

therefore lowering the impact. So that's an example of business

Therefore, when we measure, there is a high correlation between

model misalignment. The second example is stress point

the financial income of this hospital and the number of patients it

misalignment. When the company is under the stress of

treats, and the quality of life of the community. Thus, when we

opportunities to expand into certain areas, there's a potential

invest, we will focus on the impact of the investment and its

compromise, or at least a lower intensity of impact. So, we see

interaction with the financial return target.

both of those in the portfolio. You can't align them perfectly. But
the more alignment, the better we are.

In the market, some of the more flexible investors could
actually implement the total portfolio approach.
Do you think that's something realistic for a mainstream f
inancial investment institution as owners like yourself,
like insurance companies or banks?
For institutional investors, they must maintain liquidity in their

market impact funds appears to be much more targeted and

portfolio to some degree. I think the question of whether we can

focused, and institutions are willing to use advocacy and

get fully an impact investment portfolio depends on what we can

engagement strategies alongside company selection. However,

do in the list of equity space. 50% of CS’s private markets

CS has not yet classed any of our impact investment in the

portfolio is now in impact assets. I could see that getting to a

secondary market. The closest that we have come to would be

100% is not that difficult. The main challenge is how to conduct

the investment to Generation Investment Partners Fund. To me,

impact investment in the public markets.

the next three to five years will determine whether we can
genuinely impact the secondary market. It is a possibility, not a

To me, the first generation of public market impact funds lacked

certainty. And if we can, I can imagine a path to a fully 100%

credibility in their theory of change. It was evident that they were

impact-oriented portfolio. But no matter what, we're certainly

directing their portfolio towards more sustainable companies,

stretching, pushing, and growing on impacting public markets.

but it was not obvious to me that was leading to any meaningful
impact. In contrast, the impact of the second-generation public
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Sometimes in the public market, investors’ engagement
with listed companies’ shareholders from the perspective
of sustainable development can lead to failure. How should
we interpret this kind of failure or engagement?
Are there any systematic root causes?

I have two theories. The first is that businesses today are too

One of the biggest questions that the Western world is asking

big and too complex for boards to govern effectively. We

right now is whether capitalism is working for the good of our

need to increase the ability of boards to focus on the key issues.

communities in the way that we expected that it would. I think

One of the challenges we have is that boards spend a lot of their

over the next 20 to 30 years, we have some questions to answer

time on regulatory and compliance matters, whereas most of the

about our whole capital model. There’re two questions that

issues that lead to engagement are not related to these matters.

particularly interest me. The first is shareholder capitalism

If a company's consistently bribing contractors to win contracts,

versus stakeholder capitalism. Shareholder capitalism that was

there's not a lot you can do to engage. The company's culture is

introduced in the nineteen sixties or seventies was that the

fundamentally just flawed. And then investors will have to vote

purpose of a company is to maximize shareholder return.

with their feet to sell the company. Most of the issues that

Whereas many of the voices that you hear today talk about the

investors can engage in go back to where company culture can

purpose of a company is to serve its stakeholders and financial

be shaped and changed. But most of the time, the board focuses

returns to shareholders as a necessary part of that. Other

on compliance & risk and governance & regulatory matters rather

factors of the same importance include safety for the workforce,

than the culture. I think forcing boards to spend more time

social benefit to communities, environmental sustainability, and

thinking about culture would help because they will be more open

so on. I think we're potentially on the verge of a shift from

to engagement from shareholders who can help them under-

shareholder capitalism to stakeholder capitalism, which could

stand what their culture looks like in practice.

have some significant positive benefits on this problem. The
other question mark for me is around how we understand

The second aspect is we still have large institutional

fiduciary responsibilities. Because for institutional fiduciary asset

investors who are not exercising their impact as heavily as

managers, most CIOs see their role’s fiduciaries as maximizing

they should be. It's encouraging to see Blackrock comes out

returns, even though the stakeholders themselves, take our

and speaks about the importance of sustainability for companies.

beneficiaries as an example, would choose to sacrifice financial

I want to see that followed up with Blackrock having specific

returns to invest sustainably. We've asked, and they don't want

conversations with specific companies about specific sustainabili-

to sacrifice financial returns. We don't think we have to. But if it

ty improvements. And then ideally, I want to see the large

was a choice, they would choose their values over a financial

insurance companies and the other large asset managers

return. Therefore, the consideration of beneficiaries may be

coming up and doing the same thing. I'll see even Vanguards

different from the single object of maximizing the financial

with passive exposures embracing more of an advocacy role on

returns. Yet the expectation from the regulator on CIOs is that

sustainability issues. We're making progress there. But I think

they will always choose the financial returns, which is not always

there's more to come.

reasonable. For example, from the perspective of CS, it is clear
that our beneficiaries want us to maximize returns, but within a
values framework.
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Why regulators couldn't just give fiduciary duty
more inclusiveness?
I think they will. We're just 20 years lagging. Because the senior

examples emerge, it becomes more palatable for the regulators

policymakers in many countries were trained and worked for the

to make those changes.

first 30 years of their careers seeking financial returns, it's very

People should also realize that this requires a little bit of

difficult to get that change swiftly, whereas the next generation

boldness because of the market’s inbuilt conservatism:

of regulators will have grown up in an era where this debate

regulation usually does not lead to innovation but lags behind it.

was happening. And I believe they will be different.

It's also worth thinking about the concept of career risk: if I do

To change that, we need more organizations like us, and

something different and we underperform, I lose my job. But if I

insurance companies like Zurich, and investment managers like

do something the same way and underperform, I keep my job.

AXA, to push and say, “We think that what our beneficiaries

There is an element of individual interests in why it's easier to

actually want is this.” As fiduciaries, we need to have ongoing

keep the status quo than to do something different as well.

dialogues with regulators about why we need to change and

There are all sorts of factors which you need to be operating

why it should be allowed. And as more and more of those

there.

What do you think will be the characteristics of the next
generation (third-generation) public market impact investors?
The next generation of impact investors has more hands-on

invest in companies whose business models build solutions to

engagement in governance, influencing for the integration of

poverty, inequality, the sustainable industry, innovation,

stakeholder capitalism and of long-term sustainability into the

infrastructure, cities, and communities. They will need to think

governance frameworks. It also becomes much more solutions

about the intensity of the investment target to solve the real

oriented. At the moment, much of the ESG funding and some of

problem. Take eliminating hunger, one of SDGs, as an exam-

the early impact funds focus on reducing emissions and

ple: there aren’t a lot of people in Australia who may struggle to

workplace accidents and injuries. I think the next generation

find food and investing in supermarkets here in Australia is

probably will be more likely to actively finance companies with

doing something. However, its intensity in solving hunger

solutions, including investing in companies whose business is

cannot compare with that of investing in small-scale agriculture

predicated based on zero emissions or on avoiding emissions

farmers in Indonesia. We need to look for companies that have

entirely. When you look at the SDGs, I think they probably will

high SDG intensity.

From what signs can one tell whether impact investor action
has actually been demonstrated genuinely or not?
In the unlisted space, we're making good progress on answer-

How many people have access to finance who were previously

ing that. The framework that we use is “outputs-outcomes-im-

unbanked in our microfinance portfolio? How many students

pact”. We've done a lot of work on measuring outputs. How

have gone through university in our education portfolio? We've

many jobs have we created in the emerging frontier markets?

measured the outputs quite effectively, and we’ve made
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some progress on measuring outcomes. Take our energy

technologies into the impact measurement space, I think there

portfolio as an example, we can not only tell the outputs, how

are some interesting opportunities.

many megawatt hours of electricity we've generated, but also

On the listed markets, I don't think we've even started yet on

the carbon emissions avoided because of that. In terms of

measuring impact. It probably starts with companies voluntarily

microfinance portfolio, we can move from how many people

measuring positive outcomes from their core business opera-

were able to access finance to the effect on education of

tions. Some leading impact investors have started to measure

children of parents who were able to access finance and build

the output of impact. But I think we still have a long way to go,

their own SMEs. So we're starting to move towards outcomes.

as the measurement from outcomes of the actual impact is

To get to know the impact is essential to understand how much

extremely important. Investors may worry about how many

these people who are supposed to be the beneficiaries of our

small and micro-financial clients get access to financial

investments, experience the positive impact, how much they

services. But does the client's life improve ultimately? Or do

feel their lives have improved, as they have had access to

they end up trapped in a spiral of borrowing and working to

energy, education, health care, or financial services.

repay the loan? Maybe they end up working more hours to get

I think that's the path that the unlisted markets are taking. It's all

out of it, and the potential for negative externality here is still

about measurement. We'll just take some more time to get

significant. Even though we're convinced from the outputs that

there. The cost of measurement now is very high. With the

we measure that we're having a positive impact, there is still a

increasing technology and potential application of blockchain

long way to go.

Do you have any tips for investors new to this field on how
to choose an impact investment management framework?
Our preferred tool is the Impact Management Project (IMP)

have probably already defined its impact measurement

framework. We like its ABC framework and the Five Dimensions

framework. It frustrates us to no end that we can't get harmoni-

because we think that every investment we make, whether it's a

zation across the different frameworks used in all investments,

fund of funds, direct fund, can fit into that framework. The levels

even something as simple as “Is the impact of an investment

of impact - avoiding harm(A), benefiting society (B), contributing

measured on the basis of only the capital contributed by

to solutions (C) provide a great assessment of a portfolio’s shift

individual investors, or on the basis of the joint capital of the

towards impact over time. In terms of specific impact measure-

entire co-investment project.”

ment, we're very fragmented. Most of the time we use whatever

In general, we believe that standard frameworks and tools for

framework the fund manager that we've invested in has chosen

impact measurement management can be broadly divided into

to use.

three categories: the 9 IFC Operating Principles for Impact

In investing, we often come across co-investors who already

Management fill the category of base principles i.e. what we

have some sort of predefined impact measurement framework.

have committed to; IMP fulfills the category of how we describe

For example, if we have invested directly in a social impact

what we're doing; IRIS + and others fill the framework of

bond, the government would have already defined the impact

calibration, i.e. how do we measure. We think the IFC Operat-

measurement framework. If we've taken a direct private equity

ing Principles provide a really good principle standard. On the

investment, then the development banks, the DFIs,

framework, we like the IMP. And on the measurement, we just
take whatever we get.
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What are the criteria when you are selecting a fund manager
who would be included in the formal impact for portfolio?
And how do you see first-time impact funds?

We use a seven-piece framework to assess the managers:

manager on how progress towards that theory of change will be

investment philosophy, people, performance, track record,

measured.

process, etc. On the investment side, we're looking at the team:

We have done first-time funds in microfinance and renewable

Who are the people involved? What is their strategy to generate

energy, but our basic assessment requirement is that the

returns? Do we think they can execute that strategy? Do they

individuals involved in the team must have a track record. If

have appropriate processes and governance frameworks in

these first-time funds can receive first-loss capital from

place to avoid operational risk? On the impact side, we develop

development banks or the government, we think this can also

a theory of change for each investment that we make. Therefore,

greatly reduce the risk of CS participating in that investment.

on non-direct investment projects, we work with the fund manager

Since 2006, CS has reached the goal of having 10% of the
total asset allocation to impact. Looking forward,
what's your vision and goal for the next five to ten years?

At a personal level, I will spend more time with Brightlight,

community and taking portfolios from zero impact to some

whose aim is to turn those portfolios that customers have not

impact.

yet taken into consideration of impact into impact portfolios.

For CS, my hope focuses more on the listed part of the

Christian Super manages AUD1.6 billion, while there's AUD1.6

portfolio. I think we have done well on the unlisted part, and the

trillion in the Australian pension industry. And so far, less than a

unlisted parts that are not impactful have very high sustainabili-

billion dollars of that is in genuinely high impact solutions. There

ty as well. But I don't think there's a lot of growth left in terms of

is a vast space of potential. Let's imagine that we could get that

the impact of the unlisted portfolio, although we'll do better in

industry to a 2% impact. At that point, we're talking about 30 to

measuring, managing, and monitoring. I think the big wins for

50 billion Australian dollars, which is a lot more than what we've

CS are to transform the way that the listed portfolio runs and

got today. So at a personal level, my focus with Brightlight will

find genuinely impactful solutions there.

be on bringing investors into the impact

Will you verify the impact outcomes of an investment?

Historically, CS has not conducted third-party verification of

Super is correctly claiming impact. Some of our managers, like

impact results. We have an independent oversight of our impact

Leapfrog, has really strong verification processes. But there are

measurement approach to make sure that Christian

some institutions’ processes that are weaker.
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It is necessary for investment institutions to conduct impact

One of the great things about the IFC principles is that it does

verification, but I am also a little anxious that the cost of

require regular verification of investment institution signatories

verification will lower the investment returns. The ideal situation

whether their impact management system complies with the

is that if CS co-invests with development financial institutions,

IFC principles. As more and more organizations sign up to the

these institutions are responsible for finding ways to verify the

IFC principles, we will see a lot of improvement.

influence, which is within their mandate to do so. And essential-

In my opinion, the biggest challenge of this field is impact

ly, the technical assistance that they're already providing to

washing. And the difficulty of impact verification is part of this

many investment opportunities covers verification. That's where

problem, but impact washing itself is what I am more concerned

I hope we go as an industry.

about.

What are some recent developments in the industry that
are most remarkable and fundamentally important for
the industry going forward?
The entry of major players into the space is quite significant. I

capital on the private market side. If they can scale their impact

have some concerns over their impact frameworks and impact

with integrity, it would be very significant, and something really

integrity. But there's no doubt about their capacity to move large

exciting to see.

amounts of capital, and that the people behind these initiatives

The emergence of common frameworks, whether it's IFC

in these organizations are genuinely wanting to be transforma-

principles or IMP, is also a really significant positive develop-

tive. For example, some household names like Blackrock, and

ment in the growth of the movement.

Wellington on the listed side, and TPG and Bain

Have you come across any conclusions on the regional
differences when investing in the global market?
What’s the most exciting part of impact investing?
Asset owners make different decisions on impact asset

People are starting to seriously think about allocating and

allocation, and there are different driving forces in various

getting large amounts of money for impact. I have worked in

regional markets. For example, in the United States, they are

this field for 15 years now, and I feel that it's on the cusp of

foundations and endowment funds; in Australia, they are

really getting to the scale that it needs to.

institutional investors; and in Southeast Asia, they are

Though the current challenges facing us are so great that

high-net-worth individuals.

people may feel that everything we’ve done is not enough.

What excites me most at the moment is that we're on the cusp

What excites me is that it feels like we're getting traction. We're

of a tipping point and it is no longer a fringe movement.

starting to see serious capital thinking about allocating.
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Do you think it is necessary or important to get some
standard structure in place for impact investing?
I don't know whether it's possible, but I don't think it's necessary.

Interestingly, our view is supported by the research that

They certainly help. But in the market, the nuances are so

Cambridge Associates did a few years ago: as the costs

significant in terms of who's allocating as well as the cultural

involved in impact investing a material is significant, if your

and geographic differences, that harmonization is probably

deployment of capital is delayed, it really hits your investment

unlikely to be delivered. But we can just keep making progress

return. Funds above USD250 million seemed to be consistently

anyway. The only thing we do need to do is to build structures

struggling to deploy capital quickly, and therefore, their return

that can scale. In the renewable energy finance space, there

suffers. That also shows the problem of scale that we have.

are certainly solutions that have scaled. But most of that has not
scaled yet in job creation, poverty alleviation, food security,
health education, and other targeted areas.

Do you have any questions about the impact investing in
China market that you want to know the answer?
What are the barriers that prevent Chinese investors to allocate

and investment opportunities, or the lack of understanding of

assets towards impact investment? Is it the lack of products

impact investment? Or is it the constraints of regulators?
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Dialogue with Ford Foundation:
the MRI perspective of philanthropic foundation's
impact investing

The Ford Foundation is a global, independent
nonprofit grant-making organization committed to
reducing inequality around the world. Established in
1936 by Edsel Ford, son of Henry, the founder of the
Ford Motor Company, with an initial gift of $25,000,
the foundation is headquartered in New York with
10 offices in Latin America, Africa, the Middle East,
and Asia, including China. We envision a world in
which all people share equitably in the knowledge,
wealth, and resources of society and where everyone has the power to shape their own lives. Over
the past 80 years we have invested in innovative
ideas, visionary individuals, and frontline institutions
advancing human dignity around the world. As
well, we invest part of our endowment in mission-related investments that bring both a financial return
and have positive social impacts.

INTERVIEWEE:
Margot Brandenburg
Senior program officer of the Ford
Foundation MRI team
"At the core of the change is the need to break free from deeply
ingrained notions about the way foundations organize their
resources in the service of their missions. This is not just a legal
issue. There are also norms and systems that will take time to
transform. This transformation is already underway, however. As
foundations, we need to keep digging a little deeper, including
into issues like personnel structure, incentive mechanisms, and
impact management."
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What makes you stay in the field of impact investing and
what makes you keep going?
I think it makes sense to start by figuring out motivation,

services for a broad range of projects across the U.S. and the

because it's at the heart of everything people do. I originally

world. I also came to Rockefeller at a time when the foundation

started on this journey motivated by a passion for gender

was preparing for its hundredth anniversary and reflecting on its

equality. At that time, I was working for a microfinance project

history. In this process, we realized that charitable grantmaking

outside of the US. By chance, when I was in Mauritania doing a

was not nearly as significant as it had been 75 years earlier.

training on shariah-compliant related financial services for local

These resources were a drop in the bucket compared to the

women, Hurricane Katrina happened in the US. I remembered

challenges we cared about and wanted to influence, and we

so clearly working with a group of women who had heard on the

needed to focus not only on charitable giving and government

radio about Hurricane Katrina and how much devastation that

resources leverage, but also on the enormous power of

had caused. I was asked why I was in Mauritania when my own

international capital markets.

country was suffering so greatly. It was not asked with any

Therefore, Rockefeller established a team which helped it to

antagonism, but it provoked a bit of an existential crisis in me.

explore and drive impact investing and continued to lead the

Because of that experience, I went to work at a Community

way for its later development. I was a founding member of the

Development Finance Institution (CDFI) in the US called Shore

team. As more people and institutions participated in the

Bank, which at the time was the oldest and largest CDFI. I

process of impact investing’s development, the market became

worked on small business and mission-related banking, and it

more and more dynamic, many started looking for better

was what you might describe as hyper-local lending, which was

methods for deepening their impact. It was very exciting to be

a great counterpoint to this global work I had been doing.

part of this process, and this is why I continue to work in the

Neither was fully satisfying, however. I later joined the Rockefel-

field of impact investing.

ler Foundation, in part because Rockefeller provided

Besides expecting to leverage greater capital power,
were there other reasons for the Rockefeller Foundation
team to create the new concept of "impact investing"?
There were many other reasons that came together indicating

and an enabling policy environment.

the need and opportunity to create a field called impact

Secondly, the social enterprise field had also taken root in the

investing. Firstly, we realized that people with lots of experienc-

US then. We saw a great deal of innovation and excitement at

es from various industries share a common cause without them

the enterprise level, which led to new business ideas that can

realizing that. For example, it was rare for people in micro-fi-

only go far with supportive capital that commensurate with their

nance or community development finance industry to talk with

long-term potential.

each other, let alone with someone in the solar power industry.
Hence, there was already a strong desire to bring people with

Another reason was the emergence of value-driven consump-

different industry experiences together for a common purpose.

tions, be it organic food or electric vehicles. Across the board,

By creating a new field called impact investing, it brought

we were also seeing individuals aligning their values with their

together people from different industries to seek commercial

economic choices, such as young people considering employer

solutions while addressing social and environmental problems.

value a key determinant in their career choices. Hence, the idea

It also allowed people to exchange ideas and best practices on

that one would do the same with his/her investments seemed

shared topics, including non-financial reporting, tax incentives

right for future development.
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Six years have passed since the book The Power of Impact
Investing was published, have you gained any new
observations during this time?
I would say that the field of impact investing has grown,

In addition, I also think the quality of the impact generated by

diversified and matured in a very exciting way. This gives me a

those investments has improved significantly. Meanwhile,

lot of hope. GIIN estimates that the impact investment market

investments seeking to address acute issues such as climate

now has reached the scale of $715 billion, quadrupling from six

change and inequality have accelerated, which is both a cause for

years ago.

hope and a proof of urgency. There are more concerns now than
six years ago regarding taking real actions to address issues.

Have you seen sufficient evidence now to prove impact
investing as a viable path to provide positive, long-term
returns both in finance and impact?
I would say, as the original group of investors has accumulated

Even so, we've seen some notable successes. For example,

a lot of experiences, the field has become more diverse, and

Leapfrog, a private-equity firm that invests in micro-insurance

impact measurement and management has matured, we now

companies to serve the bottom-of-pyramid (BOP) in emerging

know more about both financial and impact aspects than we did

markets, has successfully demonstrated positive financial and

six years ago. Even with 12 years or so, it's still a short period of

impact results at the same time. One key successful factor for

time - probably shorter than the full tenor of some private-equity

Leapfrog’s new funds to attract mainstream LPs is a track

funds. Many first-time fund managers also need time to

record. The field of impact investing, while still fairly nascent, is

accumulate and validate their performance. Six years may not

maturing with more opportunities to invest in and more

be enough for a big jump, and we still have a long way to go.

evidence emerging as well.

Why and how was Ford Foundation able to make a pioneering
move three years ago, i.e. to commit a significant part of the
endowment asset ($1bn) for mission-driven investment,
at a time when most foundations were still investing their
endowment capital strictly with financial-return goals only?
Ford Foundation made a very pioneering move, and it's one of

there at the time, so I can't give you a first-hand perspective.

the reasons that I chose to join Ford Foundation. I was not

What I do know from talking with colleagues and reading the
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memos is that when making decisions we asked ourselves

Our hurdle rate require ment for MRI projects is the same as

several questions: Could the investment offer a financial return

that for non-MRI projects. We rely on these investments to

that is commensurate with what we looked for throughout our

generate income to support our grant-making activities.

endowment while also generating a meaningful social impact?

Because we know that grant-making activities are critical, we

Is that universe of investment opportunities efficient enough

would never compromise that.

that we would be able to deploy the money that we had

In addition, we also look for the best impact performance. We

allocated to it?

have four core areas when making mission-related

The assessment at the time was that there were enough

investments: quality job, affordable housing, financial inclusion

opportunities, and I think that's based on the quality and

and health care access in developing countries, and diverse

quantity of opportunities that our team had found. We're

managers. We've seen some fantastic opportunities across all

extremely rigorous in looking for investments with both financial

four fields.

and impact performance.

What kind of investment team has been established to
carry out MRI impact investing strategies?
Our group is led by Roy Swan who spent decades working in the

Ford Foundation was a pioneer in the use of program-related

private sector, including managing community development

investments (PRI). Therefore, investment has been adopted to

investment programs at Morgan Stanley. He brings a depth and

drive social impact to achieve the mission of the foundation for

breadth of understanding for both US-based community

more than 50 years. A colleague named Christine Looney had

development and mainstream finance. Other colleagues on the

participated in the PRI project for over a decade. Currently, as

team are professionals who spent years managing our

our PRI projects move toward market-level investment

program-related investment portfolio.

opportunities, we have also recruited two full-time investment
officers and several supporting staff.

How does Ford Foundation choose among various asset
classes for the MRI portfolio? Would Ford also consider
investing in "first time funds"?
We primarily invest in funds, and in a few cases, fund of funds.

set up different capital pools. For our MRI portfolio, because the

There is not much direct investment at present. Asset classes

capital that comes from endowment is quite risk averse,

that we invest in mainly include PE (private equity) and real

expectations on financial return need to be calibrated for risks.

estate – partially as a result of Ford Foundation’s history on PRI

Therefore, we mainly seek to invest in seasoned fund

(program-related investment) with affordable housing. Over time,

managers. But on our PRI side, as it is a pool of capital that is

we do anticipate diversifying into public equities to provide more

intentionally catalytic, we can take more risk, say invest in first

liquidity to the portfolio, investing across a range of asset

time fund managers. Frankly, the goal is to include more first

classes.

fund managers either in our MRI portfolio or in other market
portfolios. But at least we have different types of capital that

It is interesting that you brought up the topic of investing in first

allow us to invest in a broad range of funds.

time fund managers. Actually, that is one of the reasons that we
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The disruption from the global pandemic has led some
foundations to rethink the needs for liquidity in their
investment portfolios. Was there similar liquidity pressure
for Ford Foundation?
To my knowledge, we have not faced liquidity constraints as a result

COVID-19. Along with several leading U.S. foundations, we

of making investment. Our $1 billion MRI commitment represents

have made a pioneering move to issue bonds. We issued $1

only 8 percent of the endowment, leaving 92 percent available for

billion 30-year or 50-year bonds to cover, in our case, nearly a

meeting the foundation's daily liquidity requirements. That is to say,

doubling of our grant making over the next two years. We

it was not necessary for the MRI portfolio to generate liquidity for

believe that it is a creative and efficient way to dramatically

grant making. But as the capital is committed, there are definitely

expand our grant making scale at a time when the sector really

liquidity concerns that come into play. Inclusion of public equity

needs it. In addition, it is well noted that this bond provides a

investment to enhance liquidity for instance, is part of a motivation

market-level yield and is oversold at issuance mainly to large

to diversify the portfolio in the long run.

ESG investors. Rating agencies include both S&P and

Moreover, the non-profit sector in the United States and around the
world is truly facing an unprecedented crisis in the wake of

Sustainalytics. This is also a great example of an ESG fixed
income product with increasing demands.

Ford Foundation currently targets an overall 8% return on
MRI investments. How has your portfolio financial
performance been over the last three years and what are
the expectations for the future?
Three years are short to make any definitive pronouncement of

For Ford Foundation, we invest in great real estate managers

financial performance. From what we know, our MRI portfolio has

who develop Section 8 Housing projects that receive

been outperforming the market. In other words, we are not

government subsidies. Therefore, our investment is much more

sacrificing financial return in pursuit of the impact that we seek.

resilient in a period of significant volatilities. In addition, those

Admittedly, the portfolio has liquid asset classes whose value is

managers also continue to invest in residents' health and safety,

marked to market. That isn't definitive. But the early indications

going the extra mile to connect their residences to services and

are very strong.

making the underlying conditions of the residents much better
than what one would see in a comparable real estate project.

Take the real estate industry as an example, there is a lot of

This shows how managing our investments with social

concern about default in traditional real estate investments in the

considerations helps us both achieve our mission and protect

United States right now due to terrible unemployment rate and

our investments from a financial standpoint.

numerous failed businesses.
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How does Ford Foundation measure the impact of
MRI portfolio?
Ford Foundation is fortunate to have its own team to manage its

On the field building side, we realize that not all investors can

investments. We have a full-time portfolio manager who tracks

establish their own impact measurement and management

both the financial and the impact performance of our portfolio,

team. Therefore, some off-the-shelf tools are going to be critical

which allows us to create and track investment-specific impact

for those investors to investigate investment opportunities and to

metrics. Wherever possible we love to see our investees adopt

manage the impact of their portfolios. Because of this, we've

global standards, whether it’s IRIS+ or B-rating system, because

supported a set of industry initiatives to create tools for the

that contributes to the field apart from allowing us to track

growing impact investing market, which not only meets our own

investments on an individual basis. We also have a specific

needs as an investor but also expands beyond foundations.

impact thesis alongside or as part of our overall investment
thesis, with which we also develop and apply our own valuation
models to track and measure relevant indicators.

How do you see the current progress of foundation
committing to impact investing in the form of MRI?
Our commitment at that time was the biggest in dollar amount,

At its core, this orthodoxy about the way how foundation assets

but we were not the first. There are other pioneer foundations in

are structured leads to a separation of goals. That is to say, the

the United States, such as the Heron Foundation, which has

single job of endowments as a pool of money is to maximize

deployed their investments fully in the service of their mission

financial return, and then to turn the profits over to a team of

over time. McKnight Foundation in Minnesota, as another

grant makers whose job is to maximize social good. Therefore,

example of adopting MRI, is also a leader in impact investment.

at the core of the change is the need to break free from deeply

We were, in many ways, standing on the shoulders of pioneers

ingrained notions about the way foundations organize their

who had come before us. We hoped to lead by examples and to

resources in the service of their missions. This is not just a legal

begin to shift the paradigm of how foundations utilize the totality

issue. There are also norms and systems that need to be

of their assets to serve their mission.

transformed. As foundations, we need to keep digging a little
deeper into issues like personnel structure, incentive

From an external perspective, the Internal Revenue Services

mechanisms, and impact management. And on the question of

(IRS) had provided clearer guidance on how foundation

how to combine best-in-class social change work with

endowments invest, providing foundations with greater comfort

best-in-class financial and investment expertise, the answer is

and flexibility in their MRI and PRI investments. Overall, I think

not obvious, and in many cases messy. In reality, there's a range

the current environment for foundations to make impact

of reasons why this transformation is hard, but it is already

investment is much more hospitable, but there are still a lot of

underway. I'm optimistic that in 10 years, things will look very

headwinds as MRI is not yet the norm and there are many more

different.

PRI investments than MRI. We still have a long way to go.
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What role do you think foundations shall play in impact
investing field building?
Foundations can play a catalytic role both by setting an example

local currency working capital to social enterprises. Without

and by creating a healthy ecosystem. We can do that in different

Ford's participation, Citibank would not have been able to fund

ways.

the project. Therefore, the leverage that we create is critical to
our theory of change, helping us to attract more commercial

In our PRI projects, for example, we often invest alongside

investors.

commercial investors in a sort of a multi-tranche facility where we
de-risk a market rate investor with our PRI capital to attract larger

Equally on the grant making side, we invest in research,

and more commercial sources of capital. For example, we've

networks and reporting standards – things that reduce the

invested alongside Citibank in a working capital facility for social

transaction cost and increase the integrity and quality of

enterprises in the global south. In this case, Ford Foundation

investments. I think that ecosystem field building work is really

joined DFIs in providing a guarantee facility for the earning of 1%

important and is something that foundations are uniquely suited

return, which enabled Citibank to provide 100 million

to contribute to.

Do you think impact investment is a universal investment
approach across different social governing structures
and economic conditions?
The basic premise that money should be invested in accordance

The overall principle of impact investments will look very

with our values is a consensus that has global relevance, while

different depending on the operating environment. But I think

how it looks and is organized vary significantly.

that's exciting because the proliferation of activities and the
differences in how this is unfolding across countries create an

For example, cooperative structures have achieved scale in

opportunity for all of us to learn from one another, and to be

Spain, Italy and parts of west Africa. It is one example of an

able to draw upon a much more dynamic and diverse

enterprise creating shared prosperity for workers, growers and

ecosystem that ultimately will make us all stronger. Thus, I

other co-participants. Though there's a lot of interest in co-ops in

wouldn't wish for uniformity. It is more exciting to see things

the US, we haven't seen any of them really scale up yet.

unfolding in different ways.

How do you see the opportunities and challenges in the
Chinese impact investment market?

In fact, I also want to know about Chinese opportunities and

On challenges, I think language is one. The understanding of

challenges, which is why I participated in this interview. I look

certain concepts, such as social enterprise, differs from the

forward to learning about Chinese impact investing market

definition in Western markets, which leads to confusion and

through our communications and your upcoming impact

misunderstanding due to bad translation. Some more clarity in

investing report.

definitions would be helpful.
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In addition, I know there's a very robust universe of high net

industry associations and infrastructures in place to allow

worth and ultra-high net worth individuals throughout China. But

marketplace to function, letting transparency and efficiency

I don't know whether this community in China is able and willing

serve everyone's needs. There is still a long way to go, but the

to access impact investment opportunities, so there can be

report you're working on can really help advance that.

What is the one question that you mostly want to get answers
for regarding impact investing in the China market?

I have so many questions. But if I have to pick one specific

world have often been pioneers on impact investing, and

question that is timely, it's related to the role of China’s

China’s overseas finance is such a significant part of overseas

development finance overseas, specifically the ways in which

development finance, for example in South Africa and

social impact and beneficiary voices are reflected on those

Southeast Asia. Understanding where the impacts are and

investment decisions and structures. I would like to ask this

where the opportunities for progress are important to our

question because development finance institutions around the

colleagues in Beijing as we're actively trying to learn about that.
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Dialogue with LGT VP (China):
a pioneer institution promoting the impact
integration and management in China

Established in 2007 by the Princely Family of
Liechtenstein, LGT Venture Philanthropy (LGT VP) is the
impact investment arm of LGT Group — the world’s
largest privately owned Private Banking and Asset
Management group with over USD 200 billion AUM as
of December 31st 2017. The mission of the foundation
is to improve the quality of life of disadvantaged
people, contribute to healthy ecosystems, and build
resilient, inclusive and prosperous communities. LGT VP
provides support in the form of equity, debt
investment, and grants to social organizations and
enterprises with effective, innovative and scalable
solutions to social and environmental challenges implementing solutions that contribute directly to the
achievement of the SDGs around the world. LGT VP’s
investments in China include education, healthcare,
environment and technology.

INTERVIEWEE:
Crystal Ding
Advisor, Former Regional Director of
LGT Venture Philanthropy in China
“One of the general directions of impact investing in the future is
the pursuit of inclusiveness. Sectors such as healthcare,
education, or environmental protection, have seen abundant
supplies of high-end services. Once expanded to benefit more
people, the adapted business model could be a good fit for
impact investing.”
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Why did you join LGT and devote yourself
to impact investing?

Before joining LGT, I have been doing mainstream investing,

which also inspired me to volunteer in CSR activities throughout

including private equity, venture capital, investment banking and

my career. Yet, I had always thought about how much value

corporate mergers and acquisitions. When looking for career

could be created through traditional philanthropic engagement,

opportunities in Shanghai, I got exposed to a new field, venture

including one-time donation and visit to the disadvantaged

philanthropy. For me, there were some personal and family

groups. Until I joined LGT, it became apparent to me that

reasons behind this seemingly natural transition. More than a

venture philanthropy is a brand-new concept where we could

century ago, the ancestors of parents’ families founded

use commercial methods to solve social problems on a large

companies and social organizations and participated in the

scale. And I could also make full use of my previous experience

industrial rejuvenation – while engaging in public causes like

and connections in the investment field. Therefore, this great

healthcare, education, and philanthropy. Philanthropy has

opportunity allows the ideal combination of my lasting interest in

always been at the heart of our family’s spiritual inheritance,

philanthropy and investment experiences.

Could you tell us about the changes in the understanding of
impact investing over the past decade in China
from the perspective of LGT?
LGT is one of the first batch of organizations to promote venture

foundations piloting venture philanthropy. First, the charitable

philanthropy and impact investing in China. When I first heard

nature of foundations could hardly accommodate adequate

about the concept of venture philanthropy from LGT in 2010, it

professional due diligence. Second, they were not professional

was still a brand-new field in China. Therefore, I spent a big

investment institutions and lacked professional investment

chunk of my time advocating and promoting this concept, like

capabilities. In addition, most start-up management teams at

“what is venture philanthropy” and “what is social enterprise”.

that time came from the field of philanthropy, and they were

While traditional charitable foundations were the mainstream,

dedicated to solving social problems through commercial means

we promoted, advocated and incubated the concept of venture

with their pure enthusiasm. Between 2010 to 2013, we

philanthropy through entrepreneurial competitions, social

supported China Foundation Center (CFC), Shangri-La Farms

entrepreneur skills training programs and venture philanthropy

and other market-building projects in China, as well as launched

funds.

the Smiling World Accelerator Program (SWAP), which provided
USD 50,000 financial support and a variety of

During the 10 years of working in LGT, I was very fortunate to

professional/intellectual/market resources needed to fuel the

have witnessed the huge development of venture philanthropy in

next stage of development.

China from the very start. Therefore, I’d like to share some
observations based on LGT’s experiences in China:

In the second stage, from 2014 to 2018, we saw some local and
international investment institutions gradually entering this field.

In the first stage, from 2010 to 2013, domestic venture

For the industry as a whole, this period marked the transition

philanthropy was mainly driven by charitable funds, and the

from venture philanthropy to impact investing. LGT also started

invested organizations were mostly well-run early-stage social

transformation and changed the name into LGT Impact

enterprises. At that time, LGT went by the name of LGT

Ventures. We believed that it was less efficient to invest in

Ventures Philanthropy Foundation, and most of our investment

small-scale well-run social enterprises, as the overall time and

targets were start-up social enterprises or projects at the initial

resources spent in the due diligence on projects of varying

stage. In fact, some limitations emerged as a result of charitable
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scale were roughly the same. LGT could hardly meet the goal of

The third stage started from 2019when some mainstream

generating scalable social benefits simply by investing in

investment institutions got attracted to impact investing, such as

early-stage social enterprises. Therefore, the firm shifted to focus

TPG's Rise Fund, Bain Capital's Double Impact Fund,

more on the financial sustainability and impact scalability. In 2016,

Blackrock, KKR, etc. They began to establish impact investment

we invested in Mama+, an e-commerce platform committed to the

funds and invest in larger-scale projects. For instance, Sequoia

development of mothers in China, bringing them quality products

and Ant Financial co-invested in CD Finance in China. In the

at a fair price and providing them with opportunities to earn

meantime, academia chose to add ESG investing into impact

complementary revenues. We hoped to achieve scalable social

investing. Initially, it was generally believed that impact investing

impact by influencing this for-profit company towards an

referred to investments in the primary market, while

impact-oriented path. In terms of financial performance, the

ESG-related investment referred to those in secondary market.

valuation of this project doubled one year later. This was our first

That said, these two concepts are not in contradiction neither.

attempt of transformation, a different approach from the

ESG investing has always been an important part of the

investment portfolio of small-scale well-run social enterprises. For

sustainable initiatives of LGT. For instance, LGT Capital

most mainstream investing funds, Mama+ is a purely e-commerce

Partners, a global fund of funds, uses an ESG checklist to

start-up targeting mothers and infants. But LGT instead attempted

evaluate the ESG performance of invested organizations. The

to apply impact investment principles to this for-profit start-up,

impact investing and venture philanthropy, that LGT has been

especially at the post-investment stage. We have specially

promoting for years also aim to tackle social issues with

recruited a senior consultant to work on social impact integration,

business solutions, which are totally aligned with ESG goals.

such as incorporating social impact indicators into the core KPIs,
which was not a key focus for pure financial investors.

What were the attitudes and opinions of companies and
traditional VC co-investors when LGT started to invest in
commercial companies and integrate impact?

In fact, many founders and management teams have the intention

For traditional mainstream investors, they did not know what

of “helping more people” as stated in their mission statement, but

impact investing was at first. Therefore, we explained and

they may not know the concept of social enterprises. For example,

advocated related concepts to co-investors in the process of

the vision of Mama+ is “helping mothers to be better", which

co-investing, including setting some impact KPIs. At the early

means to empower women. The initial targets were full-time

stage of the collaboration, every small change, however trivial,

mothers from first and second-tier cities. After successfully carrying

to the investment process took a lot more efforts because

out the plan, we helped the store integrate impact and sink their

co-investors didn't comprehend the significance. For example,

business to third and fourth-tier cities or even rural areas, making it

we hoped to add some clauses related to impact management

readily accessible to more people in need. During the process, we

to standardized legal documents, which the lawyers could

did an extensive in-depth research on the business model of

hardly see the reasons behind such a change. To our great

Mama+ by benchmarking it against domestic and international

relief, with impact-related discussions constantly being

peers. Then we guided companies on how to better integrate and

discussed at the quarterly most investors eventually came to a

embed impact into the core values and business models, rather

shared understanding of the philosophy behind impact

than treating impact as a separate component like CSR. Two years

investing. And the communication between other investors and

after its establishment, Mama+ has set up the largest mother

us became smoother. It is our understanding that financial

community in China, benefiting millions of families. In 2016,

returns, social and mission realization are not in contradiction

Mama+ signed the “Women’s Empowerment Principles” (WEPs)

but complementary to each other, and that the impact

issued by UN Women, becoming the 24th Chinese company to be

investment model does not sacrifice financial returns to gain

added to the WEPs’ list.

social benefits.
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In the post-investment management, we recruited impact fellows

management while keeping impact KPIs on-track. “We are

for Mama+ to specifically strengthen impact integration. For any

excited to collaborate with LGT VP, which will bring in its impact

commercial player facing fierce market competition, survival

investing experience and help us shape and strengthen our

comes first. Therefore, when prioritizing resources allocation, we

social impact mission. " said Wu Fanghua, Founder and CEO of

always make it an open and candid conversation with the

Mama+.

How does LGT measure and manage impact investments
in the Chinese market?
LGT adopts impact measurement tools for quantitative and

measurement that reflects the logical process of impact

qualitative analyses, as developed by our colleagues in the

generation as business activities are rolled out from input to

Swiss headquarters referencing from prevailing impact

output. This impact generation process is usually under close

measurement tools like IRIS. The quantitative analysis is mainly

scrutiny at the investment committee when making investment

based on a set of indicators, some of which are operational

decisions: why investing in this project, what is the intended

KPIs, such as monthly sales, number of users, revenue growth,

social impact, and how is it created. Compared with some

etc. These impact indicators overlap with key business

standardized methods of impact management, such as filling

indicators, so there won’t be additional burden on the

out forms and taking scores, we place a greater emphasis on

enterprises. For the qualitative analysis, it is reflected more at

the essence of impact management and analyze it from a

the initial stage of investment. We will use a diagram of impact

practical perspective.

What do you think will be the opportunities and challenges
faced by foreign institutions participating in
impact investments in China?
I think it is a good thing if international mainstream investment

In my opinion, if there are more domestic capital or funds

institutions and impact investment institutions can enter the

participating in impact investing, they will be an important

Chinese market. In fact, before LGT was founded, some

driving force because domestic players do understand the

institutions did enter but quitted later. They might lack local

overall environment in China. International institutions investing

teams and an in-depth understanding of Chinese market. In the

in China, need to build independent local teams to carry out

long run, I think China will still be a growing market for foreign

their work.

capital. As the interest rate is generally low worldwide,the
market rate of return in China is attractive in a sense.

What do you think will be the focus of impact investing
in China in the next few years?
Firstly, I believe that healthcare industry and high-tech industry

we have a broader definition of impact investing, the healthcare

will be two focuses where impact can be better integrated into

industry is definitely part of it. To be fair, patients are also a

the mainstream business. Especially after the pandemic, people

relatively vulnerable group. The development of healthcare

are more concerned about their health and impact investing. If

technology can overcome major diseases and help patients
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ease their pain. The innovation of healthcare technology is a

think the general direction of impact investing in the future is to

real solution to improve the quality of human life. How to make

pursue inclusiveness. Whether in the healthcare, education, or

public health system and medical research more inclusive will

environmental protection industry, high-end services have been

be very meaningful for impact investing. If healthcare is a

provided. However, we need to think how to lower the cost, such

vertical dimension, high-tech is a horizontal dimension. Because

as sacrificing marginal benefits, changing the business model,

technology can empower many different industries. Both

or subsidizing the low-end from the high-end. If we can truly

education and environmental protection industries that LGT

achieve inclusiveness and benefit more people, it could be

focuses on can be empowered by technology. Secondly, I

regarded as impact investing.

From the perspective of cultivating the ecosystem of impact
investing in China, do you have any expectations for
participants such as the government?
If the government can vigorously promote the development of

and guidance for social enterprises and start-ups. Next,

domestic impact investing, such as launching social enterprise

implement pilot projects and help promote social enterprises.

certification and introducing more supportive policies for social

For example, pilot projects can be carried out in the healthcare

enterprises, the overall development of impact investing will be

and elderly care sectors first, and then promoted to other

faster. My first recommendation is to establish a certification

industries such as education and environmental protection,

system for social enterprises. First, set identification standards

which can help control the risk. Considering social enterprises

of social enterprises which include the industry sector, income

and impact investing in China are at early stage, I hope the

source, income distribution, employment structure, and social

government can collaborate with market participants to promote

benefits. Second, establish corresponding identification and

the industry through continuous innovations across systematic

evaluation systems, and introduce relevant policies and legal

arrangement, operation model, service offering, and advanced

frameworks to support the development of social enterprises.

governance.

Third, establish a supportive supply chain to provide support
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Dialogue with Narada Foundation:
experiences and reflections on exploring impact
investment by private foundations in China

Established in May 2007, Narada Foundation is a
national private foundation approved by the
Ministry of Civil Affairs. Narada Foundation always
insists the mission to foster civil society, by actively
building the ecosystem of philanthropy sector and
promoting cross-sector collaboration as well as
innovation in China. Narada Foundation is committed to building philanthropic infrastructure that
fosters the growth of non-profit organizations,
operating the China Effective Philanthropy Multiplier
to scale up effective philanthropic products that
target urgent social problems and making the
concept of social enterprise more mainstream.

INTERVIEWEE:
Tan Yi
Director of social enterprise and impact investment
division of Narada Foundation
“We hope the foundations can play such role: they provide
funding for social enterprises at early stage without seeking
returns, to cultivate these seedlings to the extent that impact
investors can see them.”
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How did you and the Narada Foundation get into the
field of impact investing?
In 2009, I started working with Yanni Peng (now CEO of Narada

professional team to do this loan program. Therefore, this

Foundation) at the British Council (BC) on the Skills for Social

program only lasted for two years, during which we provided

Entrepreneurs Training Program, helping social enterprises seek

loans for only two institutions. In 2018, we invested our own

granting without expectations of returns from foundations such as

capital in Yuhe Fund of EHONG Impact Capital and became one

Youcheng and Narada. At that time, social enterprises that

of its LPs. It was not a coincidence to support EHONG. Mr. Xu

participated were very small, and they could not generate good

Yongguang, the chair of Narada Foundation had known Mr.

financial returns immediately. Therefore, we had been providing

Tang, the President of EHONG for a long time, and Mr. Xu

support in the form of financial granting. Later, Yanni and I both

thought EHONG was making impact investments. He had

came to the Narada Foundation and continued this kind of work.

always been introducing the concept of impact investing to Mr.
Tang, and had cited investment cases of EHONG in some

By 2014, BC launched a social investment platform, where

speeches. In 2018, EHONG won the first-year impact invest-

investors could invest in social enterprises. As a foundation,

ment award at the China Social Enterprise and Investment

Narada Foundation did not directly make equity investment. We

Forum. At that time, Mr. Xu and our funders wanted to drive

launched an interest-free loan program usually with around

people to pay attention to impact investing and felt that Narada

500,000 yuan per loan and a three-year loan period to support

should be a pioneer. Hence, the investment decision for EHONG

social enterprises. However, we terminated this interest-free loan

was made immediately. We invested 50 million RMB in Yuhe

program in 2016, when BC ended their investment platform

Fund through two separate investments respectively in 2018

project. Our board of directors did not think Narada had a

and 2019.

How does Narada understand the essential difference
between impact investment and other investments?
What is the connection between impact investment
of a foundation and assets preservation & appreciation?

Our exposure to impact investing started with the concepts of

consideration of impact investment. We have an investment

Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN), including the four core

management committee at the board level, and the investment

elements. Around 2013, more people in China started to talk

management committee makes all decisions. Most of our

about impact investing. They thought people should have goals

previous assets were given to Sequoia, and the returns were

to pursue positive impact in addition to financial returns.

quite good. Then we invested part of the returns in Yuhe Fund.

Recently, we have considered that impact measurement and

As far as I know, some large foundations still do some relatively

management is a particularly important factor. Without it, impact

more active asset management, but the majority of foundations

investing would not be very different from other investments.

may just put their assets in banks. For example, many domestic

The investment in Yuhe Fund and previous investment in

foundations have done asset management through banks,

Sequoia Capital are part of our assets preservation and

thinking that putting capital in banks is a particularly safe way.

appreciation. But the investment in Sequoia is not based on the

Especially like public foundations, they will have more consideration for liquidity and safety. However, as a private
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foundation, we are under less external pressure. Our funders

Narada Foundation's income comes from not only the invest-

and Mr. Xu agree to impact investing, and then we do it. Another

ment but also the additional annual donation from Narada

particularly good point is that our funder, Narada Group will

Group to cover our expenses. Therefore, I think different

donate more funds, if we have a long payback period and

foundations have different asset allocation methods to preserve

encounter short-term liquidity problems due to investment in

and increase their value, and we cannot lump different matters

private equity assets.

together.

How does Narada measure and manage the impact of
its investments in Yuhe Fund?
We always think that impact measurement and management

improve the evaluation system. But overall, we don't have a

should be reflected from the beginning to the exit, which is

clear goal, or expectation on to what extent EHONG should

exactly what makes impact investing different. In this regard, we

achieve. Because we are still learning by ourselves. Impact

have some communication with EHONG and hope they can pay

investing is actually a very new thing for us and not quite the

more attention to impact measurement and management.

same as previous charitable programs. For example, we have

Although the previous cases of EHONG were quite good,

recently launched an introductory series of impact measurement

EHONG has not systematically done impact measurement and

and management. In this series, we summarize some cases and

management before. Now there is some progress. After our

tools that are commonly used in the GIIN report, which can also

investment, many organizations that did not know about EHONG

be introduced to Chinese investors as a benchmark.

before have gotten to know it and some foreign LPs have started

In terms of specific impact measurement and management

to talk to EHONG. These changes have given EHONG a push to

tools, we actually have no specific preference now. And we are

pay more attention to impact measurement and management.

looking at one tool after another, hoping to have more cases.

Our current docking with EHONG is mainly about the impact and

From the current cases, many organizations have chosen

promotion of the projects. The frequency is almost once every six

multiple different tools to make a model suiting them most.

months, which is not particularly intensive.

SDGs are the most used, but they are just a framework. Other

In addition, although we don't have a very clear requirement on

tools used more are GIIN's IRIS and IFC's Nine Principles. After

the impact goal of Yuhe Fund, we are actually considering this

checking all cases, we feel that many organizations are

matter. Narada used to fund various types of projects with large

integrating several approaches. Therefore, we hope EHONG

differences, and there was not a unified evaluation system. We

could refer to more international tools. We don't plan to do our

may do evaluation on our own based on different conditions of

own model because we don't plan to invest in other new projects

different projects or ask a third party to do evaluation. We also

for the time being, and we don't need to manage impact assets

want to have some communication with EHONG and even match

directly. Hence, we don't intend to invest extra time and energy

some evaluation resources for them, hoping they can

to do it.

For Narada, will you consider other investment categories
besides private equity? (e.g., public funds, fixed income, etc.)
For Narada, I don't think we will consider other forms of invest-

Blackrock. Still, I think it is quite difficult to do this in China

ment at this time. However, I have recently found that some

because relevant information is not completely disclosed or is

international institutions have started to explore investing in

even unavailable in China. Many companies do not have formal

stocks in the secondary market, such as Wellington and

reports, or at most only CSR reports or sustainability reports,
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which only provide far from enough information for us to do

growth enterprise market (GEM) might work. Of course, if you

impact investment in the secondary market. In addition, Chinese

just invest in private equity, you will still encounter the problem of

foundations cannot buy stocks directly in the secondary market

liquidity. Last year a vice president of the Ford Foundation

but only make such investment via qualified brokerage institutions.

mentioned that they were starting to consider the secondary
market because private equity's liquidity was really a problem. I

The other reason is investing in the secondary market to practice

didn't feel anything at that time until recently, when the cash flow

impact investing emphasizes engagement. I attended

of many institutions has been affected by the epidemic. And I

Wellington's presentation where the speaker said that investing

realized that liquidity was really a matter. However, we are not

in impact companies in the secondary market especially

currently considering investing in public market impact targets.

emphasized shareholder engagement, meaning that it’s only

The Ford Foundation recently issued a social bond with a

possible to invest smaller companies. Because if the company’s

tremendous amount of value. We have discussed whether we

market capital is too large, the small investors may not have a

would do that. But we think that in China, it is impossible for

voice and cannot effectively engage in the governance of the

foundations to issue social bonds. Because foundations can't

company. But in China, good companies in common sense are

even lend money to others or borrow money from others, not to

quite large. Therefore, when a public fund buys shares from

mention issuing bonds. We have different national situations.

them, the money certainly cannot play a role. Investment in the

What do you think are the obstacles related to laws and
regulations when domestic foundations invest?
How do the foundations respond?
A few years ago, the Ministry of Civil Affairs issued Interim

areas. Narada foundation is fine with this stipulation. Because

Measures on Managing Investment of Value Maintenance and

we do not have any specific areas, we could invest in any field.

Appreciation of Charitable Organizations, which mentioned that

However, situations are not the same for other foundations. For

charitable organizations could be LPs. But I think charitable

example, education-based foundations may only invest in the

organizations are still relatively conservative and afraid of trivial

field of education. Furthermore, although foundations are

and bothering process. Despite the interim measures, in the

allowed to be shareholders, Narada's own investment rules do

process of implementation, some evaluation and audit agencies

not allow us to make direct equity investments. We are also

do not understand the policy properly and often ask various

worried about related transactions and the further need to

questions to the foundations. Then the foundation board would

involve more energy in management. Some foundations do not

feel that it is better to avoid bothering. And in the end, they simply

make direct equity investment as a foundation but involve in

don't do it. There are also some foundations that do not want to

investments through related investment companies to avoid

take additional responsibility related to investment. After all, an

some trouble.

investment always carries risks. Even if foundations do not have

Finally, the government likes people to help the poor and the

to make up the loss amount, they are likely to be held

needy, and some foundations think that it is good to follow this

accountable, given a loss occurs.

preference by helping the poor and the needy. They want to

In addition, the foundation’s money comes from the donors and

avoid situations where things are troublesome, and they may not

therefore is public property, which should be donated to NGOs.

get any benefit. Therefore, in general I think there is not enough

But if we invest the money in a business, it is no longer public

motivation for foundations to make direct equity investments.

property. Because investing money means being a shareholder.

Because how the value is preserved or appreciates has nothing

When the money, as public property is turned into private

to do with the decision makers of the foundation. However, in

property, people will feel that there is a loss of public resources.

the opposite way, if foundations are held accountable by the

So, there are many people on the side of NGOs who are

public who don't understand or by the evaluation and audit

opposed to foundations making such investments.

agencies, it will be a big trouble for the foundations. Therefore,
they would just do what everyone else accepts and enjoys in

In addition, the policy also allows foundations to make direct

common.

equity investments in an enterprise related to the foundation’s
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Do you think these policies hinderance and perception
obstruction that domestic foundations encounter during
the investment process, will change in the future?
People have been talking about how successful green finance is

few policy banks. And I think that what they are doing is very

in China. And they think that if impact investing could gain the

relevant to impact investing. They have followed the national

same attention from the government like green finance, it would

policy to do things like poverty alleviation and agricultural

probably grow especially fast. But I personally think it might be a

support. At the same time, they also recognized that the technical

little difficult because everyone has a different understanding of

report was quite good, and it could provide some useful

impact investing. We've approached some government

indicators. Therefore, I think if people from policy banks can think

departments before, hoping they could do something to promote

from the perspective of creating social impact and then make

impact investing, but they are very conservative about it.

decisions, impact investing will be actually quite promising.
Because they are doing good things for national development

A few months ago, when UNDP issued Technical Report on SDG

with a considerable amount of money.

Finance Taxonomy (China), I attended some speeches from a

What is the vision of Narada Foundation for its future
development?
Actually, last year Narada proposed to do some strategic

problems. If there are other better ways to help us achieve our

transformation, hoping to promote cross-sector collaboration

goal, we are willing to make more attempts.

among social enterprises, impact investors, or projects done by

Impact investing and social enterprises require building

the young people which we had worked with. We hope to attract

infrastructures through research and advocacy, creating an

both the business community and the youth community to pay

ecosystem. But I feel that Narada does not need to do the

attention to public good and social innovation. Because we think

promotion anymore. Because after so many years of cultivation,

the current philanthropy sector is small, and there are only a few

there are already some specialized organizations doing this

famous organizations people are familiar with.

kind of thing. For example, China Social Enterprise and Impact

Our support for impact investing and social enterprises is also

Investing Forum (CSEIF), China Alliance of Social Value

based on our belief that these two ideas can achieve our goal of

Investment (CASVI), China Social Enterprise Certification

promoting cross-sector collaboration and solving social

Center (She Chuang Xing), Impact Hub, etc. are all doing this
kind of promotion work. Just let them do it.

What role do you think foundations should play in China's
impact investing and social enterprise sector in the future?
Most of the social enterprises we funded ten years ago were

can provide funding in the early stage because these social

probably not very successful. Only a few of them have grown up

enterprises must grow large enough to attract investors'

to a relatively large scale. There is no difference between these

attention. Therefore, at the beginning, they need funding that

social enterprises and other start-ups, or we can say it is even

does not require returns and gives them chance to grow up first.

more difficult to cultivate social enterprises. I think foundations

The foundation can actually play this role due to its original
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intention. In addition, according to Mr. Xu's opinion, it is not

the institution’s operation expenses. We have always been

enough to rely only on small and beautiful NGOs, but we need

funding philanthropy projects, so we certainly do not have much

to use market-oriented means to solve social problems to the

ability to empower enterprises from the business perspective.

maximum extension. We hope the foundations can play such

Therefore, we may rely on the third parties to provide some

role: they provide funding for social enterprises at early stage

services or ask these enterprises to develop independently.

without seeking returns, to cultivate these seedlings to the

If the seedlings we support grow up, our impact fund can

extent that impact investors can see them. If no one provides

consider incorporating them to form a closed loop. We have

any help for them at the beginning, they may not grow up.

such cases, but this is not what we must achieve. We feel that

In addition, there is no difference between our previous

as long as a social enterprise can genuinely solve a social

investment in social enterprises and the funding for ordinary

problem, it doesn't matter who it belongs to, in other words, who

NGOs. Social enterprises are also basically registered as

is the shareholder. Because the foundation exists to fund these

Private Non-enterprise Units. We give them grant, which is

projects to solve social problems. We are not saying that the

regarded as funding to an institution. The money does not need

enterprise in which we invest at its first stage must be

to be used for a certain project and can be just used to cover

sponsored by us when it grows up. Making the two things tied
together is not the original intention of our foundation.
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Dialogue with OIC Capital:
insights on impact investments from a high
net-worth individual

Dr. Jack Yeung is one of the directors of Social Ventures HK (SVHK) and the founder as well as
CEO of OIC Capital. He served as the vice chairman of the Federation of Hong Kong
Industries, the chairman of Hong Kong Startup Council, and the chairman of the Pearl River
Delta Youth Presidents Association. Dr. Yeung is an investor and supporter of Leapfrog and
Acumen, as well as a major member of the Hong Kong SFi Family Office Investment Circle. He
promoted and established the "Better World Lab" and "Impact Community SZ” and he is also
the chairman and the largest shareholder of “Dialogue in the Dark Hong Kong”. Dr. Yeung
was born in Hong Kong and has 20 years of working experience in Shenzhen.

INTERVIEWEE:
Dr. Jack Yeung
Founder and CEO of OIC Capital
“I believe that impact investing is not just about investing in a
certain project, but also investing in people who have the
potential to spread the ideology of impact investing. These
people will stimulate more people’s social responsibility so that
those groups can do more impactful things and bring more
positive impacts to society.”
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Why did you engage in impact investing?

I graduated from the University of Windsor in Canada, with a

money from some technology investments at the beginning, I

bachelor's degree of environmental engineering, which was

gradually realized that it was not all I wanted. All my investments

aligned with my interest. After I returned to China, my first job

yielded good financial returns but little good impact on society.

was related to wastewater and waste gas treatment. In 2000, I

Thus, I studied B Corp and started to think of how to integrate

started to do a job in family business of plastic moulds and other

non-financial elements into my investments.

plastic products. I often discussed with various customers and

In fact, when I was managing enterprise, I realized that the

partners on how to make plastics sustainable, such as which

purpose of the enterprise was not only to make money, which

environmentally friendly materials we should use, what methods

was a way to make the enterprise financially sustainable.

should be used for disposal, and how to recycle and reuse

Another important part was that we wanted to be a

plastic products.

"mission-driven enterprise". Therefore, we would pay special

After leaving this company, based on my own engineering

attention to non-financial aspects, such as what a company

background, I made technology investments at the beginning

would contribute to society, what it would contribute to mainland

and promoted technological advancement through investment.

China, and how it would make all employees develop, form their

As the chairman and founder of the Hong Kong Startup Council,

own families and engage in corporate social responsibility. After I

I also hoped to introduce some advanced technology to

left the plastic company, what I had invested in often ignored this

mainland companies.

mission. So, I have always been looking for some opportunities
to integrate social impacts into my investments.

During the investment process, I found that many people were
only concerned about financial returns. Although I also made

How do you understand impact investing?

My view on impact investing is somewhat different. I think that

founder David Yeung and thinking with him on how to promote

funding is only a small part, and what can be invested is a broad

the development of green culture in Hong Kong. The final effect

“concept”. It includes investing my time, empowering people with

is that basically all Hong Kong citizens have recognized green

potential, and using my social networks. Our investments can be

culture, which has a great impact on the change of perception of

more efficient in this way.

a sustainable society.

Sometimes, investing in a company is not as effective as

I hope that a small amount of assets can affect many people.

investing in a person. In my opinion, if one can invest and

When I invest in high-tech industry or sustainable food products,

stimulate a person to do a big impact business, he or she

what I care about is how many people can be affected and how

can also inspire more people. Such investment will have a

large the scale of beneficiaries is, given that the project is

catalytic and amplifying function. For example, when SVHK

successful.

invests in Green Monday, we have always been supporting the
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How do you see the differences between investing in
social enterprises and impact investing?

In the past few years, I realized that many social enterprises

Because I saw the difference between these two perspectives, I

were unsuccessful because their starting point was “social

started to promote the innovation of social enterprises,

responsibility” or “social work”, and they hoped to turn an idea

considering that traditional social enterprises could change a lot.

into a business, which was different from the perception of a

Starting from investing in SVHK, I recently became the chairman

commercial investor. As an investor with commercial enterprise

and the largest shareholder of Dialogue in the Dark Hong Kong,

background, I value the market-driven model more, such as how

hoping to help the blind and hearing-impaired to use their talents

a company provides services to meet market demands and at

to serve the community. It is part of my job and the rest part of my

the same time takes social responsibility, which is closer to the

job is to do impact investments. I am thinking about how to

concept of impact investing. In contrast, the founding teams of

impact society from different perspectives, promote the

many traditional social enterprises look at disadvantaged groups,

development of impact investing, and educate other investors.

and then create jobs for them to serve customers.

How do you seek for impact investment projects?

My investment focus is related to three Sustainable

project sources, since I served as the vice chairman of the

Development Goals, from poverty to food and to health, which

Federation of Hong Kong Industries and the chairman of Hong

we call "the poverty circle". In poverty circle, charity accounts for

Kong Startup Council, I have a lot of connections with funds and

a large proportion, such as helping the blind and farmers.

networks in different regions. I also have an industry

However, some projects of this circle could actually be turned

background. In addition, my money invested in funds has

into business. I also focus on food innovation and healthcare &

brought me diverse networks in industries and companies.

medical products (diagnostic technology and anti-cancer

These could bring many potential projects. I also have some

technology) innovation. The rapid development of this field will

cooperation with the scientific and research community, such as

bring relatively greater financial returns and social impacts.

helping universities in Hong Kong to develop and promote
high-tech projects. Some of these projects may also become

I look for investment projects around the world because there

influential start-ups in the future.

are many interesting funds in different regions. In terms of

What are your expectations on the investing method
and the financial returns?

OIC’s funds are all my personal assets, so I invest mainly in

ments always require my deep participation. However, people

funds as an individual LP. I also participate in some direct

have limited time and effort. The investment cycle of the funds I

investments, but the number is small. Because direct invest

invest in is usually about 7 to 9 years. The expected financial
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return is around 20% IRR. At present, most of the funds I invest

relatively high. Mainly because I do more venture capital, where

in have a return rate of about 30% to 40% IRR, which is

the corresponding risks are also relatively high indeed.

How do you promote impact measurement and
management as a high net-worth individual?

My own method of impact measurement and management is

technology, the main return they are concerned about is only

mainly to actively seek the most impactful projects of GPs’

financial return. Then I will slowly encourage these GPs to

reserve and invested projects. I make impact investments with

understand what impact investing is, how to do impact due

several big family offices and actively publicize the projects. We

diligence, and how to do impact reports, which are all learned

also make our investment directions and investment cases

from SFi. I believe that impact investing is not just about

public, which will help fund managers in the entire market to

investing in a certain project, but also investing in people who

learn more about impact investing. Then they will gradually get

have the potential to spread the ideology of impact investing.

involved in this field in the future.

These people will stimulate more people’s social responsibility
so that those groups can do more impactful things and bring

In addition, I will also actively influence the GP who I invest in.

more positive impacts to society.

Because some of the GPs are investing in a wider range of
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